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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the lCAP Prpgram 

The Integrated Criminal Apprehension Program (ICAP) represents a 

recently developed police service delivery concept that focuses on 

building a structured approach to the management and integration of 

police services. The program has emanated from the accumulated exper

ience and literature dev010ped through a number of LEAA-sponsored 

police programs. The unique feature of leAP is that it provides an 

overall framework for the integration of the various police service 

delivery functions and support services. Further, it establishes a 

solid devp,lopmental base for increasing the overall effectiveness and 

efficiency of a police organization. 

The emerging maturation of the police function has been stimulated 

by the growing recognition of certain key issues that have surfaced 

over the last decade. First J there is an apparent conflict in police 

goals. Recent studies have dispelled the myth that the police officer 

spends most of his ~ime engaged in crime-related activities. On the 

contrary, it is now realized that, on the average, police officers 

spend only a small proportion of their available time in crime-relat~d 

activities. In fact, far greater blocks of a police officer's time are 

consumed by activities related to crisis intervention and order mainte

nance. The conflict arises wlien one consi:ders that police organizat:\:'ons 

place crime-related activities at the top of a goals hierarchy when most 

of their time is, by demand, consumed in other, non-crime-related 

activities. This apparent conflict has stemmed from the ever~increasing 
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pressures placed on the police to become more responsive to a mUltitude 

of community needs. The net results of such pressure have been a poorly 

organized concept and logic flow of the police function and an abrogation 

of the crime responsibility. 

Second, the police have assumed an almost totally reactive style of 

administration and operation \ This stance largely has been precipitated 

by constant and increasing demands for police service. Additional fac. 

tors include constricting court decisions, police unionization, increased 

litigation, and increased political visibility. The response to this 

litany of pressures has been the creation of a style of policing charac. 

terized by low productivity, unstructured management of resources, and 

an emphasis placed more on controlling available police manpower \ 

Third, a proliferation of police-related programs has been developed, 

far too often without first obtaining insight into the range of feasible 

alternative solutions available to apply to a particular problem. The 

rush to be innovative, brought on by public pressure and the availability 

of Federal funds, has created both positive and negative results. On 

the plus side, there now exists a large body of police literature and 

experience that can and should be integrated into the police service 

delivery process. On the other hand, many programs have been developed 

that were c~mpetitive instead of compatible, poorly thought out instead 

of well conceived, and peripheral to the police function. Thus, develop

mental efforts in the police area have dwelt on solutions, while backing 

inte ehe analysis and decision processes that should logically occur 

before solutions are developed. 
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Finally, because the police role encompasses a wide range of extreme-

1)( complex and involved functions, attempts to quantify specific police 

tasks for the eventual jmprovement of productivity have proven to be ex-

traordinarily difficult. Most departments have attempted to meet the 

challenge of local austerity pressures and increased productivity by 

emphasizing the improvement of specific techniques and increased organi-

iationaloutput (such as increased arrest rates). As a result, heavy 
!. 

emphasis has been plac~d upon the enhancement of tl'aining through 1001'e 

comprehensive recruit classes and stepped-up inservice training of patrol 

officers. Although these efforts have certainly contributed to increased 

police effectiveness in a number of departments, overall the emphasis on 

improved skills and output has failed to address the more. significant prob-

lem of increased organizational effectiveness and efficiency. 

To resolve the dile~na of police priorities and proper utilization 

of resources, the rCAP concept introduces a structured. systematic approach 

to the planning, development, and integrat~.on of police functions and ser ... 

vices. Of paramount importance to the reAP concept is the recognition that, 

in normal operations, a majority of departmental resources are committed to 

the patrol function. These resources represent perhaps the best potential 

for increasing oTganizational effectiveness, with a special emphasis on 

effectively managing the patrol workload and increasing quality arrests, 

case clearances, and successful prosecution of the serious, habitual of~ 

fender. Wh~reas previous efforts to modernize police operations have used 

approaches that often were fragmented and compartmentalized, the rCAP con

cept permits consideration of all police service delivery activities and 
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functions within the context of the department's stated goals and ob

jectives. Thus, rCAP offers a uniform approach to structuring and inte .... 

grating the various police activities (i.e., patrol, investigations, 

crime prevention, traffic, etc.) to meet the overall goals and objectives. 

It is clear that a number of steps need to be taken in the direction 

of a more systematic approach to the management and delivery of police 

services. Fi.rst, the police must assume the initiative by accepting crime 

as a responsibility and by organizing themselves to effectively direct 

activities to maximize time and available resources. Second, the large 

number of police programs and concepts must be integrated into a logic 

framct-Jork, so that positive interrelationships of functions and activities 

can be defined, properly ordered, and effectiVely utilized. Finally, 

sound management practices must be adopted to increase the effectiveness 

and efficiency of police orgtmizations while reducing, or at least sta

bilizing, spiralling costs. 

1.2 The Structured Approach to f'olice Service Delivery 

The ICAP program stresses the introduction or enhancement of a deci¥ 

sion model into everyday police 0perations. Unlike most police service 

delivery models, \"hich have stressed the delivery of service to the com

munity based upon time-honored traditions and informal evaluation of re

sults, ttte~ICAP program introduces a decision-based model, as shown in 

Figure I-I, This model clearly recognizes the need for systematic col·, 

lection and analysis of information for input into the police decision

making process. Thus, the rCAP approach is characterized by: 
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Data Cl"ll1ection 

'c 
• Improve field re

porting procedures. 

• Improve information 
flow through depart
ment. 

• Improve field report 
review process. 

• Improve overall re
cords management. 

• Provide timely and 
accurate information 
for analysis and 
decisionmaking. 

~ --AnalY~i:_J-{ ~~nning 
Feedback 

• Improve analysis for • Improve operational 
operational planning. planning process. 

• Improve strategic 
and tactical deci
sionmaking through 
analysis of perti
nent information. 

• Improve strategic 
and tactical deci
sionmaking through 
increased use of in
formation derived 
from analysis. 

• Improve ability of 
department to manage • 
allocation and de
ployment of resources 
through operations 
analysis. 

Encourage the devel~ 
opment of alternative 

. approaches to police 
service delivery 
problems. 

• Improve ability of 
department to moni
tor crime situation 
through crime analy
sis. 

• Improve ability of 
department to obtain 
knowledge of knm'ffi 
criminals through in
telligence analysis. 

Ii. Service Delivery 
., 

• Improve police proce
dures at the scene of 
the crime 

• Improve timely initia
tion of investigative 
followup of serious 
crimes. 

• Improve investigative 
case management and 
preparation. 

-.--~---- .. ----~-~ 

• Improve overall deliv
ery of police services 
through the development 
of an effective alloca
tion strategy. 

• Improve utilization of 
field resourc~s through 
the adoption of effective 
deployment concepts. 

Figure 1-1. ICAP Model Logic Flow and Program Objectives 



• Formal planning. 

• Decisions based on empirical irliormation and 

structured methods. 

• Decision components easily recognized, measur ... 

able, and subjact to manipulation, based on 

feedback. 

• Operational identity of an analytic capacity. 

• Prediction-oriented and active empirical per~ 

spective. 

• Uniformity and consistency of overall direction. 

Tied to the reAP model and logic flow as sets, subsets, and further 

development of the hierarchy of service delivery management models are 

the great number of individual police concepts, methods, and techniques. 

These have functioned competitively and autonomously in the absence of a 

logical structure for their ordering and manipulation within police organi

zations. The following paragraphs provide a brief discussion of each of 

the key components of the reAP model. 

Generally speaking, a police manager can improve his prob1emso1ving 

and decisionmaking skills by using information efficiently. Because in

formation is the raw material with which police managers work, the most 

effective way to improve police managerial performance is to improve the 

use of information. Since the reAP concept focuses on the analysis of 

information to enhance the quality and types of decisions concerning police 

service delivery, the reference here is to information of an operational 
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rather than administrative nature. HI::lnce, the data aoZZeaUon component 

of the reAP model is concerned with the collection and ordering of infor

mation generated by department field elements such as patrol, investi

gations, traffic, juvenile, warrant service and intelligence units. 

By definition, analysis is a step in the rCAP process in which in

formation derived from the data collection phase is subjected to review 

to identify significant facts and derive conclusions. For purposes of 

rCAP implementation, three types of analyses are identified: 

• Crime analysis. 

o Operations analysis. 

• rntelligen~e analysis. 

rt is important to note that the term anaZysis J as used in the rCAP 

context, should not be confused with the term planning. On the contrary, 

the analysis functions described in the following paragraphs are intend~ 

ed to be placed within the particular division by which the information 

derived from analysis will be used in day-to-day operations. This is in 

stark contrast with the traditional police concept of a planning and 

analysis function that is placed organizationally within the administra

tive bureau or command section and focuses more on short- and long-term 

planning for overall system improvement. rn a broad sense, the combined 

functions of crime analysis, intelligence analysis, and operations anal

ysis occupy an integral part of the decisionmaking process for allocation 

and deployment of resources. Together, they provide the essential infor

mation input for both strategic and tactical decisions made by police com

manders and managers at all levels of the organizat.ion. 
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The term pZanning, as used in the reAP concept, connotes a structured 

approach to police decisionmaldng. With its emphasis on operational deci-

sionmaking at all levels of the department, the reAP approach is distinctly 

different from the traditional planning and research function. The latter 

is required to handle a variety of other important supportive and evalua-

tive activities. Rather, leAP planning requires that the police adopt a 

more structured, formalized management nlouel for making police service 

delivery decisions that rely on information inputs from a variety of 

sources. In effect, managers assume an active role in the planning pro-

cess, rather than focusing their attention primarily on direct supervision. 

Under the leAP concept, the term poZiae sepviae deZivepy includes all 

activities performed in a department that ultimately result in some form 

of police service provided to the community. Thus, although the depart-

ment's patrol function provides direct, 24 .... hour :;ervices, other depart-

mental functions and activities -- investigations, traffic, crime preven~ 

tion, and community services -- also provide servic~s either .directly (such 

as in crime prevention) or indirectly (such as investj~ations). The key 

issue addressed by the leAP concept is that police servic p delivery activ-

ities, although performed by various departmental units, are all interre-

lated and their integration into the police decisionmaking process is neces-

sary if overall departmental goals and objectives arc to t" achieved. In 

addition) those personnel responsible £or maklng daY-~1-day decistons must 

be given a sense of overall departmental prto:dties, with crime-related 

services placed at the top of the li'st. 
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The foregoing discussion of the lCAP program and service delivery 

model has provided the background for introduction of the various lCAP 

concepts, methods, and techniques addressed in other rCAP manuals. These 

have covered such topics as crime analysis, patrol operations analysis, 

a model records system, and training. This particular manual addresses 

the subj ect of communications, specifically the role of the communications 

pro(~ess in managing patrol operations. Subsequent sections of this chapter 

provide an overview of traditional versus current perspectives on managing 

patrol operatj ons \'Jith special emphasis on the critical support role of 

the communication function in lCAP program development. 

Chapter 2 describes the ICAP implementation process and the result-

ing departmentwide effects, especially those impacting on the communications 

process. Chapter 3 details the various concepts and methods that can be 

implemented as part of the overall department effort ~o manage the demand 

for patrol service. Chapter 4 outlines the policy, system, and personnel 

development considerations necessary to implement the lCAP communications 

process. 

1.3 Introduction to the lCAP Communications Process 

Throughout this manual, repeated reference will be made to the rCAP 

communications process. While considerably more detail will be provided 

in later chapters concerning the background, techniques, and implementation 

requirements involved in adopting the process to departmental operations~ 

a brief overview of the material follows. 

For purposes of this immediate discussion, the ICAP communications 
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process refers to the various policies, concepts, and techniques employ

ed by communications center personnel -- in conjunction with patrol COID-

mander's and supervisors -- to assist in managing the calls-for-service 

workload. It is more the rule rather than the exception to find that 

police departments throughout the nation have been plagued by an ever-

increasing demand for police services. The burden has been especially 

felt by communications center and patrol personnel in their attempt to 

orchestrate the field resources of a department towards meeting the calls-

for-service demand. 

Police departments have found that repeated attempts to manage the 

calls-for-service demand and develop innovative patrol strategies have 

been continuously stifled by the fact that dispatch and patrol effective-

ness have been measured principally by response time. This reliance on 

response time has as its foundation the view that citizen satisfaction 

with police service can be achieved through a rapid response to all calls-

for-service. Moreover, it has been the view of many police administrators 

and planners that, in the case of crime-related calls-for-service, a rapid 

response by patrol units will significantly increase the liklihood of ap-

prehension. 

Recent studies have shown that rapid response to only a sma1l portion 

of crime- and emergency-related calls-for-service are likely to result in 

apprehensions. Studies also have shown that citizens will accept reason-

able delays in the dispatch of service calls. Moreover, these studies 

have demonstrated that delayed service call responses can be accomplished 
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while still maintaining a high level of citizen satisfaction with police 

services. What this suggests is that police departments can develop al ter-

native response methods and real1stic response time goals and, at the same 

time, create an environment that supports the management of calls-for-ser-

viCe and the development of effective patrol strategies to address field 

problems. 

Alternative methods involved in the management of the calls-for-ser-

vice workload, and ones that have been incorporated into the rCAP communi-

cations; proces.s include s.uch· techntques: as call-for-service screening and 

prioritization, as well as alternative service-call handling techniques 

such as: Call stacking and the use of civilian patrol aides; referrals to 

other agencies; and the administrative handling of low-priority calls 

through telephone; mail-in, and walk-in reports. 

The process of screening and prioritization calls-for-service requires 

that those personnel in the communications center exercise discretion and 

assume responsibility for screening incoming calls-for-service to elicit 

the necessa,ry information about the call so that a priority ranking can 

be established. This ranking can be used subsequently to determine an ap-

propriate department response. 

The screening and prioritization of calls facilitates management of 

the calls-for-service workload. The process identifies those calls that 

either require an immediate dispatch, delayed response, or referral to 

another unit in the department for administrative handling. 
, 

For those service calls that can be delayed, the dispatcher has the 
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option of using a technique ca1led stacking, which means that lm'ler pri

ority calls are held by the dispatcher until the patrol unit normally as

signed the call returns to service from a previous call or completes a 

preplanned patrol activity such as directed patrol. Stacking enables de

partments to free-up blocks of time for uninterrupted, directed activi

ties. 

The process of calls-for-service referral, both within the agency 

for administrative handling and outside for social-service-agency-type 

problems, usually is handled by communications center call-takers. 

The use of civilian patrol aides consists of assigning low-priority, 

routine, nonemet'gency ca1ls to civilians who perform limited mobile pa

trol functions in the field. The overall objective of the methods de

scribed above is to create sufficient amounts of patrol noncommitted time 

for accomplishment of directed patrol activities. 

1.4 Definition of Terms 

Each of the methods for managing the calls-for-service demand is dis

cussed in more detail in Chapter 3. To clarify the discussions, a brief 

glossary of fundamental terms fOllows. In addition, Figure 1-2 shows a 

layout of a typical police department communications center. This illus

tration establishes a visual perspective of the relationships between the 

key personrtel definitions provided in the following text and the proper 

location in the communications center. Finally, Figure 1-3 provides a 

graphic illustration of the various policies, methods, and techniques in

corporated into the ICAP communications process. 
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• Screening and Prioritization -~ The process of 

eliciting necessary information concerning an 

incoming request for police service so that a 

priority ranking can be established and subse

quently used to determine the appropriate depart

ment response. The overall process facilitates 

management of the calls,-for-service workload by 

identifying those calls that may be immediately 

dispatched, delayed for subsequent response, or 

referred to another organizational element for 

administrative handling. 

• Stackin~ -- A Technique used by dispatchers to 

control the calls-for-service response of patrol 

units. Low-priority service calls can be stacked 

or held in queue by the dispatcher until a unit 

normally assigned to the call returns to service. 

Calls-for-service stacking normally is accomplish

ed during peak activity periods \"hen sufficient 

mobile units are not available to handle the in

flux of service calls. Stacking can also be 

used by dispatchers to hold lO\IT-priority calls 

for purposes of releasing sufficient blocks of 

time for structured patrol activities. 

• Call-for-Service Referral -- A mechanism or process 
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in which calls-for.service are screened for con· 

tent and either a mobile unit dispatched or the 

caller is referred to another organizational ele· 

ment responsible for making nonmobile responses 

to the citizen's particular need, 

• Phone-In, Walk-In, Mail-In Reports -- Nonmobile 

responses to referred calls-for-service in ac

cordance with procedures that permit trained per

sonnel to screen referred calls, take incident 

reports from the caller over the telephone, re

quest the caller to proceed to a designated police 

station to file ~ report, or send the caller the 

proper reporting form and request that he mail 

it in after completion. 

• Use of Nonsworn Personnel for Certain Types of 

Calls-for-Service -- A policy by \"hich civilian 

police aides can respond to those calls.for-ser

vice where the authority and capability of the 

sworn officer to use force are not a requirement 

of the response. Response to calls on found 

stolen vehiCles, traffic incidents where no 

injuries have occured, reports of malicious mis

chief, or reports of larcenies are examples. 

• Communications -- The means by which command and 
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control of police resources is exercised. Com

munications command and control systems are 

typically composed of two basic parts! First, 

a status, requirements (calls~for-scrvice), and 

reporting subsystem; second, a planning and di

rection (response to calls-for .... servlce) subsys

tem. Communications is simply the means by which 

requirements (calls-for-service) are fed to com

mand/control and response is fed to resources 

(patrol, etc,). Command is the authority and 

responsibility vested in certain department indi

viduals to utilize department resources, initiate 

planning and deployment, and direct and coordi

nate resources for accomplishment of department 

goals and objectives. Control is the authority 

that may be less than full command exercised by 

someone (communicati~ns center or patrol super

visor, call-takers, dispatchers) over part of the 

activities of other elements il>' the organiz~tion. 

• Call~Takers -- Communications center personnel 

assigned the responsibility for recei vinS: incoming 

calls-for-service over the telephone, When not 

in a combinecl call-taker/dispatcher function, they 

perform screening and prioritization of calls-for-
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service to determine appropriate departmental 

response (i.e" dispatch of patrol unit, admin~ 

istrative handling, etc.). 

• Dispatchers -- Communications center personnel 

assigned the responsibility for communicating 

calls-for-service from the communications center 

to appropriate field units for handling. The 

term dispatch refers to that aspect of the com. 

munications center operations that control the 

activities and response of departmental field 

units. 
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2. IMPLICATIONS OF leAP IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1 ICAP Program Components 

lCAP attempts to establish links between analysis, structured deci

sionmaking, and service delivery. To achieve this, rCAP activities focus 

on the development of four key components: Analysis functions; patrol 

management; investigations management; and emphasis on the apprehension 

and prosecution of the serious, habitual offender. 

'rhree analysis functions are associated ':lith and support lCAP, Crime 

analysis j intelligence analysis I and operations analysis. Al though o:'f:limc 

anaZysis can serve the police department in many ways, it primarily is 

oriented towards assisting the department in meeting the basic objectives 

of crime prevention and suppression, apprehension, and recover~' of stolen 

property. A crime analysis unit (CAU) performs this function by identify

ing, assembling, and disseminating information concerning crime patterns 

and trends. Crime analysis information can be used by either patrol or 

investigative personnel to guide deployment and assist in continued in

vestigations. Thus, crime analysis information can support decisionmaking 

in a number of key areas, including: Patrol deploymen~, patrol investi

gations, investigator. case screening, special operations deployment, and 

strategic crime targeting. In conjunction with rCAP objectives, crime 

analysis provides an excellent resource for identifying, apprehending, 

and successfully prosecuting seriOUS, habitual offenders. Crime analysis 

establishes an organizational framework for applying the lCAP model. Since 

the primary objective of crime analysis is to provide information for (and 
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thus support) operational planning and patrol deployment, the function 

serves to operationalize the structured decisionmaking framework for police 

service delivery. In addition, crime analysis units can have a positive 

influence in the improvement of operational information flow through the 

department, as well as the improvem~nt of field reporting, and central 

records processing of field reports. 

Virtually all police agencies become involved in the process of in

telligence gathering j usually to support an ongoing tactical operation 

or to assist some other outside law enforcement agency. The inteUigenae 

anaZysis function can be performed either by an intelligence unit assisted 

by a computer data bank in a large department or by a single officer as

signed to the investigative division or patrolman in a smaller agency. 

Despite the range of intelligence analysis capacities available in police 

departments, most focus their activities on the gathering of informatiqn 

relating to criminals, their activities and associations. Intelligence 

information then is used to guide ongoing investigations and to develop 

operational strategies and tactics. 

The important point to keep in mind about the use of intelligence 

analysis in the ICAP process is that the responsibility of information 

gathering rests with a number of key functions within the department. The 

fact that the patrol officer is in an excellent position to gather intelli

gence information often is overlooked. 

Within the ICAP program, operations anaZysis involves the continuous 

collection and analysis of information related to police service delivery. 
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Ideally, operations analysis provides information support to commanders 

and managers at all levels of the department so they can make informed 

decisions concerning the allocation, distribution, and deployment of de

partment resources. Whereas crime and intelligence analysis focus on 

criminals and criminal activity, operations analysis focuses on the sup~ 

port of strategic and tactical decisionmaking by collecting and ordering 

information concerning criminal activity, service demand, and available 

resources. At the strategic level, operations analysis information sup

ports decisions concerning the entire field operations staffing function. 

Moreover, this information provides the structural framework for deploy

ment decisionmaking. These types of decisions uTe long-term in nature 

and are based upon a careful consideration of the to';al demand for police 

service delivery in a community. At the tactical level, oper.ations 

analysis supports management decisionmaking concerning the deployment of 

available resources by location and activity. This is undertaken in re

sponse to service delivery problems related to crime, crisis intervention, 

and order maintenance activities. Thus, at the tactical level, operations 

analysis information is combined with information derived from crime anal

ysis. This enables the patrol manager to effectively deploy his resources 

for meeting all contingencies. 

PatroL management is essential since the greatest expenditure of police. 

efforts in response to citizen demands for service is reflected in the 

patrol response. In addition to a number of general considerations why 

this occurs, there are operational imperatives for management of the patrol 

effort by all concerned. 
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Discussions of patrol objectives generally center on crime prevention 

and apprehension of the offender. These generalities do not not account 

for the complexity of the patrol operation. More importantly, developing 

more effective patrol strategies require the p.atrol supervisor to examine 

the full scope of patrol activities and responsibilities so that there 

will be enough time at the right time for crime-directed activities. 

On the other hand, an examination ot: the full range of patrol responsi

bilities enables the patrol supervisor to identify duties for which he is 

responsible that are not strictly relat-ed fa crime control. Such respon

sibilities reflect the realities of the pr'ilice mission and mandate that 

the patrol superviso:r's crime control planulhg must be closely integrated 

with his planning and implementation of tactics designed to address these 

parallel responsibilities. 

Patrol is both the chief user and principal supplier of analysis in

formation. As a user group, patrol should receive information both from 

the crime analysis 'and operations analysis units. Crime pattern bulletins, 

operations reports, or patrol area activity summaries should be routinely 

available to patrol decisionmakers. This information then is used by patrol 

commanders and supervisors to deploy their resources according to various 

tactics based on the analysis data. As the principal responder to calls

for-,service, patrol's record of time consumed on various activities be

comes the major information input to operations analysis. The results of 

operations analysis, in the form of activity breakdowns and potential time 

utilization, becomes an essential ingredient in decisions regarding patrol 

time utilization. 
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The analysis process and products serve the patrol supervisor by 

defining the crime and service problems that exist in his time and geo

graphic area of responsibility. Analysis provides information to aid him 

in making decisions about when, where, and against what types of crime 

targets he should deploy his personnel. 

The patrol supervisor must address overlapping crime, service, traffic, 

and community relations issues simultaneously. Effective implementation of 

patrol plans requires that the tactic designed to attack any single problem 

must be effectively integrated with all other tactics being implemented 

within the supervisor's patrol area. Similarly, the response and directed

patrol assignments of individual patrol officers in the supervisor's command 

must be clearly defined and integrated so that all responsibilities are 

properly met in the most efficient and effective manner. 

The purpose of operations analysis is generally considered to be a 

determination of overall patrol manpower needs and then distributing the 

resultant workforce in proporti~n to the workload. As noted previously, 

this clearly should be accomplished according to time (that is, into shifts 

in such a way that the manpower available during a given hour relates 

reasonably to the total work requirements during that hour) and by area 

(that is, that the individual patrol sectors are assigned patrol officers 

in some reasonable relation to the geographic distribution of service de

mands). Before a supervisor undertakes the task of deploying available 

manpower according to problems identified by crime analysis, he first must 

be assured that the expected level of calls-for-service demand in his area 

is properly and effectively managed. 
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The demand for patrol services has been commonly ass,essed in terms of 

raw counts of incidents. This approach is essential for an understanding 

of what the patrol division (or patrol supervisor) confronts. However) 

for operations analysis, it IS not how many but rather how much time and 

resources are demanded for various levels of service. 

The management of the patrol workload requires careful consideration 

of a number of time-related issues: 

• Establishing a clear definition of how patrol 

time is currently expended. 

• Identifying that portion of the calls.for-ser

vice workload that might be effectively handled 

by some means other than dispatching a patrol 

officer. 

• Controlling the dispatch response to calls-for

service so that blocks of time are available 

for officers to execute problem-directed patrol 

tactics. 

• Expanding the role of the patrol officer in pre

liminary investigation. 

• A broadened concept or workloads, to include the 

workload requirements of directed patrol activities, 

as well as calls -for-service and administrative 

requirements. 

• The matching of resources to workload demands. 
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Investigations management concentrates on the enhancement of the in. , 

vestigative activity of the patrol force, and the development of investi-

gative case management techniques~ through six key components! Patrol's 

role in the initial investigations, case screening, management of con-

tinuing investigations, police/prosecution relationships, monitoring of 

the investigative system, and police agency organization and allocation 

decisions, The objectives of a managed investigation process are: 

• Assigning case investigations more effectively. 

• Improving on the quality of case investigation 

and preparation. 

• Monitoring the progress of case investigation, 

and making decisions concerning continuation. 

The overall management of investigations should result in an increase in 

arrests for serious crimes that are prosecutable. ultimately leading to 

an increased number of convictions. 

Emphasis in the ICAP program on the serious, habitual offender has 

stemmed from a recognition that a major portion of all crime is committed 

by a relatively small number of habitual offenders. In addition, it has 

become apparent that law enforcement agencies and prosecutors must com-

bine their efforts to direct additional attention to this segment of 

offender popUlation, The integration of police objectives in lCAP and 

prosecutorial emphasis in the Career Criminal Program serves to identify 

and highlight the common links between the programs and enhances the 

police and prosecutorial functions as they relate to the cornman objectives 
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of identification, apprehension, conviction, and incarceration of the 

serious, habitual offender. 

The basis for linking these efforts stems specifically from the 

mutual interest of th~ police and prosecution in quality case development 

and from the common functions of early identification and priority pro

cessing of the serious, habitual offender. These elements are essential 

to the proper investigation and preparation of these cases. The high

lighting of the police/prosecutor functions serves to establish a sys~ 

tematic link and focus to ensure continued attention to these cases from 

the identification of the offender as a career criminal through case 

adjudication and sentencing. Coordination of police and prosecutor efforts 

directed at the career criminal is crucial for full case development and 

successful prosectuion. 

Literature developed in support of rCAP refers to the program as 

either a model or a method, depending upon the context in which the terms 

are used. rn reality, rCAP is both. As a model, rCAP stresses the overall 

application of systematic analysis and operations planning for providing 

insight into the consequences of police service delivery decisions. As 

a method, rCAP suggests a simplified technique or process for step-by-step 

decisionmaking that should occur at all levels of the police department. 

Both in the context of a model and a method, rCAP introduces a structured 

approach to police service delivery problemsolving, enabling the police 

manager or policymaker to make an informed decision based upon analysis of 

available information and an assessment of available, reasonable alter

natives. 
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In terms of local implementation, it is i~portant to draw the dis

tinction between the reAP program and rCAP proj ect. As a program, rCAP 

represents an overall plan or system under which action may be taken to~ 

wards a goal. The overall goals of the rCAP program, the ICAP model, and 

the program components all become the foundation upon which local law 

enforcement agencies may develop an ICAP project. Thus, a police depart~ 

ment can implement an ICAP project by identifying a set of interrelated 

tasks that satisfy some objectives. Clearly, the establishment of depart

mental ICAP objectives is critical to successful project planning and im

plementation. 

2.2 Concepts and Methods in Patrol Operations 

Traditional views of police patrol operations have been molded by the 

introduction of two relatively simple concepts ~- mobility and communi

cations. The advent of the patrol car and radio communications have re

sulted in better patrol coverage, quicker response to calls~for~service 

and greater flexibility in providing essential police services to the 

community. Overall~ the end result has been an increased ability to 

achieve the basic police patrol goals of crime prevention and deterrence, 

apprehension of criminals, provision of non-crime-related services, pro

vision of a citizen sense of security and satisfaction with the police, 

and recovery of stolen property. 

During the 1960's and early 1970'sJ an alarming rise in crime rates 

coupled with an ever increasing demand for additional police services re

sulted in the expansion of police manpower levels and the purchase of 
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highly expensive and sophisticated equipment. In terms of patrol operations 

alone, the addition of manpower and equipment was seen as the most effective 

Wtiy to maintain an acceptable level of service and sustain the following 

three patrol strategies: 

• A patrol unit will respond to all calls-for-ser
vice as quickly as possible, 

• Random patrol will be performed during uncommit
ted time. 

• Self-initiated activities also will be performed 
during uncommitted time.* 

Thus, the primary emphasis was placed upon three elements: 

• Crime prevention and deterrence through increased 
visibility and presence. 

• Greater likelihood of apprehension through de
creased response time. 

• Increased citizen satisfaction by responding to 
all non-crime-related requests for patrol ser
vices in a timely manner, 

Recently, this traditional basis for structuring and managing patrol 

operations has come under serious attack as a result of research and re-

lated patrol experiments. These studies have raised questions concerning 

the use of response time as indications and determinants of patrol effective-

ness. Moreover, the recent emphasis placed upon the need for police depart-

ments sy~ematically to analyze the amount of time being spent on various 

patrol activities has resulted in doubts concerning the overriding need to 

*Gay, et al., Improving Patrol Productivity, Vol. I, Routine Patrol, Pre
scriptive Package, 1977. 
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manage patrol operations based upon calls~for-servi.ce response. 

2.2.1 Patrol Time Analysis 

Since the major questions raised concerning rCAP patrol operations 

have dealt with time-related issues, it is best to begin the discussion 

of new concepts in patrol by briefly describing what an analysis of rCAP 

patrol operations might indicate. To begin lr'li th 1 most police department 

communications (dispatch) centers capture workload information using a 

police dispatch or run card indicating the time of receipt, dispatch, 

arrival! and clearing of all calls. Al though not always available, infor

mation for purposes of analysis would need to be broken down into the 

amount' of time consumed by four separate categories of patrol activity: 

Calls-for-serive, patrol-initiated, activity, administrative activity, 

and noncommitted time. Table 2-1 presents a brief description of each 

patrol activity, together with the corresponding approximate time con

sumption figures. 

The first category, calls-for-service~ includes those activities as

signed to patrol officers as a result of citizens' requests for service. 

Generally, these are broken down into either crime- and non-crime-relatec1 

calls. They can be broken down further into Part r crimes, Part II crimes, 

miscellaneous activities, emergency medical service, and traffic activities. 

Generally, calls-for-service or radio dispatches to patrol cars from the 

cOlmnunications center take precedence over all other types of patrol 

activities. Thus, a call-far-service will, in most cases, preempt another 

activity in which an officer might be engaged such as a routine traffic 
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TABLE 2-1 

Approximate Time Consumption Figures for Patrol Activities 

Category of 
htTol Activity 

Calls-for-Service 

Patrol or Self 
Initiated Activities 

Administrative 
Activities 

Preventive Patrol 

Approximate 
Percentage of 
....Eat.:x:.o.l Tjme Types Of Activities Performed 

30 Includes all activities assigned to 
patrol officers as a result of citi
zen's request-for-service. Can be 
further broken down into Part I and 
Part II crimes, miscellaneous activ
ities, other emergency services, and 
traffic activities. 

15 Patrol activities actually initiated 
by the patrol officer. Includes such 
activities as routine stops, vehicle 
checks, building checks and (in some 
cases) followup investigations and 
patrol-initiated arrests. 

20 I~-cludes 'accounting of time spent 
eating meals, running errands, or 
other activities such as equipment 
servicing or court time. 

35 Patrol time not committed to other 
activities. Generally referred to 
as noncommitted time that is consumed 
by random patrol. 
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stop or building check, 

Typically, calls-far-service (including both crime. and non.crime

related activities) constitute from 20 to 40 percent of the available patrol 

time. Normally, the calls-for~service ratio is around 35 percent) \<Jhich 

indicates that responding to citizens' demands for service constitutes ap

proximately one-third of all patrol time. The remaining time is taken up 

by self-initiated activities, administrative tasks and, finally, preventive 

patrol activities. 

The point to be made is that calls-for-service typically constitute 

a relatively small fraction to total police patrol activity, yet most de

partment's patrol systems are driven and evaluated by rapid response to 

service calls. As a result, other areas of patrol activity have not been 

developed sufficiently to obtain maximum benefit from the periods when 

patrol officers are not responding to calls-far-service. These other patrol 

time factors are discussed in the paragraphs below. 

Self-initiated activities constitute the second category of patrol 

time consumed. This category includes those activities actually initia.ted 

by the patrol office~' during the normal tour of duty and which are directly 

related to the patrol function. Included in this category are routine 

vehicle checks, followup investigations and, in some cases, arrests generated 

by the patrol officer not as a result of answering a service call. 

The percentage or fraction of time consumed by self-initiated activities 

will vary considerably from department to department. Normally, however, 

this category of activity constitutes from 10 to 20 percent of patrol time. 
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What makes this category so difficult to gauge is the fact that, although 

it consumes a relatively small portion of total patrol time available, 

considerable variance usually is evident when self-initiated activities 

of individual officers and within specific patrol beats are examined. 

Although most tlcpartments encourage their patrol officers to engage 

in self-initiated activities while patrolling, usually they are either 

decmphasized or avoided altogether because of the necessity of maintaining 

an ability to respond rapidly to service calls. Another factor is that, 

although officers may be engaging in self .. initiated activities, many depart

ments are unable to reflect this category in the total patrol workload 

since communications centers either have not been notified or have not 

recorded the types of activities or period of time consumed by officers 

in categories other than calls-for-service. 

The third category of patrol activity that would be reflected in a 

patrol time study is personal and administrative tasks. This includes 

an accounting of total time spent eating meals, servicing equipment, or 

engaging in other activities such as writing reports and running errands. 

Usually, this category of activity consumes 15 to 25 percent of patrol 

time and occurs in sporadic patterns. Efforts to monitor these activities 

indicate that the time can be effectively monitored and managed to reduce 

the impact on patrol opel'ations. 

The final category for patrol activity analysis is generally referred 

to as preventive patrol time, ,')r that portion of total patrol time that is 

not committed to such other activities as calls-for-service, self-initiated 

activities, and administrative tasks. Thus, when officers are not engaged 
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in anyone of these, three other activities) they usually are cngageu in 

preventive patrol. Traditionally, this has taken the form of random patrol 

through an assigned beat. Depending upon a number of factors (such as 

calls-for-service workload, number of available officers, and deployment 

strategies), preventive patrol activity usually consumes 20 to 40 percent 

of total patrol time. 

Although, at first glance, such a large portion of uncommitted time 

would seem to offal' unlimited possibilities for developing structured 

patrol strategies, in actuality this time is continuously interrupted 

and fragmented by calls-far-service and other patrol tasks. In fact, 

further analysis of uncommitted time in most police departments would 

probably indicate that only a small fraction of that time i's avuilable 

during the evening hours, when it is most needed. A much larger portion 

is available in the early morning hours, when the use of noncommittcd time 

for structured patrol activities is least needed. 

One other aspect of the preventive patrol category usually not em

phasized is tIle fact that a significant relationship exists between pre

ventive patrol (or nonco~nitted time) and self.initiated activities. If 

one were to combine the noncommitted patrol times with those of the self

initiated activities, the resulting figure would be the amount of time 

devoted to preventive patrol. This assumes that self-initiated acti.vities 

can be included within the framework and performed within the time frames 

for preventive patrol. 

This perspective offers a number of advantages. First, the two time 
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consumption figures can be used to reflect the actuaZ amount of preventive 

patrol time and, second, relationships can be drawn between them, such as 

the type and location of preventive patrol activities as determined by 

self-initiated activities. 

As suggested above, the analysis of patrol workload and uncommitted 

time represents only the initial step an rCAP deparment can take to managing 

the ca11s-for-service wOTkload. At a minimum, the information should pro

vide a sound basis for adjusting temporal and geographic assignment of 

officers to daily changes in the calls-for-serv1ce workload. This means 

that rCAP departm~nts must conduct ongoing operations analysis to address 

the following issues. 

• WorkZoad~ or the demands made for patrol service. 

• Manpower. available to meet those demands. 

• Assignment of manpower to shifts in proportions 

with the occurrence of service demands. 

• Distribution of manpower to each shift in such 

a way as to relate rationally to the geographic 

distribution of service demands. 

• Identification of the best times for each watch 

to begin. 

Departments participating in rCAP place considerable emphasis upon 

crime analysis unit development to support day-to-day operations. The 

overall goals of the program are to match.patrol deployment to workload 

conditions and, thus, to manage the ca11s-for-service demand so that rCAP 
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departments will be able to identify and release significant amounts of 

uncommitted time. This will result in more effective use of available 

patrol activities, based upon crime and operations analysis. Implementation 

of the rCAP program requires participating agencies to manage the calls-

for-service demand and address crime and service problems through increased 

patrol operations planning at the line level Ci. e., sergeants and patrol-

men). 

The move from traditional to current thinking concerning the manage. 

ment of patrol operations has been influenced primarily through the con-

duct of several patrol experiments. These are summarized in the following 

paragraphs and highlight the need for a structured approach to managing 

calls-for-service and developing proactive patrol strategies, as well as 

highlighting the need to provide more structure and direction to preventive 

patrol activities. 

2.2.2 Recent Experiments in Patrol Operations 

Perhaps one of the most significant patrol experiments conducted dur-

ing the last decade has been the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment. 

Although recently criticized, this experiment has provided valuable in-

sight into the current and potential uses of uncommitted patrol time. The 

most important conclusion to be drawn from the experiment is that it may 

be possible for police departments to make substantial changes in the con-

duct of preventive patrol without seriously jeopardizing community security 

and citizen satisfaction with police services. 

The experiment centered on one specific area of the city covering 15 
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beats. These beats were divided into three groups according to the level 

as they did prior to the study while proactive beats received increased , of preventive patrol provided. Reactive beats received no preventive patrol 

preventive patrol activity. 

The results of the experiment reported that the levels of police ser-

vice and citizen feeling of security were not significantly affected by 

varying levels of preventive patrol. This indicates that departments may 

adjust patrol operations without damaging community security. Considerable 

gains can be achieved when one reflects upon noncommitted time and improved 

ways in which this time can be used to enhance patrol operations. 

While the Kansas City Patrol Experiment focused on preventive patrol 

and the potential for directing noncommitted time, another more recent 

series of experiments have focused on the need for a rapid response to 

all citizen requests for service. One study recently conducted in Kansas 

City suggests that response time needs to be examined very carefully. The 

results of this second study have suggested that rapid response is only 

critical to a limited number of calls-for-service, especially those that 

involve a crime in progress or emergency medical service. The most interest 

ing finding of the study was that the time between an event's occurrence 

and notification of the police often exceeds the police response time, in 

some cases by factors ranging from two (commerical robberies) to five (resi-

dential/street robberies). 

Thus, recent response time studies suggest that the importance hither-

to placed upon rapid response times may only apply in a small number or 
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felony cases, and even then only when they are reported to the police 

while in progress. More importantly J these studios also indicate that 

departments can reasonably adjust their response strategies to reflect 

the reality of citizen/police notification patterns. Thus, efforts that 

encourage citizens to report crimes as quickly as possible may enhance 

the ability of a department to respond more effectively to citizens de

mands. 

Rather than focusing on response time reductions by enhancing com

munications equipment and er.suring the availability of response units, 

these studies suggest that departments would be well advised to concen

trate en the development of dispatch capabilities for better management 

of the calls-for-service workload. This would involve an initial screen

ing of calls to determine the priority and, therefore, necessity for and 

type of police response. This approach has been bolstered by yet another 

study of response times which suggests that it is possible for the police 

to control and, in fact, delay service call responses and still maintain 

a high level of citizen satisfaction. The critical factor in citizen 

satisfaction is not that a unit be dispatched immediately but rather that 

an officer arrive on scene at a time previously designated and agreed upon 

between the citizen and dispatcher. 

The experiments noted above have developed information which suggests 

that other departments could and probably should consider alternative dis

patch policies to the customary rapid response and availability of patrol 

units to answer calls-far-service. To replace and augment previously 



developed dispatch strategies, departments should consider the following 

strategies. 

• Call-for-service screening and prioritization. 

• Call-for-service stacking. 

• Call-for-service blocking. 

• Call-for-service referral. 

• Call-in (telephone), walk-in, and mail-in reports. 

• Use of nons worn personnel to answer certain types 

of calls. 

The overall purpose of such a strategy is to manage calls for service 

before they are given to patrol units in the streets. This will ensure 

maximum response effectiveness for certain high-priority calls. Moreover, 

it will result in the release of large blocks of uncommitted time for use 

in developing proactive patrol strategies, such as directed patrol. 

In summary, the overriding importance placed upon calls-for--service and 

reduction of response times has impeded attempts by patrol supervisors and 

officers to design and implement effective proactive patrol strategies. 

In most cases, the emphasis has been upon patrol officers' responding to 

service calls as quickly as possible so that their clearing the scene as 

fast as possible will allow them to be in service to answer the next call. 

Even in cases where proactive patrol strategies have been developed, 

their implementation has been seriously hampered by the overriding policy 

to keep as many cars as possible available for calls,for-service. As a 

consequence, meaningful proactive patrol strategies can. be implemented only 
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after existing response time strategies have been examined carefully and 

call-for-service priorities and dispatch alternatives have been established. 
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3. FUNCTIONS OF THE ICAP COMMUNICATIONS PROCESS 

Through directed patrol strategies and improved preliminary investi

gations, reAP can accomplish more effective and efficient crime control 

and order maintenance wi thin tne scope of presently available police re

sources. The extent to which rCAP can be operationalized and its am~ 

bitious goals achieved is directly determinecf' by the degree to which a 

department's communications center positi'Yely establishes and maintains 

an lCAP-supportive patrol environment. 

Preplanned patrol strategies cannot be effectively operationalized 

where the dispatch process functions in the traditional mode. Under such 

arrangements, calls-for-service drive the patrol force or, more exactly, 

push and pull patrol units f~om pillar to post each time the telephone 

rings. Traditionally, prevention and interception activities havo been 

relagated a secondary status to be accomplished in that unpredictable 

amout of time between calls-for-service. 

While highly motivated officers will mount patrol tactics on an ad 

hoc basis during uncommitted time between calls-for-service, many define 

their role as being reactive to the radio and wander aimlessly during this 

uncommitted time. Such operations deliver low payoff in detection and 

deterrence at extremely high manpower costs. Not infrequently under the 

traditional dispatch mode, the pressure to clear from a scene to be avail

able for the next call may cause an officer to rush preliminary investiga

tions. This may result in the loss of information, witnesses, or physical 

evidence, which can adversely affect the success of followup investigation 

and prosecution. 
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Implementing ICAP patrol strategies establishes new requirements 

for the management and information systems of a department. Patrol man

agers must be given the authority and be held accountable for the plan¥ 

ning and implementation of pn,trol strategies that deploy their personnel 

efficiently and effectively. Crime and operations analysis capabilities 

must provide timely and competent information on offense patterns and 

projected workload demands. 

Those patrol management activities will have little impact in the 

real world of field operations unless the communications center provides 

the time and resource coordination necessary for effective implementa

tion of proactive patrol strategies. This requires that communications 

effectively: 

• Assist in managing the demand for uatrol 

services. 

• Monitor the dispatch process. 

8 Communicate directives for patrol activities. 

• Generate (;ompetent workload data. 

• Provide support functions for field operations. 

The dynamic communications screening and diversion process required 

to support ICAP places far greater responsibi1;ties on the communications 

center supervisor and his personnel. Effective execution of these respon

sibilities is a necessary condition for more effective response and pre

vention services to the community. 

3.1 Managing the Demand for Patrol Service 

Amost two decades ago, the chief police executive of one of the 
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Nation's largest cities outlined his policy regarding response to citizen 

calls-for-service in one sentence. "For a dime," he noted, "a citizen 

can have a policeman there in five minutes." Cf'lls for police service 

have escalated dramatically in recent decades to the point v.here such 

demands, if managed ineffectively, preclude systematic implementation 

of prevention and interception tactics by field personnel. 

Current knowledge clearly demonstrates that rapid response to all, 

calls-for-service is neither appropriate nor necessary. Such response 

undermines competent efforts to control serious crime and to maintain 

order and a feeling of security in a community. Nevertheless, such 

generalized dispatch and patrol response policies still dominate the 

operations of many police agencies across the Nation. 

Implementation of proactive patrol strategies and an emphasis on 

quality preliminary investigations by patrol personnel will require that 

the amount of available time be maximized and that such time be effectively 

managed so as to permit completion of directed activities once initiated. 

Maximization of patrol time cannot be accomplished unless the demands for 

patrol service are strickly managed. Such management is the reverse of 

the historic mode of rapid dispatch of sworn patrol personnel to all 

citizen calls-far-service. It places significant responsibility on commun

ications center personnel to accurately screen reported incidents. 

Today, communications center personnel must assume the responsibility 

for determining whether a field response by a mobile patrul unit is 

necessary or wJlether an alternative nonresponse mode of processing would 

be more efficient and equally effective. If a field unit is to be dis

patched, the communications center personnel must be trained to decide 



whether the presence of a sworn officer is necessary or whether the re

quested service can be deliverod satisfactorily by paraprofessional field 

personnel. The call-taker must generate a decision if immediate or de

layed response is appropriate. When the dispatch of a field unit is to 

be delayed, the caller must be apprised of the estimated delay before the 

arrival of the field unit. Subsequently, the call must be stacked by the 

dispatcher in accordance with established priorities for handling calls

for-service. 

This process is clearly more complicated than the traditional mode 

of call receipt, identification of the closest inservice unit, and inmledi

ate dispatch. It establishes the call-taker and the dispatcher as important 

decisionmakers. 'Together, they must ensure that emergency response re

quirements are effectively met. At the same time, they must minimize un

necessary demands for patrol time and control the noncritical service de

mands ;,0 that citizen requests for police service arc met without 

t'ontinotlsly fragmenting the available time of the patrol force. Such 

management of the call-for-service demand is accomplished by: 

• Reducing the call-far-service demands on 

the patrol system. 

• Screening incoming calls and prioritizing 

the field response of sworn patrol personnel. 

• Diverting call-for-service demands from sworn 

personnel. 

The paragraphs that follmV' address ways of operational zing each ('Ii 

these steps. The various approaches referenced have been used 
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successfully by police departments to effectively manage their workload 

and to reverse the historic pattern of patrol being driven by calls-for

service. Proposed changes in any community should be based upon a care

ful analysis of both the call-for-service demand and of community ex

pectations for police service. The types. of change discussed require 

police leadership willing to make some difficult policy decisions and 

capable of effectively selling those changes to tho general public and 

elected and appointed officials. 

Given the local custom and community expectations, a police execu

tive may encounter resistance in selling some aspects of his demand 

TIlanagcment system. This is particularly true for proposals to relieve 

the police agency of certain traditional functions, such as funeral escorts. 

In some cases, a chief may have to persist for several years before fully 

achieving desired changes in workload management. Nonetheless, the 

experience of other communities clearly indicates the general willingness 

of the public and their elected and appointed officials to support programs 

to manage the workload demands of calls-for-service to achieve greater 

productivity and more effective patrol operations. 

It is not unlikely that attempts to implement the Various techniques 

described in this chapter will be met with internal department resistance. 

Communications center personnel may view the implementation process as 

creating an unnecessary burden on an already overtaxed system. This sit

uation \"i11 likely occur only if inadequate planning, policy development, 

and training occur. 

Only by proper planning, clear policy development, and sufficient 

training will the recommended techniques be properly implemented. 
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Likewiso, then they arc properly implemented, the dispatchers will 

find that prior ~jcreening will filter out many of the unnecessary calls 

handled previously, thereby reducing the dispatc.h and calls-for-service 

workload to only those calls that do require some form of mobile response. 

3.1.1 Reducing the Calls-for-Service Demand 

Because of their 24-hour availability, investigative ability, and 

authority to usc force lawfully, police agencies ha'/e been tasked with 

accomplishing a wide variety of tasks. Over a period of years, a depart

ment may have assumed responsibility for a variety of services that are 

only distantly r9lated to the central functions of the police to maintain 

order and control serious crime, to sustain a feeling of security in the 

community, to facilitate the movement of people and vehicles, and to pro

vide emergency response services. Examples of such peripheral services 

arc such practices as delivering government mail and council agendas; pro

viding funeral escorts and performing such tasks as censustaking, animal 

control, report taking on lost animals, and rubbish complaints. 

In every discussion of reducing the scope of police services, questions 

arise as to what the remaining role of the police properly should be. Such 

questions can lead to long and heated disagreement between police pro

fessionals as \'leU as the public, particularly \'lhen discussion touches on 

areas of emergency service delivery and conflict management. Acknowledg

ing that such disagreement exists about the central role of the police 

should not deter the police executive from seeking to relieve his agency 

to the greatest extent possible from responsibility for these peripheral 

types of services. 
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Through operations analysis, the police executive should identify 

the extent and costs of such services antl the drains they make on his 

patrol resources. Subsequently, he shoUld establish policy or recommend 

changes to the appropriate authority to eliminate such tlemands. Such 

decisions or proposals might entail stopping particular services after ~l 

pr<'scribetl date or transferring responsibility for their performance to 

some other group equipped to handle them. If eliminating certain catc~ 

gories of services proves impossible, the department should cOlu;ider 

diverting their performance from sworn officers to paraprofessional aides. 

Police agencies also should carefully examine patrol workload tlcmands 

to determine what basic services might be curtailed or their level of 

demand reduced without detriment to public safety. For example, traffic 

accident reports drain enormous amounts of officer time; some police 

agencies have effected significant manpower savings by stopping tne practice 

of taking noninjury accident reports when only minor property damage is 

invol ved or when the accident occurred on pr:ivate prOpl'lrty. 

Responses to burglar alarms consume enormous amounts of patrol man

power. Consistently, research indicates that approximately 95 percent of 

such calls are false alarms. On the other hand, alarm calls are responsi

ble for some of the best inprogress arrests officers make. However, cer

tain businesses repeatedly are responsible for false alarms due to faulty 

systems or human error. A police exocutive seriously interested in man

aging patrol workload demands must aggressively pursue a program designed 

to reduce the frequency of repeated false alarms. This may require that 

local governing bodies pass ordinances establishing fines for businesses 
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that have more than a specified number of false alarms in a given perioct 

of time. Departmental policy might also be established directing that 

businesses with frQquent false alarms be advised that their alarms will 

be given low-priority response status until they demonstrate that system 

improvements or employee training have corrected the cause of the repeated 

false reports. 

The case with which patrol resources can be misused by internally 

generated demands for service presents another area to be carefully ex

amined and strictly controlled. Administrative and support personnel 

frequently consider patrol officers as readily available errand boys and 

cab drivers. Given historic patterns in an agency, rank and file per

sonnel may use patrol units to greater or lesser degrees to accomplish 

transfers between department facilities or for transportation to and from 

\wrk. 

Some level of administrative use of patrol is inescapable. The lack 

of vehicles or alternative transportation may, on occasio"l, require 

transfers or deliveries by patrol personnel. Departmental policy must 

be established and enforced that prohibits the use. of patrol resources to 

accomplish personal errands or transfers and that, moreover, requires 

administ.rat.ive uses of patrol be kept to a minimum. All internally gener

ated demands for patrol services should be strictly screened. To the 

greatest extent possible, these demands should be given low-priority 

status for compliance and should be performed by paraprofessiona.l patrol 

aides. 
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Much of the initial effort to reduce the ca11s-for-service demand on 

patrol must occur at the top management levels of the police agency. How-

ever, once policy changes have been effected, communication center per

sonnel playa vital role in screening certain calls-for-service out of 

the dispatch system. After accurately defining the requested service, 

they must politely advise the ca11er that such services are no longer 

provided by the department. As is appropriate, the caller may be re

ferred to other agencies that can assist him or he may be advised of other 

means for achieving resolution of his problem. 

3.1.2 Prioritizing Field Response 

Most police agencies have not attempted to manage patrol workload 

demands. Frequently, top command personnel have articulated a ,;,JOlicy 

that requires immediate dispatch of the nearest available patrol and pro

hibits any intentional screening and prioritization by communications 

center (dispatch) personnel. Such policies have been maintained for years 

even though they destroy the integrity of beat assignments, preclude the 

effective mounting of prevention and interception strategies and, quite 

frequently, exhaust the emergency response capability of the organization. 

The tradition orientation to generalized rapid response to calls-for

service was reflected in the 1973 report on the Police by the U.S. National 

Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, The Commis

sion recommended that the time from call receipt to dispatch transmission 

not exceed 2 minutes for emergencies and 6 minutes in the case of non

emergency call s . 
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The importance of rapid response to emergency incidents is self

evident. Police agencies must make every effort to reduce the dispatch 

and travel times to such situations to the, lowest possible. In even the 

busiest urban areas, emergency demands for police service are not likely 

to comprise more than ten percent of the calls-for-service workload. In

deed, one urban police department that has experimented with formalized 

call stacking has found that less than five percent of its calls for 

service fell under the tlcritical tl heading and, therefore, required the 

immr>diate dispatch of a police officer. 

The 6-minute standard reconunended for the dispatch of nonemergency 

calls for police service is a purely arbitrary figure. Formalized call 

stacking has been operationalized by some police agencies to level the 

peaks and valleys of the calls-for-service workload so that planned 

patrol activities can be accomplished. The experience of these agencies 

indicates that nonemergency calls-for-service can be held for substantial 

periods of time (e.g., 30 to 45 minutes, or longer) without a loss in 

citizen satisfaction with police service. 

An effective system of call prioritization requires that a depart

ment allocate its patrol lnanpower in space and time proportional to its 

workload demands. Traditional patterns of equal manpower deploYJUent 

around the clock routinely provide excessive manpower on the streets at 

certain hours and insufficient response capabilities at others. Biting 

the difficult bullet of manpower reallocation is an essential step that 

must be accomplished by any department serious about managing its work

load demands and implementing focused patrol strategies. 
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Similarly, an effective system of call prioritization requires 

c1early articulated policy that guides decisionmaking by cOlJuuunications 

center staff concerning: 

• The types of incidents to which a police 

officer will be dispatched immediately and 

those that may be delayed. 

• The various levels of prioritization to be used. 

• The allowable delays for each level of priori

tization. 

A department's policy for prioritizing calls-for-service can establish 

guidelines for and enumerate what calls can be diverted for handling by 

paraprofessionals or through .the nonresponse modes outlined above. 

Additionally, that policy can indicate the speed of the organizationally 

desired response to specific categories of incidents. Several priority 

schedules by incident types have been field-tested by police agencies 

and are now available to the interested reader. For certain types of 

incidents (e.g., burglary, pursesnatch), specific factors such as time 

of occurrence, the presence of a perpetrator, reporting delays, or victim 

injury will play major roles determining the need for immediate response 

or the appropriateness of call stacking. 

Policy regarding call prioritization should state the factors to be 

used by the call-taker in assigning the appropriate priority level. An 

example of such guidelines from a department that utilizes a three-level 
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prioritization is as fo11ows:* 

• Urgent: 

Any bona fide threat to life or great 
danger of any serious physical injury 
or major property damage. 

Any active felony, violent misdemeanor, 
or active incident that may result in 
either. 

Any felony or violent misdemeanor that 
recently occurred and the logical 
probability exists that a suspect near 
the scene or in the area may be 
apprehended. 

Any serious injury or illness that may 
result in substantial personal harm 
(including personal injury motor vehicle 
accidents). 

Any incident involving exigent or unique 
circumstances that demands an immediate 
response, such as snipers, threat of ex
plosive device, and chlorine gas leaks. 

• Expedite: 

Any active incident that does not represent 
a significant threat to life or property, 
such as a minor domestic dispute. 

Any nona.ctive felony, violent misdemeanor, 
or other incident that does not require 
iuunediate investigation, such as burglary 
that was not recently committed. 

Any active incident that could be classified 
as a possibZe crime, such as a report of a 
suspicious vehicle or person. 

Any property damage motor vehicle accident 
that, from information received, does not 

*Adapted from "Assignment of CaUs for Police Services - Priority Dis
patch, \I policy statement of the Hartford. Connecticut, Police Department. 
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represent a significant hazard to 
the free flow of traffic. 

Any other serious incident that does 
not qualify under the guidelines of 
urgent. 

• Routine: 

Any nonactive incident that involves a 
minor violation or offense, such as 
noise complaints or loitering. 

Any incident that involves noncriminal 
services, such as heat complaints, park
ing violations, traffic services. 

Any incident involving nonpolice services, 
such as requests for transportation from 
headquarters, vehicle repairs. 

Any nonviolent misdemeanor that is not 
active and, because of its nature, cannot 
be referred by telephone to another in
house unit, such as a vehicle property 
damage complaints. 

The call prioritization policy should articulate the amount of time 

communications center personnel may delay calls in each nonemergency class 

of response. Similarly, it should designate avail abi l:i ty and the order 

in which other beat and sector units, supervisory personnel, and directed 

patrol units are to be assigned for calls in each response level designa-

tion. 

Call prioritization places significant responsibility on call-takers. 

They thus become important decisionmakers who must screen all incoming 

calls to: 

• Quickly and accurately determine the na.ture 

of the incident reported. 
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• Promptly decide the appropriate response 

priority in which the call belongs. 

• Politely inform the complainant of the 

estimated delay in service delivery for 

all calls that are to be stacked. 

Competently executing the first two steps is essential so that in-

cidents that require immediate on-the-scene presence of an officer are 

not misc1assified. The last step is essential for maintaining citizen 

satisfaction with police service. The available research on citizen 

satisfaction clearly indicates that the public will tolerate delayed 

responses to request for service and still rate police performance highly 

if: 

• They have been effectively advised of the 

delays they may realistically expect. 

• Police response is accomplished in the same 

or a shorter time than the delay expectation 

conveyed to the caller. 

Call prioritization also places increased responsibilities on the 

dispatcher. Unlike the communications mode, where rapid dispatch is the 

norm for all calls, the dispatcher's goal is not merely to "clear the 

boarel" as quickly as possible by a transmission to the nearest or next 

available unit. He must manage effectively the stacked calls-for-service 

to ensure that departmental policy and the service expectations conveyed 

to citizens are met. This must be accomplished while striving to ensure 

that beat-sector integrity is maintained, to the greatest extent possible, 
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and that units assigned to structurad patrol tactics are called off those 

assignments as little as possible. 

3.1.3 Diverting 'Calls-for Service Demands from Sworn Patrol Personnel 

Establishing mechanisms to divert service demands from sworn field 

personnel into alternative modes of processing offers the quickest and 

easiest way for freeing up substantial amounts of patrol officer time. 

These alterantive modes provide more cost-effective means of delivering 

a wide array of patrol services. Two distinct diversion approaches 

currently being utilized by police agencies to manage successfully the 

demands on their patrol force are addressed separately below. However, 

tandem use of both methods offers the maximum time savings and operating 

efficiency. See Figure 3-1 for a graphic depiction of the calls-for

service process. 

3.1.3.1 ~onresponse Processing 

A substantial segment of the calls-far-service received at the police 

communications center does not require the r~sponse of a field unit. In

stead, several police agencies have instituted (telephone) call-in, mail

in, or walk-in procedures to handle selected classes of incidents. Calls 

for service diverted to these forms of processing are screened to ensure 

that: 

• An offense is not in progress. 

• No offender is at the scene who presents 

either a continued threat to persons or 

property or the opportunity for an appre

hension if a field unit were dispatched. 
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, The incident is not a type of offense or in 

combination with other offenses for which 

department policy specifies on-the-scene 

investigation. 

• There is no physical evidence to be collected 

nor witnesses to be interviewed at the crime 

scene . 

• There are no other circumstances present (e.g., 

injuries) that would lead the call-taker to 

believe it wt)uld be appropriate for a policeman 

to respond to the scone. 

Calls diverted to these alternative forms of handling involve a large 

percentage of incidents being reported for insurance purpose. The absence 

of a perpetrator and physical evidence usually make it readily apparent 

to the reporting party that nothing will be gained by the dispatch of a 

patrol unit. The alternative forms of processing, in most cases, offer 

the citizen a quicker or more convenient mode of incident reporting than 

waiting around for a patrol car to arrive. Once the call-taker lias screened 

a request for service and determined its eligibility for diversion from 

the dispatch process, he will advise the caller of the available alterna

tive for processing. Citiz~n acceptance of these alternatives is quite 

likely. However, departmental policy will dictp.te whether a citizen 

can refuse one of these alternative modes and insist on the field rcspons~ 

of an officer. 

Telephone call-in report processing is the most \'lidely used of these 

methods for diverting calls from the field force. It has been used 
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successfully for several years by mnny departments to process such types 

of incidents as: 

• Larceny of auto accessories. 

• Larceny from auto. 

• Bicycle theft. 

• Petty larcenies (except shoplifting, 

pursesnatch, and embezzlement). 

• Found property (except explosives, 

f:irearms, or drugs). 

• Animal bites. 

• Auto thefts. 

• De~truction of property. 

• Indecent acts. 

• Annoying telephone calls. 

• Tampering with autos.· 

• Lost property. 

• Missing persons (except children and 

the infirm). 

• Missing person returns. 

• Supplements to an original report. 

Eligible calls of the above types, together with routine requests for 

information, are routed to a telephone report-taker. Some departments have 

set up formnl units to provide such service. Others simply route calls 

to communications center desk personnel who have sufficient uncommitted 
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time to process thom. If the report-taker is tied up at the tillle the cull 

is recei vou, the complainant's name and telephone number can be.) taken for 

callback within a specified time. 

Experience has demonstrated that telephone report taking can be com

pleted in a fraction of the time it would take a patrol offic.er to respond 

to the scene and complete the same report. Some departments utilizing 

this alternative report that 40 to 50 percent of all reports 0.1'0 now being 

taken by this mode. Evaluation results indicate that citizens arc quite 

satisfied with ca11-in report-taking procedures. 

In addition to diverting a large workload segment from the field 

officers, telephone processing systems have, in several instances, made 

more productive use of desk-bound personnel. Less costly civilian call

takers have been used with success in telephone proceSSing systems. 

However, some departments have found such positions to be -productive assign

ments for officers on light duty status or for those pr~paring to go un

dercover. 

Mail-in reports have been used by a sma11 number of police depart

ments as an alternative to dispatching a patrol unit. In thefts, des

truction of property repol'ts J or minor accidents where the dispatch of a 

car is not necessary, the name and address of the complainant is taken 

over the telephone. Subsequently, a mail-in repor+ form and a self ... 

addressed envelope are sent to the calling p~~t:' ~ Jmpletion and re

turn. Mail-in reports primarily are used for reports that must be taken 

for insurance purposes only. Such reports have been used for some time 

by one city which attracts a large number of tourists and experiences a 
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large influx of commuters from nearby suburban communities. Often, these 

individuals do not call the police about incidents until they return home. 

Figure 3-2 shows an example of a mail-in report form used by one large 

city department. 

Walk-in reports have been used only to a very limited degree. For 

tho types of incidents listed above, the caller may be asked to respond 

to the police station to make the report directly to desk personnel. Such 

requests usually are made only when there will be a long time before a 

field unit can respond to the caller's location and it is quicker and 

reasonably convenient for the citizen to come to the station. One city, 

which also uses telephone report processing, urges its dispatchers to 

direct a caller to the police station for ea) all noninjury accidents in 

which the vehicles are driveable, and (b) hit-and-run accidents to parked 

cars that occurred mOTe than 10 minutes earlier and where no physical 

evidence is available except damage to the vehicle. During rush hours and 

foul weather, dispatchers must direct all such accidents to the nearest 

station where appropriate reports will be prepared by desk personnel. 

3.1.3.2 Referrals 

~1any calls-for-service can be processed over the telephone by call

takers simply by referring the citizen to some ot~ler public or private 

agency, such &s a social service agency. A good example of such a situation 

is a welfare complaint that has been addressed to the police department 

simply because the citizen knows the police \.,rill attempt to satisfy his 

or her interest. 
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San Francisco Police Department 

Dear CItizen, 

less· Rm. 475, Hall of Jus\ic~ 
850 Bryant Street 

San Francisco, CA 94103 
When this form is completed, it will serve as a baslll for a San FrancIsco Police 
Incident Report which will document the occurrence and assist In its Iflvestigalion. 

CR!M~ C~A3SI FI CAT1 ON I ASS!CNEO T:; 

FOR POLICE USE ONLY I 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE THE BELOW INFORMATION 

GIVE ADDRESS OR l.OCATION "HERE INCIOE~T OCCURREO 

yEAR 

L.A!;I' NAME 

RESIDENCE AOCRESS elf'( 

aUS'NESS ACDRESS CR SCHOOl. ATTENOED CliY 

00 "'OU KNew ",HO IS RE5PCNSI8l.E FeR "-HIS THEFT OR QAMAGE? 

DYES 
RACE .sEX 

Mc.'tI-lOO, TOOL.. 'NSTRUME'NT CR WEAPON uSEO 

Hu'N ENTRY W,).,S MACE CR hOW CAMA.~3E ~CCURREO 

NAME 

MICOl.E NAME 

ZiP 

IF ·.JEHIa..e:!S 1~\JOl.VEO DESCRIBE. YEAR 

o SUSPECT'S VEHIQ.E 
;] VICTIM'S VEHIQ.E 

ADCRESS, SCHOCL. 

GIve a brief summary of the Incident below: 
VE!<ICl..E COl.OR ,-ICENSE N"MBEk 3TATE 

DESCRIBE WHAT WAS 0 STOLEN Q LOST 0 vAMAGED 
ARTICL.E HOW MANY MOOEL.iMOOEL. NO. SERIAL. NO, CALI eER COLOR 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

:s. 

IT IS A MISDEMEANOR TO MAKE /0. FALSE REPORT CF A CRIMEISEC. 146,5 CALIF. PENAL ~OE) 

MO. DAY 

SF'PD 26 \Sl77} 

PLEASE SIGN YCUR NAME .. ERE 
DATE. _________ _ 

Figure 3-2. Mail-In Report 
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In other cases, people call the police merely because the citizen 

does not know who else to call concerning a particular problem that the 

police are not equipped to deal with. In the case of welfare complaints, 

it is not uncommon for city agencies such as the welfare office to have 

trained investigators or call-takers to handle such complaints. 

In developing a referral response mechanism, depart.ments should 

endeavor to handle the caller efficiently and informatively. The accumu

lation and update of information describing the local social service re

sources permits rapid response to such calls and also creates a sense of 

satisfaction on the part of the citizen. Knowing that he or she has re

ceived a prompt, courteous, and informative reply to a particular request 

or need instills a sense of satisfaction with police service delivery. 

Referral mechanisms occasionally operate best when the police initiate 

callback procedures to determine if the citizen has received the desired 

service. This callback mechanism also acts as a buffer to allow depart

ments to continuously monitor the feasibility of calls~for~service 

referrals, as well as determining if the social service agency resources 

arc living up to preconceived expectations. 

3.1.3.3. Paraprofessional Patrol Aides 

In addition to those demands which may be diverted from the dispatch 

system by means discussed in Section 3.1.3.2, there is another segment 

workload that requires a field response but not the presence or the 

authori.ty of a sworn officer. The use of meter maids and crossing guards, 

for example, is widely accepted in police circles. These less expensive 

civilian employees have relieved sworn personnel from specific standing 
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demands for police service. The use of civilian paraprofessionals (such 

as patrol aides, community service officer, cade:ts) to shoulder certain 

response aspects of the field workload has, however, been employed only 

in a limited number of departments. 

Where utilized effectively, civilian patrol aides have demonstrated 

themselves to be: 

• A more cost-effective means for delivering 

routine services and accomplishing adminis

trative errands. 

• An effective means of reducing the dispatch 

workload of sworn personnel. 

• Readily accepted by their citizens who express 

the same levels of satisfaction as if the 

services were delivered by sworn personnel. 

• Readily accepted by sworn personnel who 

appreciate being relieved of many unattractive 

and mundane service activities. 

Paraprofessional aides can be used to accomplish the same basic infor

mation provision and report-taking functions outlined above. Instead of 

diverting an eligible cal1 to handling via call-in, walk-in, or mail-in 

alternatives, th~ ~ornmunications center can dispatch a civilian aide to the 

scene in the place of a sworn officer. As noted, police agencies using 

this alternative have experienced no deterioration in the quality of ser

vices delivered, nor have they experienced a loss in citizen satisfaction 

with the department. While less costly than the dispatch of a sworn officer, 
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field response of a patrol aide is more costly and time-consuming than 

the nonresponse alternatives outlined above. 

Patrol aides can execute a range of services not addressed by 

station-based processing alternatives. For e~ample, the aides have been 

used successfully to accomplish a broad range of field services, includ

ing: 

• Motorist assistance. 

• Parking violations. 

• Notifications. 

• Pickup of found/recovered property. 

• Precautionary standbys (defective streets, 

wires, etc.). 

• Transfers of personnel, supplies, and papers. 

• Traffic direction. 

• Transportation of sick or injured persons. 

• Standby for vehicle towing. 

• Noise disturbances. 

• Animal complaints. 

• Rubbish complaints. 

• Children disturbing (playing in the street). 

• Recovered automobiles. 

• Nonemergency ambulance/sick person assistance. 

• Abandoned vehicles. 

• Transfer of vehicles and equipment for 

maintenance and repair. 
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Diverting such activities to handling by paraprofessionals "i.·leases 

substantial amounts of patrol time for more productive crime control 

activities. Because such services usually do not require immediate han

dling, they can be strictly managed and stacked so that a large volume of 

activity can be handled by a relatively ;;mall number of paraprofessionals. 

In establishing a paraprofessional program, a department must articu

late its policy concerning the types of services to be handled by these 

aides. Where there is a high volume of activities, a department may de

termine that the most efficient and cost-effective arrangement is to in

stall nonresponse alternatives (such as telephone processing) which com

plement the field work of the paraprofessional aide. A department also 

should decide if the program is to provide entrance level positions for 

individuals aspiring to be police officers. If this is the case, selection 

criteria (including physical requirements and background screening) must 

be established that parallel those of sworn officers. 

Like the nonresponse processing alternatives, the effectiveness of a 

patrol aide program hinges on effeccive call screening. Call-takers must 

define accurately the nature of the service demand and determine the 

eligibili ty of the call for handling by a paraprofessional. If dispatch 

of the aide will be delayed, the caller must be informed of the estimated 

time until service delivery. Subsequently, dispatch personnel must over

see the call-for-service stacking process to ensure that all such services 

are accomplished in the projected service time. 

3.2 Monitoring the Dispatch Process 

Effective monitoring of the status of field units and calls-for-service 
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demands is a first necessary ingredient of a competent command and control 

system. Such monitoring must: 

• Closely monitor transmissions and maintain 

an accurate accounting of the status, activity, 

and location of each patrol unit. 

• Maintain an accurate overview of active and 

holding demands for police service. 

• Provide the field supervisor with a real-time 

overview of current demands and resources. 

The first of these functions has long been done for officer safety 

and to track the availability of patrol units for calls-for-service. 

However, directed-patrol strategies result in the fielding of patrol units 

with specific duties to be performed apart from call-answering and the 

traditional preventive patrol of marked unitD. For the safety of all 

officers, the communications center must know the status, assignment, and 

location of all directed patrol units, particularly those on plainsclothes/ 

stakeout types of activities. 

The communications center also must know the availability of each 

directed patrol unit to handle calls-for-service and the order in which 

they may be called back .into call-answering status for emergencies or 

workload demands backlogged beyond the acceptable limits of department 

policy. For example, units on directed tactical patrol can be more 

readily returned to call-answering status than officers who may be on 

stakeouts or roof-top surveillances, or in meetings with community groups. 
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In determing resources available for directed patrol activities, the 

patrol supervisor must estimate the probable calls-for-service workload 

during the various segments of his shift and project the level of manning 

necessary to accommodate that workload. Of necessity, such projections are 

based upon the historical workload averages for the same day and time. As 

wi th al1 averages, the actual workload may be higher or lower on a partic-

ular day or at a particular time. Communications center personnel con-

tinuously must monitor the demand level to ensure that acceptable emergency 

respo~se capabilities are available and that prioritized calls are being 

serviced within the limits of defined policy. 

rCAP emphasizes patrol management and supervision. Field supervisors 

are expected to maintain a dynamic overview of their officers and the 

workload demands upon them. This is necessary so that more productive use 

can be made of those portions of patrol time previously referred to as un-

structured or uncommitted. To do this effectively, the field supervisor 

must know what units are in or out of service. For those on calls, he , 

must know the type of the call and the time each unit has been out of ser-

vice. Similarly, he must be cognizant of the types and length of times 

messages have been holding. Armed with such information, the field super-

visor must make real-time decisions regarding what units should be released 

for J or called back from, directed patrol assignments. To minimize the chain 

reaction consequences of cross-district dispatching, the supervisor must, 

at times, direct the dispatch center to hold a specific call or reassign 

it to a closer unit that may be about to clear. Effective monitoring via 

the dispatch process is the only means by which the patrol supervisor can 
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maintain this necessary oversight of the patrol environment for which 

he is responsible. Figure 3-3 illustrates the monitoring process. 

To greatly facilitate patrol management at the field level, some 

departments with computel.'-aided dispatch systems have placed mobile termi

nals in the vehicles of patrol supervisors. These terminals enable them 

to call up on a screen the status of units and the pending workload in 

their area of responsibility. In the absence of such automated capa

bilities, the field supervisor must obtain such information via the radio 

or landline. 

3.3 Conununicating Directives for Patrol Activities 

When the monitoring process indicates emergency conditions or danger

ous situations in the field, the communications center supervisor must 

respond quickly and effectively to communicate directives for patrol 

activities to address these circumstances. Such directives might entail 

the recall of structured patrol units into call-answering status when 

emergency response capabilities have reached dangerously low levels. 

Similarly, he may direct the geographic redistribution of patrol units to 

cover areas of the city that may have been stripped of police units by 

assorted demands for service. 

Effective response by patrol units to inprogress incidents also hinges 

upon comp'etent direction at the dispatth level. Sufficient units must be 

dispatched to a scene to ensure officer safety and to control the situation. 

It is equally important that the communications center coordinate the 

response of units to certain types of inprogress events and emergencies. 
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In robbery-in-progress calls, for example, there is a tendency for a1l 

availablu patrol units to ruspond u1.rcctly to the sccnu. It is not un

likely that, while speeding to the s(:cnc, these units pass the perpetra

tor who is leaving. 

Effective response strategy \"oulu uictate that a limited munber of 

units respond to the actual scene of an in-progress inciucnt to determine 

thC.l status of the event and perpetrator information. Other available 

patrol units should cordon off and conunonce a search of un urea whose 

perimeter is determincu by the elapsed time since the suspects left the 

scene. Implementing such controlleu responses to inprogress incidents 

dcp('nds upon dispatch personnel who can ant:tcipate the requirements in 

the field and direct patl'ol units to accomplish specific functions in 

prcuufincd response plans. Likewise, the effectiveness of such controlled 

responses in a majority of cases is determined by the call-taker who 

must obtain critical information (suspect description) for immediate 

passage to field units. 

The communications center supervisor must exercise strong initial 

control and direction of the patrol force in major emergencies such as 

disorders, disasters, or barricaded subject situations until a field 

supervisor or commander can arrive on the scene and establish a command 

post. Early directives in such instances may involve the establishment 

of necessary perimeters and the mobilization of special support personnel. 

Similarly, under certain emergency operating conditions, the communica

tion center supervisor must exercise strong direction to control the 

response of patrol units. In high-speed pursuit situations, for example, 



the supervisor must strictly limit the number of police vehicles directly 

involved in the pursuit and effectively direct any attempts to block or 

intercept the fleeing vehicle. 

The nature of It department's directed putr"l program \'Jill d(~fine the 

extent to \'Jhich the dispatch process must communicate directives for 

patrol activities. In highly structured modes of directed patrol, !;uch 

as that of the Directed Deterrent Patrol Program of the New Haven Police 

Ilepartment, the communications function has a primary role in initiating 

thu conduct of planned patrol tactics. In that program's highly centralized 

planning mode, detailed directed patrol tactics (D-runs) are preplanned 

to address problems in specific areas of the city. On defined days and 

at defined times, the c,ollununications center \'Jill dispatch patrol units 

to accomplish those specific tactics. 

Under marc de(..'(Hltrali.zcd modes of directed patrol, the responsibility 

for planning and direct ing proactive patrol tactics rests p:dmarily with 

field supervisors and their personnel. Nonetheless, communications center 

supervisors may be tasked with responsibility to direct specific patrol 

activities at the first indication that certain events have occurred or 

that specific contU tions may oxist in the field. For example, the report 

of a stolen auto in an area ~xperiencing a rash of S1.lch thefts may be a 

sign to direct field units to intensify patrols in these areas where the 

joyriding is believed to occur or \~hcre the vehicles are being dropped. 

Such arrangements require that communications center pcrsonnd be know~ 

ledgeablc of problem patterns in the community and that they be alert to 

those conditions that may require them to communicate directions for 

proactive patrol tactics. 



3.4 ~enerating Competent Workload Data 

Successful implementation ~f ICAP depends upon the efficient allo-

cation of resources in response to demands for service and the require-

mcnts to accomplish planned tactics against suppressible incidents. 

Specifying the optimal schedule for patrol manning depends on competent 

operational analysis of workload demands. That analysis must be repeated 

at regular intervals to ensure tha.t reallocation adjustments are made 

as demand conditions change.* 

Opera~ions anulysis is dependent upon competent data on calls-for-

service, patrol-initiated activities, and personal/administrative work-

load. As a natural byproduct of receiving citizen ~equests for service 

and monitoring the activities of the patrol force, the communications 

center generates such workloG'.d data. In anticipation of the vital role 

that workload information plays in accomplishi.ng resource allocation and 

deployment planning, it is essential that the data collected be complete 

and accurate. It must define correctly: The nature and location of the 

incident; the four benchmaIK times of call receipt, dispatch, arrival and 

clearance; and the disposition code. 

Crime analysiS plays a central role' by providing the informatiO!l on 

current crime series to the patrol c0w~ander fo~ strategic p'anning. The 

crime analysis process is depclndent upon accurate and complete informatioIi 

*A companion manual, A Preliminary Guideline Manual for Patrol Operations 
Analysis, outlines the procedures for accomplishing" such B.m~lysis. 
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on crime .i.1lcidents gathered through the department's offense reporting 

system. The incident record prepared by the communications center 

initiates the audit trail which ensures that all offense reports are 

submitted in a complete and timely manner. 

3.5 Support Functions for Field Activities 

The communications process provides vital access for the patrol 

officer to needed emergency and support capabilities such as fire, am-

bulance, and wreckers. Similarly, the communications process provides 

an importa~lt neCl'~ssary link bebTeen field personnel and stolen property 

.and wanted-person files. 

A change to proportional scheduling can suhstantially alter the flow 

of such support service deman.ds on the communications center. The increased 

volume of personnel on the streets at certain hours will generate greater 

volumes of self-initiated activities, such as car stops and pedestrian 

checks. These increase radio traffic and give rise to more name and 

p·.i:operty checks during those very hours when calls-far-service are at their 

highest point. Such increases in workload demand on the communications 
I 

process must be anticipated in the shift to proportional scheduling. As 

the volume of activity dictates, differential manning levels also must be 

established for communications cente:.t" personnel. 

The implementation of certain forms of directed patrol activities 

can generate exceptionally high demands upon the communications center 

for support functions. Aggressive tactical patrol in a ldgh-crime-rate 

area, for example, may trigger an unusually large number of warrant checks 

in connection with field interviews. A conce:,;ted patrol sweep of an area 



experiencing a high volume of bicycle thefts will gener~te a high volume 

of inquiries for the stolen property and bicycle registration files. Non

crime-oriented patrol strategies, such as intensified efforts to remove 

abandoned vehicles from a neighborhood, can require significantly in

creased contacts with wrecker services. 

Such unusual demands cannot be anticipated in the regular staffing 

of the communications center: When such patrol tactics are planned, the 

communications center supervisor should be fully informed in sufficient 

time to permit any necessary staffing arrangements to be made to handle 

these exceptional demands. 

3.6 Summary 

ICAP strcss~s a thinking patrol force that intelligently manages 

its resourt:es and flexibly implements strat0gies shaped by a competent 

assessment of current problems in various neighborhoods. The Program 

places significantly greater demands on patrol managers and supervisors. 

It generates parallel demands for communications center personnel of a 

department. It necessitates that the dispatch process abandon the historic 

mode of operation in which calls-for-service drive the patrol force. 

Successful implementation of ICAP depends upon a communications function 

that can effectively operationalize the various methods of managing calls

for-service outlined in this chapter. It is easy to identify problems 

that will make these changes difficult for all concerned. H0.wever, such 

changes are not impossible, as other jurisdictions have demonstrated. 

Departmental commanders and, most particularly, the communications center 
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supervisor must accept the necessity of establishing a communications 

environment supportive of proactive patrol and, then, assuming a positive 

stance towards overcoming any obstacles that. may stand in the way of such 

implementation. 





4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ICAP COMMUNICATIONS PROCESS 

The ICAP communications process is concerned primarily with pro

viding the operating environment to allow for the short- and long-range 

planning of patrol workload levels and with providing the real-time 

function of maximizing available resources through specific opel'ating 

criteria. The essence of this process is the establishment of the 

altered role of the communications jispatcher. 

Djspatch personnel must reassess communications operations in 

light of the need for patrol workload management, with more emphasis 

on day-to-da.y pla.nning and real-time operations, rather than long-

range performance criteria such as calls-for-service volunle and response 

times. The dispatch center then becomes a true command and control 

center, with a highly interactive relationship between communications 

and patrol. 

Understanding and achieving this somewhat altered perspective of 

the function each individual or division performs, \'lhether communica

tions or patrol, will greatly assist in establishing th(3 cooperative 

environment necessary for the successful implementation of the rCAf) 

communications process. This chapter examines the communications 

functions with respect to policy development, system development, and 

personnel development. 

4.1 Policy and Procedure Development 

To achieve the goal of implementing the lCAP communications process, 

effective policies and procedures must be developed, disseminated, and 
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maintained. In the development of this documentation~ a clear state-

1 ment of policy complemented by a concise set of implementing procedures 

will be necessary. 
I 

4.1.1 Evaluating and Prioritizing Calls-for-Service 

The evaluation and prioritization of calls-for-service requires 

that the communications center dispatcher be given a considerably en-

hanccd degree of discretion and responsibility. The policy and proce-

dure documentation for this function should cover the following major 

factors: 

• Levels of Calls-for-Service Priority -- There 

generally are three distinct levels of calls 

priority that may be established within the 

department: 

Pri<:' 'ty 1 -- Time critical; immediate 

lliobile response. 

Priority 2 -- Time not critical; delayed 

mobile response. 

Priority 3 -- Time not critical; mobile 

response not necessary. 

• Telephone Techniques -- In the ICAP communications 

process~ there may be as many as three general 

areas that pertain to the call-taker's telephone 

techniques as follows: 
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Telephone Questioning -- For efficient 

telephone questioning techniques, uniform 

procedures must be developed to guide the 

dispatcher in eliciting the necessary in

formation clearly and logically. This in

cludes the "who," ",,,hat, 11 and "whent ! of an 

incident. This will enable the dispatcher 

to quickly determine thL priority ranking 

to be assigned to the call so that the ap

propriate response may be initiated. 

Citjzen Level of Expeetation -- If the 

call-for-service is determined to be of 

such a priority that mobile response will 

be delayed, the dispatcher should have pro

cedures to guide him in advising the caller 

when he can expect a response unit. This 

establishing of the citizen's level of ex

pectation is extremely important from the 

public acceptance aspect of program success, 

Department Policy Statement -- For those 

calls-for-service that do not require an 

immediate response by a patrol unit, the 

dispatcher must inform the caller of the 

department's policy for the alternative 
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processing and handling of calls-for

service. This procedure should augment 

an efficient public information program 

of community education via the news 

media and community and business meetings. 

4.1 .2 Determination of Appropriate R~sponse 

After the call-for-service has been screened and prioritized by 

the dispatcher, specific procedures should guide him in processing the 

incident. These procedures must establish clear guidelines for the 

determination of the appropriate action to be tC:lken by the dispatcher, 

based upon hi::; evaluation and prioritization of the calls-for-service. 

As described in Chapter 3, the levels of response for the ICAP 

communications process are: 

• Immediate response by a patrol unit. 

• Delayed response by a patrol unit. 

• Call referral to another agency or division. 

• Request that the citizen file the appropriate 

call-in, walk-in, or mail-in report. 

4.1.3 Operational and Administrative Interface between Patrol and 

Communications 

The policies and procedures developed to define the working relation

ships between patrol and communications are most important and likely to 

be the most difficult to formulate. Because the enhanced interface 

between patrol and communications under the ICAP communications process 
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is not traditionally defined, the development of many of the necessary 

policies and procedures probably will be performed by a committee com-

prised of senior communications, patrol, and administrative personnel. 

Committee action is recommended for a number of reasons. Among these 

are the availability of different vie\~oints by individual specialists 

on the commit tee, and the joint intoractions of committee members and 

the program motivation that is developed through participation in the 

decisionmaking activity. However, the committee chairman shOUld be 

strong and impartial to avoid a common danger of committee action --

compromise and indecision. 

The documentation of policies and procedures for this function 

should encompass, at the minimum, the following factors: 

• lVho is responsible for processing calls-for-service, 

including evaluation, prioritization, and deter-

mination of appropriate response. 

• Who is responsible for ensuring that program re-

quirements are being met. 

• Who is responsible for phone-in, walk-in, and/or 

mail-in report processing. 

• What documentation, records, and reports are to be 

developed and interchanged. 
'. 

• Who is responsible for establishing and maintaining 

radio and telephone discipline. 

• Who is responsible for hiring, training, and 

disciplining personnel, and for evaluating per-

sonnel performance. 
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• miat procedures and forms must be developed for 

handling intradivision complaints 1 disputes, and 

controversy. Any form content and processing 

criteria must be identified. 

Once developed by the designated committee(s) and individuals, 

the policies and their implementing procedures should be thoroughly 

screened and evaluated by a small committee of three to five agency 

specialists in communications, patrol, and administration to veri fy 

that tho total rlocumentation package meets the requirements of the ICAP 

communications process in the support of managing patrol operations. 

4.2 Communications System Development 

If the exi.sting communications system meets tll(~ present needs of 

the department, it is highly likely that no additional systems or 

equipment will be required to implement and support the ICAP communica

tions process. 

Tho existing communications system must meet the needs of the 

department in terms of: The required type and quantity of equipment 

and its capabilities; adequate radio propagation coverage over the 

geographic area of respon!'ibi li ty, with little or no signal interference 

or channel congestion; and the necessary security, redundancy, and 

emergency power provisions. If any of the system components or para

meters arc significantly lacking, steps should be taken to correct the 

deficiencies before attempting to implement this program. 
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4.2.1 Radio Dispatch Level and Channel Congestion 

An analysis of the calls~for-service data in several departments 

indicates that an average of 30 percent of the calls would not require 

a mobile response. These represent the Priority 3 calls (identified 

in Section 4,1,1) where time is not critical, a mobile :response is not 

neces5ary, and the call is either referred to another agency or depart-

ment or is handled by phone~in, \~alk-in, or mail-in procedures. 

Examination of these factors leuds to the conclusion that fewer dis-

I 
patches will be required under the lCAP process because of the elimina-

r 
tion of Priority 3 calls from the dispatch function. This frees the 

dispatcher from handling these relatively minor incidents and provides 

more time for closer coordination and interaction with patrol units 

for Priority land 2 calls. The St. Louis, Missouri$ Police Department, 

which has implemented a communications process to enhance patrol work-

load management, reports that it has reduced the number of dispatches 

by 10 percent by this method. 

Implementation of the process described herein suggests an overall 

reduction in radio traffic and a resultant decrease in radio channel 

congestion. This is particularly important for those agencies that are 

experiencing overcrowded channels. 

4.2.2 Communications EquiEment Considerations 

Although there are many different types of communications equip-

rrent available over and above that required for a basic communications 

sy~tem, this discus$ion addresses only those types of equipment that 

may directly enhance or benefit the rCAP communications process: 
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• Portable Radio -- The pOTtable radio permits the 

field officer to be more flexible with respect to 

preventive patTol activities (such as community 

relations, citizen contact, building checks), be

cause he is no IUl1i5er confined to the close proxi

mity of his mobile radio. 

• Logging Tape Recorder -- The 24-hour logging tape 

recordar/reproducer Ult should have the channel 

capacity to record all radio channels and emergency 

telephone lines. It can be used in recovering the 

facts associated with a controversy between dis

pat'ch and patrol. It also can be used for train

fng sessions by extracting examples of correct and 

incorrect procedures during actual incidents. 

• Instant Playback Recorder -- The instant playback 

recorder can assist the complaint operator in 

recovering additional information from a discon

nected caller to enable improved call screening. 

• Telephone Patch -- The telephone patch unit on 

the dispatch console permits the interconnection 

of a telephone line and a radto channel. This 

equipment enables the patrol officer to converse 

with a citizen involved in an emergency incident, 

or with any person who has access to a telephone 
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and may be able to provide real-time, direct assis

tance to the officer. 

• Cross-Channel/Cross-Band Repeater -- The cross

repeat feature on the dispatch console permits the 

interconnection of any two radio channels that are 

controlled at the console. This feature enables 

the patrol officer to communicate with other fire, 

emergency n'ledical service, or other municipai units 

to coordil:ate multiagency response to emergency 

scenes. 

• Telephone Call Transfer The telephone cal1 

transfer feature, which is usually included in 

911 installations, enables the call-taker to 

transfer a citizen caller to the appropriate 

division or agency, avoiding the necessity of 

having the citizen call another number. 

4.2.3 Advanced Corr~unicatio~s Equipment 

This section discusses the features of some of the more advanced 

or sophisticated types of communications equipment now available for 

law enforcement agencies. The discussion focuses on those features 

that are appropriate to the lCAP communications process. The types 

of equipment in this category are computer-assisted dispatch (CAD), 

automatic vehicle location (AVL) or monitoring (AVM)~ mobile digital 

terminals (MDT), and 911 emergency telephone number systems. 
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• Computer-Assisted Dispatch (CAD) -- The basic 

CAD system facilitates the flow of information 

from the ca11-taker to the dispatcher. In its 

intended use, CAD facilitates the lCAP cOll@uni

cations process by norma11y performing the fo11ow

ing automated functions of resource and records 

management: 

Insert time of day. 

Insert case number. 

Insert incident priority. 

Select appropriate zone dispatcher (if 

geocode files are available). 

Verify address validity (if address files 

are available). 

Select patrol unit (if geocode files are 

available) . 

Maintain patrol unit status and alert 

dispatcher if patrol unit is detained for 

an extended period of time. 

CAD also may provide management reports and statistical data on a 

real-time basis for instantaneous analysis of data and personnel deploy

ment to meet changing needs. 
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o Automatic Vehicle Location CAVL) -- The AVL 

system enables the dispatcher to monitor the 

location of patrol units when direct verifica

tion is desired or when a patrol unit fails to 

respond to a call. In support of the ICAP com

munications process, AVL facilitates the fastest 

response to Priority I calls by identifying the 

unassigned patrol vehicle nearest to the scene, 

thereby improving th3 management of patrol unit 

resources. 

• Mobile Digital Terminals (MDT) -- Utilizing 

digital transmission techniques, the MDT enables 

the two-way transmission and reception of 

lengthy messages in a short span of time. In 

the patrol vehicle, the message is displayed on 

a screen for viewing, and the information storage 

capabilities of these units permits data to be 

stored for later recall. In the ICAP communi

cations process, this is especially suited for 

transmission of such information as crime analysis 

bulletins. The ~IDT unit's primary importance is 

the capability for the patrol unit to directly 

access computer files and obtain quick response. 

with no manual intervention required by the dis

patcher. 
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• 911 Features: 

Call Transfer -- For those Priority 3 

calls where the caller is to be referred 

to another division or agency, the call 

transfer feature directly connects the 

caller with the proper agency. This will 

be beneficial from the citizen's perspective 

of satisfaction and convenience since he or 

she is re lieved of the need to hang up and 

redial another number. Since this feature 

requires a dedicated telephone line to 

each remote agency, the cost/benefit ratio 

must be examined with respect to anticipated 

ciill volume. 

Automatic Call Distributer (ACD) -- This 

feature is appropriate where a large !lumber 

of answering positions are required to handle 

a large call volume. The equipment auto-

matically distributes calls to operators who 

are not busy, ensuring that only one operator 

will answer the call and that no call will go 

unanswered. In the ICAP communications pro-

cess, call M'taker workload may increase because 

of the increased interaction with callers to 
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elicit detailed information and the 

direct handling of some types of low

priority calls by the call-takers. 

The workload also may increase during 

the initial phases of rCAP implementation 

because of the citizen education announce

ments that the operators may be required 

to make. 

The foregoing discussion focuses on possible communications system 

enhancements. However, as stated earlier, if the existing communica

tion.s system meets the present needs of the department, it is highly 

likely that no additional systems or equipment will be required to im

plement and support the rCAP communications process. 

4.3 Personnel Development and Training 

rn the rCAP communications process, the personnel development and 

training of both supervisory and nonsupervisory personnel is at the 

same level of importance as the development of the enabling policies 

and procedures. Within the overall concept of patrol workload manage

ment, the major changes required for implementation occur in the roles 

and responsibilities of the communications center personnel. These 

personnel will have to significantly reassess their traditional opera

tions in light of the changing patrol workload distribution. They must 

gain the understanding that calls-for-service should not take immediate 
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priority over all other patrol functions and that some calls could be 

delayed or handled by alternative methods. 

The dispatcher and the supervisory and command personnel above 

him or her will experience a significant increase in responsibility 

that will require a high degree of professionalisl"'. These changes will 

require high standards of training and personnel development to trans

form the communications center into an operational command and control 

center that is capable of supporting the enhanced management of the 

patrol workload under rCAP. 

4.3.1 Personnel Training 

Throughout this general discussion of the major considerations 

pertinent to rCAP communications process training, it is assumed that 

the reader is familiar with general or traditional communications prac

tices and docL'ines in dispatcher training, personnel selection, and 

similar assignment ~nd development functions of the supervisor or 

manager. 

Especially with respect to the rCAP communications process, the 

importance of personnel development and training cannot be understated. 

The effectiveness and success of the patrol workload management process 

will depend to a large degree upon the professionalism of the communica

tions center personnel. 

A discussion of the major considerations pertinent to the rCAP 

communications process includes the following: 
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" Screening and Prioritizing Calls-for-Service -

Based upon the procedures tleve loped for the in1-

plementation of this process, the dispatcher \dll 

be responsible for screening many types of calls 

and prioritizing them generally into three cate

gories as follows: 

Type 

A, 

Q, 

X, 

of Call 

B, C .... 

R, S ... 

Y, z ..... 

Priority 

I 

2 

3 

• Determination of Appropric1t.E!. Response -- From the 

type of call and the priority assigned, the dis

patcher then must determine the appropriate 

response. This is the locus of the dispatcher's 

procedural training and his decisionmaking ability, 

in that the alternative courses of action now 

become significantly more complex, as depicted 

below: 

Priority Appropriate Responses 

I - Immediate response by nearest 

(Time-Critical) unassigned unit. 

- Reassign a unit on a low-priority 

assignment. 

- Assign two-man unit. 

- Assign unit with specialized equip-

ment. 
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Priority Appropriate Responses 

2 - Delayed mobile response. 

(Not Time-Critical) - Determination of appropriate delay 

time. 

- Unit assigned as above. 

3 - Mobile response not necessary. 

(Not Time-Critical) - Refer/transfer call to another 

division. * 

- Refer/transfer call to another 

agency. * 

- Recommend phone-in/walk-in/ 

mail-in report. 

• Telephone Procedures -- There are two telephone pro-

cedures that may be instituted to supp0rt the rCAP 

communications process~ which have been discussed 

previously: 

Establishing citizen expectation level. 

Providing a department policy statement. 

Training in the courteous use of these techniques 

and especially the method prescribed for determining 

*To make the proper determination with regard to referring calls-for
service ~ the dispatcher must be kno\'lledgeable of the services provided 
within the referral agency and the social services delivery systenl in 
the jurisdictional area. A directory of such services should be pro
vi den'. to the dispatcher for this function. 
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the elapsed time for delayed mobile response 

(citizen expectation) is a necessity from the 

public relations viewpoint. 

• Legal Procedures Because of the close intcr-

action that will be established between the dis-

patcher and the patrol officer, the dispatcher 

should be knowledgeable of the la\'/s and statutes 

pertinent to patrol activities. With this train-

ing provision, the dispatcher can assist the patrol 

officer in determining the appropriate legal or 

statutory procedures that may be involved in 

resolving an incident.* 

• Crime Analysis Unit -- To establish the perspective 

of the total leAP Program, communications center 

personnel should be familiarized \'1ith the depart-

mentIs crime analysis unit, and be put on the 

distribution list for crime analysis bulletins, 

crime incident maps, and similar products. This 

information will enhance the dispatcher's ability 

to assist the patrol officer and will help 

*It must be recognized that the dispatcher is not a patrolman. The 
dispatcher needs knowledge of and familiarity with the legal implica
tions of the enhanced role described in this manual, but he or she 
may be either a sworn officer or civilian. 
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develop a greater sense of involvement in 

achieving departmental objectives. 

,I ;).2 reAP Communications Process Management 

As in the previous section, it is asslllned that the reader is 

familiar wi th general or tradi ti onal communications management functions. 

Thus, this section also is linli ted to considerations affected by the 

rCAP communications process. To effectively manage thL' communications 

center personnel under this program, it is obvious that the supervisor 

should be intimately familiar with the essential disciplines, policies, 

and proeedures dis~~ussed throughout this manual: 

• General or traditional communications center 

functions. 

• Patrol workload management criteria. 

• Screening and prioritizi.ng calls-for-service. 

• Determination of appropriate responses. 

• Telephon(~ procedures. 

• Legal procedures. 

• Crime analysis unit operation and products. 

In m0eting his responsibiliti(~s for directing the commtmica-

tions center operations within the framework of the rCAP r..:ommunications 

process, the communications supervisor/manager also should emphasize the 

following managerial functions: 

• Motivation of himself and his personnel towards 

establishing and maintaining a high level of 

professionalism. 
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• Establislunent and maintenance of the nocessary 

formal und informal interfaces with the patrol, 

administration, and support divisions and with 

the municipal agencies responsible for social 

and emergency services. 

• Evaluation of personnel performance by moni tor-

ing day-to-day activities, correcting deficiencies, 

and praising efficiencies. 

• Stimulation of the high level of cooperation 

between conununications and patrol that is neces

sary for program success. There are two con

venient opportunities for enhancing such coopera

tion through role integration: 

Allm.,ring dispatch personnel to accompany 

patrol officers during patrol acti vi ties 

to acquaint the dispatcher (s) \'lith the 

patrol environment. 

Including dispatch personnel in shif't 

change briefings, which will foster interest 

in patrol problems and activities and estab

lish clOf3er interpersonal relationships be

tween dispatch and patrol personnel. 
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4.3,3 Communications Center Organizational Structure 

In many departments, dispatchers perform their job with 1i ttle 

direction from or in'.:erface with patrol. They control and direct the 

patrol officer workload by dispatching all calls-for-service, with the 

resul t that patrol officers have 1i ttle time for other, perhaps equally 

important, functions such as routine patrol, directed patrol, and 

special operations. In this environment, the organizational structure 

provitles small opportunity for correcting operational interdivision 

deficiencies. 

In implementing the IC:'.? communications process, with its necessity 

for close interaction betweqn patrol tind communications, there arc three 

major alternatives for the organizational strul..:"Cure as it affects the 

functions of communications and patrol: 

• Retain Existing Organization -- The existing 

structure of the organization is retained, with 

separate lines of command and control for com

munications and for patrol. Within this structure, 

the written policies and procedures provide the 

vehicle for effective operation. 

• Retain Existing Organization, with Supervist'.!:l. 

Personnel Transferred from Patrol -- The organi

zation is structured as before, but l'llth patrol

oriented supervision. Some of the disadvantages 

to this alternative are: 
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Displacement of existing con~unications 

supervisors. 

Nonacceptance of patrol supervisor by 

conununications center personnel. 

Possible unwillingness of the communications 

supervisor-designate to transfer from patrol. 

The patrol-oriented supervisor probably \'1i1l 

require extensive communications training. 

• Transfer the Communications Function to the Patrol 

Divis~ -- Proponents of this alternative view the 

Jispatch function as playing such a significant 

role in directing patrol activities that it should 

be under the direct control of patrol commanders 

and not classified as a support function (along 

with such auxiliary services as records~ personnel,; 

data processing, jai1keeping~ and the motor pool). 

Until tlH~se organizational a1 ternati ves are tried~ tested~ and 

evaluated with respect to their advantages and disadvantages~ the opti

mum organizational stJ;'uctUl'C will be indeterminate. When considering a 

modification to the organizational structure~ the manager should proceed 

with caution, performing extensive research and preparation before commit

ting to a change that has a major impact on existing ro1es , responsi

bilities, and authorities. 
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5. PREIMPLEMENTATION PILOT TEST AND EVALUATION 

One of the most prevalent reasons behind poor or equivocal program 

results is faiZure to impZement. Evaluation literature abounds with 

inconclusive findings; these, in turn, have resulted in considerable 

skepticism regarding the implementation of new concepts. Confidence in 

trying new ideas and methods -- even practical ones -- has been diminished 

by the poor performance of many programs and their evaluations. More 

often than not, the failure is due to poor or improper implementation, 

although the evaluation process usually is blamed. 

Two important, practical realities have to be accepted before an 

administrator or planner rationally can approach the implementation of 

a new concept, method, or technique. First, evaluation -- no matter how 

sophisticated -- is only as good as the dedsions and planning that went 

into the program implementation. Second, as a practical matter, 

elaborate evaluations are not really necessary when one is demonstrating 

a carefully and logically planned project or method -- one in which 

the activities, requirements, and outcome performance at each stage are 

specifically charted in advance. 

The importance of proper preimplementation planning cannot over

shadow the necessity for pilot testing as a way of locating and cor

recting any errors in the implementation plans, particularly in 

medium-sized to large agencies where the logistics of training and 

familiarization of personnel with something new presents ohstacleg. 

However, this does not preclude the necessity (and virtual requirement 
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for ultimate implementation success) for laying out both the short-term 

and long-term objectives of a program and its organizational implica

tions. This must he done to allow for the gradual familiarization and 

personal identification with program objectives. Concern over resis

tance to change has, at times, resulted in a failure to let everyone 

know what a new program really means to an organization and what the 

strategy is for bringing it about. 

A pilot test should be considered as the first step in thn imple

mentation of the ICAP communications process concepts presented in 

this manual. At a minimum, the pilot test can be an informal pro

cedure (based on specific plans), where key personnel attempt to simu

late the conditibns of the new communications process; this approach is 

appropriate for the smaller departments. It can range to a complete 

test conducted in only one or two dispatch districts or sections in a 

very large agency. Once the faults are identified and dealt with, the 

affected commanders, patrol personnel, and dispatchers will become a 

creditable resource for the training and indoctrination of personnel 

in the remainder of the organization. 

The main objectives of the pilot test should include, at the 

minimum: 

• Assessment of the adequacy of the implementation 

poUay. 

• Assessment of the adequacy of the implementation 

proaedures. 
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• Determination of the effect on overall operations. 

• Determination of the effect on personnel per

formanae. 

The basic steps that should be considered in developing a pilot 

test plan should be: 

• Define the test objectives. 

• Define the boundaries of the test (geographic, 

time) . 

• Define the evaluation/assessment criteria. 

• Identify and establish measurement entities: 

Numbers of Priority 1, 2, and 3 calls. 

Number of dispatches. 

Radio channel occupallcy. 

Time consumption by type of ev€'n.t. 

Manpower requirements (increase:./dccrease, 

type) . 

Citizen acceptance level. 

Personnel acceptance level. 

Performance (service dB1ivery). 

An important point to be considered in attempting a pilot test is 

to avoid the normal tendency to select the "best" sector or one that 

has the least problems. Conversely, the "worst" sector or the one with 

the most problems also would not be the proper place for the pilot test. 

In the former case, the "best" sector will not provide a reasonable 
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approximation of the average implementation faults, whereas implement

ing the test in the "worst" sector may end up creating the impression 

of better than anticipated results. The latter occurs simply because 

things probably would have improved anyway with any reasonable manage

ment change. Whether this rubric applies totally to every organization 

does not matter. The best place to pilot test is probably in an 

"average" sector or beat, one which experiences the broad gamut of 

problems and situation that will confront the overall organization. 

Almost every pol. organization can benefit from the improvement 

of workload management through the rCAP communications process. rt 

also is clear from the assessments of rCAP activities in each city 

that the practical skills and capability exist to properly plan, pilot 

test and, ultimately, implement these improved management concepts. 

Whereas the sophistication of the implementation planning and evalua

tion may vary widely, based on interest and circumstances, the key is 

to adhere to a simple, yet structured, logic flow and process for 

making these important decisions. 
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1. Introduction 

The implementation of a process requires a plan or procedure to en
sure the fUlfillment of that process. The communications process involves 
the formation of a plan or design to successfully transfer a citizen's 
call to the proper law enforcement officer in the minimum amount of time. 

The communications planning process should provide, at a minimum, 
adequate procedures for policy, system, and personnel development. Those 
detailed procedures are discussed in this appendix. Figure 1 is a flow 
chart illustrating the major steps for implementing a communications pro
cess. 

2. Policy Development 

To reach the desired goal of providing an effective communications 
system, policy must be developed in several areas, including: 

• Planning (short- and long-range). 

• Administration. 

• Operations. 

2.1 Planning 

Interface between patrol and communications 
supervisors. 

Disagreements between communications and patrol. 

P~ob1em resolution. 

Procedures for taking complaints. 

Dispatch policies relative to call stacking 
and/or priority of calls 

Standard operating procedures. 

Interface with citizens regarding complaints 
about ca11s-for-service (CFS). 

Planning for communications can be defined as an analytic process 
that includes an assessment of future needs, targeting towards desired 
objectives, development of alternatives to the objectives, and selection 
of an implementation plan that coincides with both objectives and budget. 
Figure 2 illustrates the major communications planning steps. 
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The department or agency should develop a planning policy that pro
vides guidelines far implementing the communications process. The policy 
should cover the detailed requirements of identifying the problem, estab
lishing goals and objectives that will provide an absolute answer to the 
problem, and developing, designing, purchasing and implementing the system. 
The policy clearly should define the duties of all involved personnel and 
the expectations of the design. It also should identify the funding source 
to determine: The amount of funds required and the amount available; re
strictions, if any, that may be placed upon the use of the money; and ho\" 
payment will be made. If Federal fur.ding is involved, the policy will set 
forth all requirements that must be met to comply with Federal policies. 

Communications planning must consider both short- and long-range 
goals. 

2.1.1 Short-Range Planning 

Short-range planning includes obtaining necessary licenses (e.g., 
Federal Communications Commission licenses, building permits), purchasing 
property, and taking other preliminary steps that facilitate long-range 
planning. 

ShortJrange plans should establish objectives and requirements. These 
plans normally are project-oriented rather than broad system concepts. For 
example, short-range planning policies may be designed to complete limited 
projects such as the addition of one or more accessories to a communica
tions center. These projects normally require budget consideration, but 
can be implemented without affecting the entire communications process. 

Short-range plans should establish planning assumptions that will cov
er situations where long-range plans suddenly develop into immediate action 
plans. Alternatives also are needed, as in long-range planning, so that 
changes necessitated by rising costs or budget adjustments can be made. 

The short-range plan requires selection of a system concept, implemen
tation, testing, and acceptance. Evaluation of the project against the ob
jectives is sometimes provided informally in this planning area. 

2.1.2 Long-Range Planning 

Long-range planning policy is more structured than short-range plan
ning. The long-range planning process can be classified into definite 
steps: 

• Identify the problem. 

• Establish goals and objectives. 
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• Establish system requirement. 

• Determine budget requirements. 

• Establish al ternati ves. 

• Devel~, specifications. 

• Purchase and implementations. 

• Test and acceptance. 

• Evaluation of program in terms of goals and objec
tives. 

Planners first must identify the problem and, in the case of the com
munications process, this may be a need to upgrade the communications de
sign, to reduce response time, or to automate an existing dispatching sys
tem. 

The goals and objectives that are established during the planning 
function usually are quite broad and ~.'1y change during implementation. 
Multiyear implem~tation during periods of budget change sometimes neces
sitates a change in objectives. System requirements either may be con'
trolled by the ~ize of the budget available or they may determine a budget 
allotment. 

Alternatives are always necessary in the planning process. Solutions 
wi 11 develop during the various phases, based on feedback from previous 
decisions. Each alternative will be evaluated against the system require
ments to establish a minimum number of solutions meeting the goa,ls and ob
jectives. 

After the final selection is made and the system design is determined, 
the planner should address the following areas: 

• System Engineering. 

• Facilities: 

Operating space. 

Supervisory space. 

Equipment sp.ace. 

New building Or enlargement of existing facil
ities. 
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Radio transmitter building. 

• Personnel: 

Requirements. 

Selection process. 

Salaries. 

Training. 

Long-range planning for communications has become a more difficult 
task in the past decade because technology is moving at such a rapid pace. 
Deliveries and installations take longer periods, and rising costs of hard
ware and software create additional problems for the planner. 

2.2 Administration 

Administrative policy must completely define specific requirements 
in the. following areas: 

• Interface between police command personnel and 
communications personnel. 

• Continuing operation of the center in the face 
of budget constraints. 

• Hiring, staffing, and training. 

• System maintenance. 

• Guidelines for all future improvements. 

• Interface \'1i th citizens regarding complaints about 
control center call handling. 

2.3 Operations 

Operational personnel reqUire policy guid~lines that are of sufficient 
detail to guide them on day-to-day problems that occur in the con~unica
tions center. 

A policy governing the interface of the communications supervisors 
with patro1 officers is of prim~ importance, since daily problems occur be
tween officers in the field and'dispatch personnel. These problems fre
quently amount to a dispute over\what the dispatcher said, or thought he 
said, and how it was interpreted 'by the patrol officer. An Itairing" of 
daily problems will help to eliminate friction between the communications 
center and the field. 



A policy concerning shifts also is necessary. The normal structure 
is 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., 4 p.m. to midnight, and midnight to 8 a.m. However, 
if these periods coincide with the patrol shifts, they should be adjusted 
by one hour to provide for continuity of calls and workload with minor 
confusion. 

A policy relative to continuing problems and their resolution is cru
cial. Further operational proceJures that must be controlled by policy 
are: 

• Message priorities and message stacking: 

To patrol units. 

To other agencies. 

To data banks. 

• Network discipline. 

• Procedural codes. 

• Message security. 

• Radio log requirements and retention. 

• Taped telephone and radio information and reten
tion. 

• Reports to bureaus, divisions, and other agencies. 

• Equipment maintenance. 

• Telephone courtesy. 

• Answering alarms. 

3. System Development 

System planning and organization is the first important step in the 
development of a communications system. This planning will vary consider
ably, depending upon the departmental need. A small department probably 
will use ideas provided by a vendor or a neighboring community. The me
dium-sized city will require more defined planning, including subsystems 
and alternatives. This will require a higher level of technical expertise 
than the small department. 
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In the large city, system development will require a systelnatic ap
proach, with alternatives and probably with assistance from outside l>OUl'Cl'S 
(~iUch as consulting firms I communications tlol>ign c.mgin<.'<.'l's I telephone 
engineers, and data personnel), as well as multiple frequency assignments 
from the FCC. 

The main goal of the department during this stage is to receive the 
citizens' calls-for-serv~.ce and dispatch the calls to the area patrol of
ficer for response within a minimum am'unt of time and with a predeter
mined degree of system reJiability. 

Some of the parameters of system engineering required in mediulIl-siz<.,d 
and large departments involve detailed engineering planning to determine 
proper radio coverage for mobile and portable equipment over the entire 
area of jurisdiction. This involves decisions about transmitter power for 
base stations, power requirements for mobile and portable units, antenna 
heights and locations of radio towers for effective radiation and, in many 
cases, precise propagation measurements. Engineering also involves tele
phone studies to ensure that sufficient trunk lines are available to serve 
the community, together with control center console design to en!'iure 
efficiency and minimum fatigue or operating personnel. Subsystems must be 
engineered into the communications concept with one major objective -- to 
transfer information in a minimum amount of time with minimum effort. 

System development in a broad sense will require a discussion of the 
fbllowing areas: 

• Equipment (system hardware). 

• System procurement and implementation. 

• Subsystems in communications. 

• System alternatives. 

• Organizational alternatives. 

3.1 Equipment 

As defined in the communications area, equipment includes both hard
ware and software items. When properly connected~ they operate according 
to the objectives of the project .- primarily receiving an emergency mes
sage or call for assistance and tran~ferring (transmitting) it to the re
sponding officer for execution. The integrated components of the system 
are functional and responsive to this objective only when properly engi
neered and connected. Beyond the simple objective of receiving and trans
mitting a citizen's call for help, there are many equipment options that 
make the police officer more flexible during his tour of duty. 
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The system components or hardware items normally used in communica
tions include telephone equipment. This will vary in its flexibility, 
capability, and size from the small department desk-type installation to 
the large department, where a separate equipment room is necessary. The 
instruments may be dial or touch-tonG, with incoming trunks and substation 
button calling. The dispatch office should be provided with single button 
and direct line calling to other agencies or departments. This function 
greatly increases the calling speed. 

The dispatch control console(s) in the communications center are the 
second major hardware item. A small department may have a single console 
for transmitting to and receiving fronl mobile and portable units, while 
the medium-sized to large departments may require seveTal multiple fre
quency control consoles, depending upon the patrol area configurations and 
the number of police units requiring contact. At a minimum, the large con
sole will have the following features: 

• Transmit switch with foot controls. 

• Frequency switches or control modUles. 

• Microphone (panel-mounted and/or lip-type). 

• Headset jack. 

• Clock. 

• Alert tone for important transmissions. 

• Receiver muting function. 

• Volume controls. 

• Simultaneous selection of transmitting channels, 

• Accessory switch panels. 

The control console is connected to the base station transmitter and 
receiver by means of direct or leased telephone lines, or microwave or 
other radio-controlled equipment. Associated with the base station is the 
radio -tower for supporting the antenna. The remote base stations vary in 
output power from a few watts to several hundred, depending upon the range 
required of the radio system. 

Other electronic items used in the control center include: 

• Logging tape recorders for telephone and radio 
channels. 
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• Instant-recall telephone recorders for each com
plaint taker position. 

• Phone-patch unit for interfacing the telephone 
and radio equipment. 

• Speech scramblers for certain radio channels. 

• Direct line telephones to other agencies or de
partments. 

• Status indicators for mobile status. 

• Maps of jurisdictions and patrol areas. 

• Alarms from business places. 

• TV monitors from jail areas, parking lots, and 
other critical areas. 

• Paging frequency for command personnel. 

• Other departmental frequencies (such as fire, 
ambulance, public works, adjacent cities, coun
ties, State) to be used during emergency situa
tions or interdepartmental contacts. 

• Data terminals for computer-aided dispatch (CAD), 
city, regional, State or Federal records. 

• Printers terminals for computers. 

• Teletype terminals for weather information. 

3.2 System Procurement and Implementation 

The planner will be responsible for system procurem~nt and implemen
tation, with the assistance of the system design engineer, the purchasing 
agent, and the cOlnmunications supervisor. Figure 3 presents guidelines 
for this process. The implementation process begins with the selected 
alternative and includes the preparation of speci~ications and the pur
chase, installation, and system acceptance. The specifications may be 
functional, technical, or a combination of both 

During the bid procedure, the purchasing agent may hold a vendors 
conference to ensure complete agreement and understanding of the proposed 
system parameters. On large system installa.tions, it is well to con
sider the use of a project supervisor, who will be responsible for coor
dinating deliveries, installations; work problems, permits, and testing 
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procedures. The final step in the process is system acceptance, after 
testing has indicated that the project meets the original goals and objec
tives. 

3.3 Subsystems in Communications 

During system development or after a system is installed, a depart
ment may find it desirable to add subsystems to the basic communications 
operation. A communications subsystem is a secondary or subordinate op
eration that is not required to receive and transmit emergency informa
tion but that enhances the communications operation. A few of the major 
subsystems include: 

• Computer-aided dispa.tch (CAD). 

• Automatic vehicle location (AVL). 

• Mobile digital data devices (MD). 

• 911 emergency telephone number (911). 

Each of the above systems has advantages and disadvantages. that are dis
cussed in the followin'g sections. 

3.3.1 Computer-Aided Dispatch 

Computer-aided dispatch is becoming an important subsystem in the 
communications centers of medium-sized and large departments. A CAD sys
tem provides an easier, less complicated, and improved organizational ap
proach to dispatching. Technical advances in the hardware and software 
areas are producing mini- and micro-computers that are smaller, more re
liable, less costly, and much more powerful than earlier, full-sized com
puters. The programming (software) has become more sophisti~ated and spe
cialized, and many preprogrammed (canned) systems are available. Figure 
4 illustrates a basic CAD subsystem integrated with the communications 
control center. 

The CAD system components include a digital computer, a terminal de
vice with a cathode ray tube (CRT) dispiay and a keyboard (these are used 
rather than a Teletype machine because of the higher operating speed), 
and magnetic-medium storage devices, employing drums, discs, and tape. 
The CAD system assists the dispatcher with the assignment of vehicles, 
since it can store and display immediately the status of every departmen
tal vehicle. The special tactical patrol units of a department that carry 
two officers and extra equipment also can be displayed immediatelY; there
fore, the dispatcher can organize the available units for any action in 
any major crime area. Tn assessing the incident, the dispatcher considers 
the location of the incident, the time required to respond to the incident, 
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the location of the various surrounding police vehicles, the importance 
of this incident relative to other incidents occurring in the surrounding 
area, how many units should be dispatched, and whether special tactical 
or officer capability is required from other precincts or districts. This 
CAD system capability has greatly enhanced the dispatcher's role as a 
strategic planner. 

Other system benefits include the automatic assignment of event or 
incident numbers by the computer and the management information available 
from the computer storage bank. Many report tasks in the communications 
center can be streamlined by using the computer memory and storage facil
ities. For example, CAD can provide terminals in the department:s record 
section for entry of information from the officers' reports that is nec
essary for the monthly Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) submission. Addi
tional management information becomes available from these entries. 

The implementation of CAD systems in public safety departments is 
increasing rapidly where a need can be justified, as new technology in 
hardware and lower costs in software prevail. A major disadvantage has 
been the system implementation and maintenance costs. 

3.3.2 Automatic Vehicle Location 

Another trend towards automation in the police communications area 
is the development of the automatic vehicle location (AVL) or monitoring 
(AVM) system. The system concepts have been in existence for over a dec
ade, but the advent of the microcomputer has resulted in improved technol
ogy that makes the application a feasible reality. 

There is a growing interest in AVL systems for improving both the 
management of mobile operations and police responses to community needs. 
AVL enhances the patrolman's safety and provides data for evaluation of 
operational strategies. 

Several technologies are available for selection. The types can be 
divided into three broad categories: Proximity types, dead reckoning, 
and radio frequency positioning. Each category has specific advantages 
and disadvantages, and the selection of a system to meet the depRrtmental 
needs and budget is dependent upon a significant number of technical and 
nontechnical factors. During the selection process, characteristics of 
the overall communications operation, the layout of the city, and the 
topographical parameters should be considered. A comparison of the vari
ous AVL systems was made in a paper presented at the IEEE Vehicular Con
ference in Denver, Colorado, by Geoffrey D. Wilson of the Aerospace Cor
poration. Mr. Wilson's paper identifies a variety of applications, in 
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addition to the dispatching function and officer safety factors.* These 
are as follows: 

• Tactical Direction -- Overall control of vehicle 
deployments can be provided in situations such as 
major raids, riots, or natural disasters. 

• Emergency Deployment -- Assistance can be pro
vided to units unfamiliar with the neighborhood. 

• Supervision -- Vehicle location can be determined 
when direct verification is desired or when a 
patrol officer fails to respond. 

• Covert Operations Support -- Close supervision 
can be maintained in "trailing" operations with 
unmarked cars and without apparent officer com
munication. 

• Resource Use Analysis -- Patrol operations can be 
analyzed to document the number and allocation 
of resources. 

• Patrol Strategy Development -- Vehicle assign
ments and instructions can be evaluated and im
proved through analysis and correlation of beat 
patterns and crime events. 

• Training -- Real situations can be reenacted for 
training purposes. 

• Legal Evidence -- Substantiating time and location 
information can be provided for incidents 'when 
legal implications subsequently arise. 

• Disciplinary Action -- Objective data can be pro
vided in situations where vehicle location at a 
given time is in question. 

• Prorating of Billing Costs Billing charges to 
individual communities can be calculated where 

*Paper presented at IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, 1978, Denver, 
CO, by Geoffrey D. Wilson, Aerospace Corporation. 
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the agency is providing police services to several 
communities under contractual arrangements. 

AVL systems under consideration should be compared with existing 
system parameters ~ and the cost-effectiveness of this subsystem \'/eighed 
in comparison to other improvements that might be made in the communica
tions area. 

3.3.3 Mobile Digital Communications 

Mobile digital communications for use in police and other public safe
ty departments is another subsystem that utilizes the computer as the fo
cal point for storage and for switching to State and Federal files. 

The t~rm mobiZe digitaZ oommunioations identifies a specific elec
tronic system that allows messages to be transmitted to and from the police 
vehicle by data bits rather than using the standard voice communications. 

Historically~ it has been possible to send digital messages from a 
mobile unit to a base station operator since the mid-1920's when police 
departments first started to use radio transmission from the dispatcher 
to the police car. Early Teletype transmissions from mobile to base used 
data bits. However~ it was not until the age of computers that criminal 
data centers were implemented and extremely fast rulswers could be obtained 
by police departments from the data storage bank. Recent electronics tech
nology has allowed such miniaturization of components that a mobile termi
nal~ including storage capabilities, easily can be fitted into a small 
area in a police car. 

Data transmission is many times faster than voic! transmission.* 
Therefore, a mes~age t.hat would require several minutes by voice can now 
be sent and receivea in digital form in a few seconds. In addition to the 
advantage of increased transmission speed, a mobile digital unit provides 
automatic vehicle identification and privacy of communications. 

Information requests from computer files account for a significant 
portion of the present mobile communications. This activity contributes 
to ths present channel congestion. 

The officer equipped with a mobile digital unit simply pushes the 
transmit key on his terminal and the message is sent automatically. De
pending on the format used on the mobile terminal, a message may be sent 

*Digital transmission of messages is 10 to 20 times faster than voice, 
wi th virtually no chance of error. 
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to the local dispatcher or relayed to another mobile unit or to the State 
and Federal data banks. 

If there are no delays, the response from the computer file is re
ceived on the mobile terminal alwost instantly, since there is no manual 
operation at the dispatch center. Delays in the system usually are caused 
by use of the ~ssignec.l frequency for other messages (in the case of shared 
use of the radio channel) or delays in accessing the data bank. 

The system provides the officer in the field with direct and rapid 
access to the computerized data files. One system disadvantage is the 
system cost versus total advantages (see Figure 5 for a basic mobile digi
tal diagram). 

3.3.4 911 Telephone Number 

Another subsystem that is being implemented across the Nation in in
creasing numbers is the 911 emergency telephone number. The implementa
tion of 911 has grown to over 700 installations since the first major sys
tem was installed in New York City in 1968. The major advantage of 911 
is a reduction in response time for the citizen in his call for help, 
sincv valuable time is not lost in looking up a 7-digit number for the po
lice, fire, or ambulance service. Figure 6 indicates the estimated saving 
of time during the emergency response cycle. One disadvantage is the high 
conversion C05t for the telephone companies. Some major utilities foresaw 
the future requirement and have made progress towards central office con
version to electronic switching and computerization. 

Some of the problems involved in implementing 911 are: 

• Frequent non congruent boundaries of the police, 
fire, and ambulance serVices in relation to the 
telephone central office jurisdictions. 

• Switching between different telephone companies, 
different area codes, and boundaries to be estab
lished. 

Establishment of a 911 subsystem usually occurs through the action 
of a committee representing the users and the utilities involved. This 
committee establishes boundaries, answering points, and estimated system 
costs, as well as selecting the desired operational features. Some of 
these features include: 

• Direct Dispatch -- The point of reception and 
dispatch. 

• Relay -- The relay of the received 911 call in
formation to the proper agency for emergency ac
tion. 
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• ~Tansfer -- The transfer of the call to the proper 
responding agency. 

• Referral -- The 911 call is referred to a central 
receiving point which determines the proper agency 
to respond. (This may require giving the caller 
a 7-digit number for reinitiation of his call.) 

• Called Party Hold -- The capacity to hold the con
nection of a 911 call for confirming or tracing. 

• Distinct Tone -- Indicates to the answering opera
tor if the 911 calling party has incorrectly call
ed and subsequently hung up. This usually re
requires dedicated trunk lines. 

• Forced Disconnect -- Allows the answering operator 
to force release of the 911 line and avoid jamming 
of incoming calls. 

• Call Recording -- Provides the opportunity to 
evaluate citizens' complaints, and serves as a 
training guide. 

• Ring Back -- Allows the answering operator to ring 
back the 911 caller who has hung up his phone. 

• Selective Routing -- Allows a 911 call to be auto
matically routed to a predetermined answering 
point, regardless of the telephone boundaries. 
This option is not available in all telephone jur
isdictions since it requires some degree of com
puterization and/or electronic switching. 

• Automatic Number Identification -- Automatically 
displays the telephone number of the calling party. 

• Automatic Location Identification 
street address of the caller. 

Displays the 

• Coin-free Dialing -- Allows the 911 caller to 
place an emergency call to the pliblic safety de
partment without insertion of a coin. 

Some of these options are generally available, some are still in the 
experimental stage, and otl1ers are available at additional cost. The usual 
responsibility of the 911 committees is to analyze the needs of the agency 
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or community, cost factors, aVcli ab:l.li ty of options, vol '.lIIle of calls, pro
posed boundaries and other. cdt cal factors. Thi~\ information then is 
weighed against the desired features. 

3.4 System A1ternative,~ 

During the system development stage, it is customary to select system 
al ternati ves that are ne~;:essi tated by cost Oi' other system parameters. 
These alternatives can include: 

• Multiple bas\\~ stations throughout thE,\ service 
area versus (me powerful station at a central 
point. 

• Base-repeater stations versus operator-controlled 
base stations. 

• Mobile-repeatl~r units '\IT1;:rsus base-repeater unit~i;. 

• Satellite recl13iver locations versus higher towers 
and gain antennas. 

, 
• Microwave radio for base station control versus 

leased land-Hne control. 

Other problems will require technical expertise in reaching decisions 
and making proper selections. 

3.5 Organizational Alternatives 

The planner also must select alternatives in considering the organi
zation structure. These usually are determined by such factors as depart
mental requirements, cost-effectiveness, urgency, and the improved use of 
man-hours. Some organizational alternatives ar~as follows: 

• Hand printed or written reports versus typed re
ports. The report may not require typing for 
data entry if the legibility is sufficient for 
both entry and microfilming. 

• Mail-in reports versus an officer on the scene. 
The mail-in type of report is a method used to 
reduce officer and dispatcher workload when per
sonnel budgets impose it. 

• Telephone-processing is a method of report han
dling that has two distinct advantages. First, 
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it allows information to be entered into the data 
bank immediately after crime investigation and, 
second, the report is made while factors are fresh 
in the officer's mind. 

• Consolidation of city or county communications 
versus agency~operated systems. The major advan
tage of consolidation is saving of manpower in 
the telephone and dispatch area. A major disad
vantage is the loss of local departmental control 
over communications personnel. Both of these fac
tors must be considered carefully prior to selec
tion of an alternative. 

4. Personnel Development 

4.1 Personnel Selection 

The screening and hiring of communications personnel is one of the 
major elements in the planning and execution process. Figure 7 indicates 
the major seeps for personnel selection. 

It is extremely important to have capable and experienced personnel 
in the telephone and dispatch positions, since these persons represent the 
~ntire department to the public. The professionalism and effectiveness 
of communications system operations depends as much upon its personnel 
as upon its hardware, software, and other equipment. 

A telecommunications center may contain the latest and most sophisti
cated hardware but, if the operating personnel lack the necessary profes
sional qualities, the center will be substandard. This high,degree of 
professionalism must be assessed during the application and screening pro
cess. It will be dependent upon individual loyalty, dedication, initia
tive, and a 'sense of responsibility. Other objective desirable qualities 
are the ability to spell accurately, type, write legibly, utilize basic 
aritlunetic, and maintain personal cleanliness and grooming. He or she 
should have excellent physical, emotional, and mental health. Effective 
functioning and a high level of stability in all three areas deteTmines 
a good operator. The operator who loses control of his emotions while 
handling difficult situations will probably lose his self-esteem and ef
fectiveness. Allowing operators to spend off-duty hours riding in the 
patrol car will tend to alleviate some of the emotional stre~s and to 
aquaint the operator with some of the problems experienced by patrol of
ficers. 

Some departments select operating personnel from within the organi
zation. This has certain advantages, including the fact that it eliminates 
some element of the screening process because the person's capabilities 
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are already known. In addition, it represents an opportunity to advance 
a good employee into a more responsible position. The selection and 
screening of all new employees should be carried out with some vision and 
objectivity and should be a part of the objectives of the planning per
sonnel in their long-range missions. 

The recruiting and screening process for communications operators 
will, of course, depend upon the existing civil service examinations and 
qualifications. However, the department should have input to the selec
tion guidelines to maintain a high standard of operation. 

The modern communications center is many times more sophisticated 
and complicated in its operation than those of just a decade ago. A mod
ern control console may have multiple-frequency operation, with switches 
for mute receivers, tone alert, simulcast, intercom, and other functions. 
Computer terminals require fast and intelligent operation to access for
mats in a matter of seconds while telephone calls are being answered or 
vehicles dispatched. Requests for information from patrol officers must 
be handled with accuracy and speed or the entire service delivery function 
will deteriorate with time. 

The prospective candidates should be in excellent health and physical 
condition and should be required to take a physical examination prior to 
hiring, including a hearing test. Young or middle-aged persons can per
form more efficiently in a dispatch position due to the consistent fre
quency response of their hearing ability. Older persons may have fre
quency problems at the low or high portions of the audible spectrum, thus 
creating problems in a work assignment of this nature. 

If the civil service examination does not address the needs specific 
to the selection of communications personnel, the department should re
quest the addition of at least the following items to assist them in the 
selection: 

• Intelligibility -- Does the candidate have voice 
defects, does he choose his words carefully when 
ans\l/'ering questions; is his pronounciation cor
rect; does he slur words, speak incoherently, or 
ha~e other speech problems? 

• Fluency -- Is his vocabulary adequate; is his sen
tence structure good; does he use words ptoperlYl 
pronounce words correctly, use slang expressions, 
pronounce words too rapidly? 

• Understanding or Coherence -- Does he speak co
herently; does he understand questions and lis
ten intently? 
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• Attitude -- Does he have an enthusiastic attitude; 
is he friendly in answering questions; is he quiet 
or talkative; does he take over conversation; is 
he discourteous, argumentative, confident, or con
fused? 

• Stability -- Does the candidate appear tense or 
nervous and seem to get upset easily; is he slow 
to understand questions; does he display unsound 
judgment? 

The answer to some of these questions should provide the examining 
officer with a better understanding of the applicant's qualities. 

4.2 Personnel Retention 

Turnover in the communications section and the long-range retention 
of operating personnel will depend largely upon proper staff selection, 
promotion opportunities, and the pay scale relative to comparable jobs 
in the area. Pay scales should be researched by the planner to arrive 
at a standard that will attract capable personnel. Many departments 
have a scale fixed by civil service. It always is advisable to hire 
personnel who have a previous background in law enforcement communi
cations if possible. Candidates from outside the State or general area 
will not know. street names and addresses; therefore, some value should be 
placed upon local personnel with desired qualifications. 

4.3 Determining Position Descriptions 

After the department communications planner has defined the require
ments for personnel selection, it will be necessary to prepare position 
descriptions for each of the related tasks in the communications center. 
Many departments will find adequate position descriptions on file at the 
local civil service department of the city, county, OT State, especially 
in the medium-sized and large jurisdictions. Another excellent source is 
the use of material from other departments that have established communi
cations control centers. 

The positions selected \.,ri11 depend upon the size of the operation. 
For instance, a small department may require only one peTson to take the 
emergency calls and dispatch to the patrol cars, while medium-sized and 
large departments with more sophisticated control centers will require 
several complaint-takers (telephone operators for emergency calls) and a 
number of dispatchers along with shift supervisors. The large consolidat
ed control centers for public safety dispatching usually require a center 
director, shift supervisors, complaint-takers, dispatchers, and, probably, 
maintenance personnel. 
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Each communications control center will have a specific requirement, 
and the planner will be responsible for determining the size of the staff 
required. This can be based upon the number of emergency telephone calls 
received daily and the number of messages dispatched, the number of police 
or public safety vehicles that are radio-equipped, subsystem equipment 
(such as computer terminals, television monitors, alarm systems, and tape 
recorders), number of radio frequencies to be monitored, walk-in traffic 
(if applicable), and other duties. Figure 8 estimates the staffing re
quired to answ~r calls within 10 seconds. 

The center usually will be staffed to meet normal requirements and, 
therefore, must have some arrangement for answering calls during major 
incidents. Many departments use the center supervisor and/or the dispatch
ing staff to answer the overflow calls. Staffing for the dispatch opera
tion will vary according to workload requirements in the control room. 
As an average, one dispatcher should be able to handle 50 radio-equipped 
units during normal operation. Patrol officers need procedural training 
as rookies in the area of communications to ensure that messages are kept 
short and concise, 10-codes are used whenever possible, and other methods 
are used to conserve air time. 

The following are sample position descriptions that are generally 
applicable to communications center needs and may be adjusted to meet spe
cific requirements. 

4.3.1 Control Center Director 

The control center director should be a sworn officer of a police 
department, usually with the rank of captain. He may report to a senior 
manager (such as the Division Commander of Staff Services) or directly to 
the executive. 

The control center director will be responsible for direct control 
of the center, the operators) supervisors) and technical personnel. He 
will have direct interface with the patrol commanders and division and 
bureau commanders. He also will be required to interface with outside 
departmental personnel. He will be responsible for carrying out all de
partmental policy and implementing new policies for improvement in his 
area of responsibility. He must have had an extensive background in 
law enforcement or public safety operations. He should have a compre
hensive and successful background in supervising personnel. 

4.3.2 Communications Supervisor 

The communications supervisor (in consolidated or centralized sys
tems) is responsible for scheduling of communications personnel, including 
all shift assignments and changes required for optimum utilization of 
personnel. He will be required to cooperate with other agencies and or
ganizations to ensure maximum public safety effectiveness. He must comply, 
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and be assured that all of his employees comply I with the policies) regu
lations, procedures) and recordkeeping assignments of the communications 
center. He should have a comprehensive background in public safety com
munications and in the supervision of personnel. He may be either a sworn 
officer. usually with the rank of lieutenant, or a civilian. 

4.3.3 Complaint-taker and/or Dispatcher 

The complaint-taker and/or dispatcher should be thoroughly screened 
and a carefully selected applicant. (These assumptions are made on a ba
sis that these t;..ro positions are interchangeable or are combined into a 
single position.) He must be willing to accept the necessary responsibil
ity to fulfill his position. He must be prompt and accurate and have a 
capability in handling all communications tasks in a professional manner, 
resulting in courteous, accurate, coordinated, and unemotional dispatch 
effort. I~ will be respoolslbl~ fur receIvIng emergency telephone calls 
and entering all required information on the event sheet, card, or data 
terminal, transmitting the information to the proper patrol unit, anJ re
cording all followup information, while simultaneously prioritizing and 
stacking calls in sequential order by time of receipt and seriousness. 
He must be capable of handling all Teletype and data entries and keeping 
all information confidential. 

All positions in the communications center have standard civil ser
vice qualifications, and also should include the following: 

• Graduation from high school. 

• EXcellent health, good physical condition. 

• Good emotional stability. 

• Eyesight corrected to 20-20. 

• Good hearing (relatively flat response from 500 
to 3000 cycles). 

• General maturity for sound judgment. 

• Good personal habits. 

• Good con~and of the English language. 

• Legible handwriting or printing. 

• Ability to type (speed to be determined). 
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• Willingness to \'lork irregular shift assignments 
or overtime, if required. 

• Must agree to undergo a personal security back
ground examination before acceptance. 

Salaries for each position in the communications center will be de
termined from like positions in similar positions in the general area. 
Fringe benefits and step raises will also be determined at a comparable 
level to attroct desirable and dependable employees. 

4.4 Personnel Training 

The training needs of the communications personnel for a control cen
ter \'li11 vary considerably among small, medium-sized, or large departments. 
The small department usually trains new telephone and radio operators by 
the onsite observation method for a few days to a week. This method is 
used because of limited budgets and the lack of capable training personnel. 
While effective to an extent, the department would find funds well spent 
to send the prospective employee to a communications course for intensive 
training. Formal training generally is used by medium-sized and large de
partments. Depending upon the circumstances, the formal training may be 
furnished inhouse' or outside. 

There are few positions in the police department subject to more scru
tiny than that of the communications dispatcher or operator. It is a posi
tion where an even disposition and qualified performance must be the rule 
rather than the exception. Performance in this position usually is in 
direct relation to his training, his ability to cope with any and all sit
uations, and his devotion to his position. 

Accepting the responsibility of the position for which the employee 
applies must be one of the hiring requirements. He must be prompt, ac
curate, and courteous to the public and to police officers. Carelessness, 
a poor attitude, and disregard for supervision or policy cannot be toler~ 
atec.l. 

The development of professional training courses for communications 
operators is relatively ne\'l, and several colleges and community colleges 
have instituted programs that fulfill this need. The Associated Public 
Safety Comml1l1ications Officers, Inc. (APCO), has promoted training in com
munications in an effort to increase professionalism in police and public 
safety departments. 

The technicians who are hired by departments for maintenance of equip
lnent must have prior training in electronic trade schools or in college 
engineering courses. Usually, these courses provide the training neces" 
sary to obtain the required FCC license. A Second-Class Radiotelephone 
license is required to repair police-type radio transmitters. 
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Figure 9 indicates the steps that the planner must take to provide 
gUidance if the department is to provide the training. As stated pre
viously, the depth of training will depend upon the size of the department 
and the sophistication of the control center equipment. 

After the requirements are defined, a decision is necessary as to the 
type and location of the training. If trained at a college, the employee 
moves directly to the departmental communications center for hands-on 
training for a prescheduled period prior to being assigned to a shift. 

If inhouse training is chosen, it will be necessary to select appro
priate personnel to provide the training. These may be chosen from various 
departments within the department and/or outside, depending upon the exact 
requirements. Training personnel can include: 

• A police training officer to provide law enforce
ment instruction, 

• A command officer for police policy and regula
tions. 

• A data processing representative to provide train
ing on data terminals such as Teletypes or CRT 
displays and the various formats used for all ac
cessible data banks. 

• A communications director or supervisor to pro
vide training on the telephone and dispatch func
tions, including center operating procedure, 10-
codes, etc. 

• A telephone company representative to discuss the 
proper use of the equipment, available resources, 
etc. 

• A radio technician to provide a broad overview of 
the equipment, subsystems, and their operation, 
as well as whom to call for maintenance, and such 
matters as I~CC rules and regulations. 

• A representative from the local emergency ser
vices office of the city or county to provide in
formation on procedures during any extreme eme1'~ 
gency. 

The training site usually will be at the existing police or public 
safety training area or academy. The advantage to this is that equipment 
is already available (e.g.) chairs, tables, projectors, screens, black
boards). 
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The course guidelines are one of the more important parts of the 
training preparation. Generally a meeting with the proposed instl'u(:tor 
\'1i11 indicate their material content and the time to be allocated to the 
subject matter. Some referenues for material for instruction include: 

• Copies of departmental rules and regulations. 

• Data terminal guidelines for Federal, State, re
gional, local, and CAD systems. 

• Telephone company training guidelines. 

• Vendor assistance and equipment usage guidc.lines. 

• FCC rules and regulations. 

• APeO Public Safety training manuals, ava.ilable 
from the national office of APCO, New Smyrna 
Beach, Florida. 

The training course should include a minimum of 40 hours of class 
instruction and some period of time in the control Coentcr for hands-on 
instruction. 

Whether departmental employees or outside personnel, the .instructors 
should be carefully selectcr.l based upon thai'!' ability to express them
selves and past success in the training area, in addition to being knowl
edgeable in their field. The time to be devoted to each subject or topic 
should be carefully evaluated relevant to the subject and its subsequent 
value to the student. 

The course topics will vary to some extent depending upon the sub
systenls that are to be used. A standard list of topics are suggested be
low: 

• Student orientation. 

• Law enforcement and public safety basics. 

• Communications procedures and techniques. 

• Departmental records. 

• Data systems. 

• FCC Rules and regulations. 

• Equipment and subsystems. 
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• Telephone systems. 

Some detailed explanation of the topic areas follows to guide instruc
tors in the proper content of topics, since the selected instructor may 
not be oriented towards the exacting requirements and duties of the public 
safety communications center. 

4.4.1 Student Orientation 

This should include rules of conduct for the employee, course objec
tives, necessary outside class study materials (such as forma~s, signals 
used, street locations and names) formats and policies governing the cen
ter, the course outline and a list of the proposed instructors, a brief 
review of the course materials, records used in the center and their im
portance, and the role of the student in relation to the communications 
director, supervisor, complaint-taker, dispatcher, and technician. The 
interface of center personnel with police officers, patrol supervisors, 
command personnel and citizens outside of the department also should be 
covered. These relationships vary depending on whether the center serves 
the police department only or is a cnnsolidated public safety communica
tions center. The class supervisor will normally be in charge of the ori
entation a'hd will introduce each class instructor. 

4.4.2 Basics of Law Enforcement and Public Safety 

The instructor for law enforcement should have a police background 
and be able to provide a basic understanding of the police officer's role 
as it relates to the dispatch office. Material to be covered includes: 
Basic st atutes, warrant information, court procedures, j ail procedures, 
problems on the street that create problems for patrol officers, patrol de
ployment, management reaction to crime patterns, departmental shift manage
ment, the use of tactical and special units, how detective and inves
tigative units assist patrol officers on the crime scene, the role of the 
police department during disasters, and interface \I[ith civil defense, State 
police, and other public safety departments. 

4.4.3 Communications Procedures and Techniques 

The instructor for this unit must have a good background in communi
cations center operation. Specific areas of instruction should include: 
Preparation of messages, proper terminology, the art of command and con
trol, standard communication procedures, abbreviations used, lO-codes 
(their purpose and need), and the use and vaIv.e of the phonetic alphabet, 
proper procedure for talking into a microphone, what calls-far-service are 
to be dispatched and which are transferred, prioritization of messages, 
stacking of nonemergency messages, the need to dispatch crime-in-action 
messages without delay, handling information requests from the public and 
from the patrol officer, pOint-to-point message handling, paging of command 
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personnel, and emergency or d vil defense message handling. The details 
of all communications center records, such as event cards, logging record
ers, instant playback record('~rs, retention of tapes, normal and special 
case retention, filing, and permission to release any center information, 
also should be covered in this part of the training. 

This section of instruction covers thE) actual communications center 
r(~quirements and, if availabl(~, a mock-center control unit is of great as
sistance to the student in understanding the material. A field trip to 
the civil defense center also is important in this area of instruction. 

4. l\. 4 Departmental Records 

The instructor for this unit will normally be an employee of the 
department records section and will provide basic information on all rec
ords in the department, includil1g how tht'ly are received, stored, and ac
ces~ied, together with who may receive information. Fingerprint files, 
mug files, Part I and Part II crimes (UCR), arrest reports, criminal and 
noncriminal reports, property and evidence (receipt, storage, and dispos
al), jail records, and data access to other local, regional, State, anti 
Federal record files are areas to be discussed. It is important for the 
communications center pel~sonnel to have a complete understanding of the 
records system. This will emphash:e the importance of properly r'~cording 
information received from a citizen regarding a crime. 

4.4.5 Data Systems 

If such a system is implemented, the data systems instructor will 
normally spend a considerable part of his instruction period on the CAD 
concept, what storage files are available, size of files, formats to be 
used, types and number of terminals and their capability and speed, ter
minal switching to other jata banks in use in the department (such as 
city, county, regiona.l, State, and Federal). A basic computer theory ori
entation should be provided, together with instruction in the use of other 
terminals and formats that may be used in the center. The instructor also 
will discuss sel..urity relative to law enforcement computers. 

4.4.6 FCC Rules and Regulations 

This important element of instruction can be handled either by the 
communications procedures instructor or the equipment and subsystems in
structor. Each student should receive a copy of Part 89 of the FCC rules 
and regulations. Class instruction should be provided on all of the op
erating portions. 

4.4.7 Equipment and Subsystems 

1bis portion of the training program should be handled by a competent 
radio technician or, if not available, by a communications supervisor with 
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a technical background. Instruction should cover the console equipment, 
tape recorders, status board operation, transmitting and receiving base 
station equipment, system design (i.e., how the dispatch message gets to 
the mobile, portable, and pager units), expected range of the units, who 
to call for maintenance on a 24-hour basis, and other system factors. 

4.4.8 Telephone Systems 

This phase of the training can best be handled by a representative 
from the local telephone company, if available. If not, the communica
tions procedures instructor should accept this responsibility. The tele
phone instruction will include proper use of instrument, proper method of 
answering, courtesy to callers, 911 emergency number (if in use), call 
switching, available accessories, and who to call for maintenance. 
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BUREAU OF POLICE 
Wilmington I Delaware 

GENERAL ORDER NO. 78-5 

TO: All Personnel 

FROM: Harry F. r'lanelski 
Chief of Police 

SUBJECT: Procedural Guide for Managing the Police Demand 

DATE: 28 June 1978 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Wil mington Bureau of Pol ice has recei ved a grant from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration for the purpose of studying more productive 
ways of responding to, and dealing with, calls-for-service. This project 
i~ entitled "Managing the Police Demand", anH will be in operation from 
July 1, 1978 ~hrough June 30, 1979. 

In order to implement this project, certain changes will be made in 
various units of the department, mainly: Communications, Basic Patrol, 
Structured Patrol, and Crime Analysis. This order will detail the 
revised procedures and will serve as on operational manual for all 
personnel involved. 

II. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES 

The following changes in the structure of the Wilmington Bureau of 
Police will become effective July 1, 1978: 

A. The name of the Crime Analysis Division will be changed to the 
Resource Management Division. 

B. The Resource Management Division shall have within it the following 
units: 

1. The Crime Analysis Unit; 
2. The Complaint Service Unit. 

III. CO~~UNICATIONS UNIT 

A. Introduction 

Under Managing the Police Demand, the Cowmunications Unit will take 
on the responsibility of diverting a portion of in-coming complaints 
out of the dispatching system. This means that not all complaints 
received by the Bureau of Police will require the dispatch of a 
patrol unit to handle the complaint. The intent here is to minimize 
the workload that is placed on Basic Patrol Units. 
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B. Classification of Complaint~ 

Personnel assigned to the Communications Unit who answer the in
coming police service line:;, hereafter referred to as complaint
takers, will have two bask responsibilities: 

1. To determine the: status of the complaint; 

2. To determine the mode in which the complaint should be 
serviced. 

1. Complaint Status: 

By complaint status. we mean such things as: 

a. Type of incident being reported; 
b. lolhether or nClt the offense is in progress; 
c. Hhether therl~ is an on-scene potential for physical in-

jury, property damage, etc. 

Calls-far-service received by the Bureau of Police will have 
a status of either critical or non-critical: 

a. A CRITICAL complaint is one which requires the immediate 
intervention of a police offJcer. Complaints involving a 
serious offense that is in progress or has just occurred, 
ones where a suspect is still on the scene or is fleeing, 
or where any life threatening condition exists would all 
be classified as critical complaints. Examples of criti
cal complaints would be: a shooting, a robbery or burglary 
alarm. or a personal injury accident. 

b. A NON-CRITICAL complaint is one which does not require 
the immediate intervention of a police officer. ~lost of 
the calls-for-service received by the Bureau will fall 
into this category. Examples of non-critical complaints 
are: property damage aCCidents, burglary reports, reports 
of harassing phone calls, etc. 

A table of complaint priority designations will be provided 
to Communications Personnel. It should be noted, however, 
that as the circumstances associated with a complaint change, 
its priority designation may also change. For example, while 
a report of a "LS" would normally be a non-critical complaint, 
such an incident would become critical if it involved a 4 year 
old child who suffers from a serious disease. The key point 
to remember in determining whether a complaint is critical or 
non-critical is whether or not the immediate, on-scene presence 
of a police officer is required. 
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2. Modes of Complaint Services: 

a. Critical Complaints. 

All calls of a critical nature will be referred immediately 
to the police dispatcher for dispatch to a patrol unit. 
(The dispatching priorities to be used will be detailed 
later in this order.) 

b. Non-Critical Complaints. 

r~on-critical complaints may be handled in a number of 
ways, which shall be listed below. Again, the intent of 
the complaint taker should be to divert as many appropriate 
calls as possible out of the dispatch system. In other 
words, for those complaints that can be handled through 
one of the alternatives listed below, the dispatch of a 
police unit to handle the incident should be the last 
alternative considered. In no case, however, will a 
complainant be denied a response by a patrol unit if he 
or she demands it. 

1. Dispatch Required: 

Certain non-critical calls will always require the 
dispatch of a patrol unit. In the following circumstances, 
a patroi unit will be dispatched: 

1. The complainant demands a patrol car. 
2. There is a potential for further violence or 

property damage at the scene of the incident. 
3. A suspect is present on the scene, or there is 

a potential for a timely apprehension of a 
suspect if a unit is dispatched. 

4. Important physical evidence is present at the 
scene, and the evidence will be lost if not 
retrieved within a short period of time. 

5. There exists any condition requiring the 
presence of a police officer. 

These complaints will be referred for dispatch, 
\~hether i rrrnedi ate ly or on a delayed bas is, dependi ng 
on the nature of the complaint. When the red delay 
light is on, the complaint taker will advise the 
complainant that he should expect a 30 minute delay 
in the police response. 

If the complaint being received does not meet the 
criteria for dispatch of a police unit, and if the 
complainant does not demand such a response, the 
complaint taker should endeavor to have the complainant 
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respond to Central for assistance. Dependent on the 
type of complaint, the person may be referred the 
Detective Division, the Youth Aid Division, or the 
House Sergeant. In these cases a complaint card 
will be completed, but no complaint number will be 
s tamped on it. 

3. Call-Back; 

Th~se cases will be referred to the Complaint Service 
Unit, whose officers will then contact the complainant 
by phone. Types of compl ai nts that may be referred 
to CSU include: thefts, criminal mischief, auto 
thefts, harassment by phone, etc. It is important 
that the complaint taker obtain the complainant's 
name, address, and phone number where he can be 
contacted, and times when he will be available for a 
call back. This information will be recorded on the 
complaint card. This card will be stamped with a 
complaint number. 

4. Outside Referrals: 

Some complaints that are received in the Communications 
Center may be adjusted by the complaint taker by re
ferring the caller to another agency. In these 
cases, the complaint taker will complete a complaint 
card listing the complainant. nature of complaint. 
and disposition. A complaint number will be stamped 
on the card. 

5. Other Adjustment 

Some calls that are received in the Communications 
Center may be resolved by the complaint taker without 
referring it to either the Complaint Service Unit vr 
to the dispatcher. In cases where a complaint is so 
adjusted, the complaint taker will complete a complaint 
card, which will be assigned a complaint number. In 
the "remarks" section, he will also briefly note the 
nature of the adjustment. Most of the "adjustments" 
will actually be outs i de referral s. In-comi ng 
"crank~ calls, requests for information (such as the 
location of Family Court), or any call that does not 
actually constitute a request for police service, 
should not be recorded on a complaint card when they 
are handled within the Communications Unit. In all 
cases, the complaint taker must take care not to 
unnecessarily tie up emergency phone lines. If a 
complaint cannot be adjusted in 1 or 2 minutes, it 
should be referred to either CSU or dispatched to a 
patrol unit. 
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C. Dispatching Procedures 

1. Prioritized Dispatch: 

As with the Split Force Project, calls will be dispatched to 
patrol units in order of their priority, with calls within 
each priority being dispatched on a first-come, first-served 
basis. This means that a11 critical calls \~i1l be dispatched 
before any nan-critical calls, and non-critical calls will be 
dispatched in the order that they are received in the radio 
room. Again, special circumstances may dictate a change in 
the first-come, first-served dispatching procedure, and this 
decision shall be left up to the discretion of the Communications 
Supervi sor. 

2. Use of Basic and Structured Patrol Units: 

As with the Split Force Project, departmental policy shall be 
that Structured Units will not normally be used to answer 
complaints. Structured Units will be dispatched to complaints 
only under the following circumstances: 

Critical Calls: Structured Units may be used to respond to, 
~r assist on, the following critical calls within their assigned 
sectors or within close proximity to their sector boundaries, 
if sufficient Basic Units are not available: 

a.) Suspicious car 
b.) Suspicious person 
c.) Assault (in progress) 
d.) Cutting (in progress) 
e.) Shooting (in progress) 
f.) Rape (in progrr.ss) 
g.) Larceny (in progress) 
h) Robbery (in progress or immediately after) 
i:) Burglary (in progress or immediately after) 
j.) Trespasser outside 
k.) Trespasser inside 
1.) Ri ot 
m.) Robbery or burglary alarm 
n.) Officer in trouble 
0.) Send assistance to scene. 

Structured Units will not actually'handle the complaint unless 
they make an arrest or take other police action requiring them 
to be the handling unit. 

Non-Critical Calls: Structured Units will not be utilized to 
handle non-critical calls. 

In the event that a structured unit (including the Basic 
Specialist Unit) is used under other circumstances, a deviation 
report will be submitted to the Resource Management Division. 
This deviation report will originate with the Communications 
Supervisor on duty at the time of the incident. 
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3. Use of Other Units: 

In the event that no Basic Patrol Units are available to 
answer a complaint which cannot be delayed any further, such 
as when the 30 minute delay on a complaint has expired, other 
units will be utilized in the following order: 

Evidence Detective Unit; 
Traffic ·Division Unit (Units on top-priority WIARP 
as s i gnments wi 11 not be used except in emergenci es); 
Patrol Supervisors; 
Other Specialized Units (e.g. Detectives, Youth Aid); 
Structured Patrol Units (the Bas;c Specialist Unit will 
be considered a Structured Patrol Unit for pUr'pose of 
being dispatched). 

An exception to this procedure will be in the case of traffic 
accidents. A complaint of a traffic accident will be dispatched 
first to a traffic unit, if a WIARP (not on a priority assignment) 
unit is available. then to a Basic Patrol Unit. and so on. 

If a two-man unit is in service, this unit should be reserved, 
whenever possible, for complaints that will require two officers, 
such as: fights, domestic disputes, etc. Dispatches involving 
report taking or other incidents that can safely be handled by 
a single officer should be given to a one man unit. 

4. Thirty Minute Delay: 

The use of the thirty minute delay in reponding to non-critical 
calls will be continued. This delay should not be used only 
when no Basic Patrol Units are available for complaints. 
Whenever the majority of units are already involved in servicing 
complaints. and it appears that more units will soon be so 
involved. the delay process should be implemented. This is to 
assure that at least one or two Basic units are kept clear to 
respond to emergencies. Any complaint that is delayed through 
the use of this process will have its card stamped with the 
red delay stamp. 

D. New Complaint Card and Associated Procedures 

For the purposes of this project, a new complaint card has been 
designed. The card is printed on both sides; side 1 is for the use 
of the Communications Unit, while side 2 ;s for the use of the 
Complaint Service Unit. Most of the information blocks on the card 
are self-explanatory, or ask for the same information as the card 
previously used. The below listed items, however, must be handled 
differently than previously: 

PRIORITY - The complaint taker or dispatcher will mark whether 
the call is critical or non-critical. 
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UNIT SENT, CALL BACK, WALK-IN, ADJUSTED - The appropriate 
block wi11 be checked here by the complaint taker. If the 
call is referred to the Complaint Service Unit for call-back, 
the complaint taker will list the time at which the call 
should be made, and the phone number to be used in contacting 
the complainant, if it is different from that listed under 
Complainant Information. 

TIME STAMPING - The block for time received will be stamped 
to show the ~ime at which the call is received in the Radio 
Room. The block for time 3ent will be used to indicate when a 
~atrol unit is dispatched. If the call is referred to the 
COrlplaint Service Unit, this and the following time stamp 
block~ will be left blank. Only when a card is returned from 
CSU for dispatch to a patrol unit will these blocks be used. 
If a complaint is adjust1:!d within the Communications Unit, all 
four blocks wi·11 be stamp~d with one time. 

REASON UNIT SENT - If the dispatch of a patrol unit is required 
by the nature of the complaint, the block M.O.D. Procedure 
will be checked by the co~plaint taker. If dispatch is made 
because of a citizen cemand, this 'block will be checked, etc. , 
RECEIVED BY - The important information here pertains to walk
~n compiaints. Whenever an officer calls the Radio Room for a 
case numbGf" relative to a report taken at Central, the Corrrnunication 
officer issuing the case number shall determine from the 
r~porting officer whether or not the complainant was earlier 
ask~~ to respond to Central to make the report. The appropriate 
"lock nl'\ the clJmplaint card shall then be checked. 

DtSPOSITION - When a complaint is referred to the Complaint 
Service Unit, the Disposition blocks will be left blank. 

All in~cl,iil!in!l t;.)mplaints will be l'e<'ol'ded on a complaint card and issued 
a C\lSQ nump8:r'. The only exception will be thOSE) complaints in which the 
comph'/Mlnt agw'f;:!\ to respond to Central to report the incident. In 
this C.lS<7i. a cO".'\lla1nt card will be completed, but no case number will 
be stampe":: on H. In <Ill other respects this card shall be treated as a 
complaint ca)';j <md will be filed with the other complaint cards. 

E. Sec!i~e Cards vs Complaint Cards 

All requests by citizens for police service will be recorded on a complaint 
card, as per the above listed procedures. Self-initiated activities, 
s~ch as traffic stops, suspicious persons checks, etc., should be logged 
on ~service card. If this self-initiated activity results in the 
submission of a report, the service card must be destroyed, and a 
complaint card completed. Administrative and maintenance activities, 
such as 10-55's, 10-17's, or Code 71's will be recorded on a service 
card. 
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IV. RESOURCE 11ANAGEMENT DIVISION 

A. Complaint Service Unit 

The Complaint Service Unit will be that unit responsible for handling 
the bulk of complaints that are not dispatched to patrol units. It will 
be in operation from 080D~24DD hours. seven days a week. 

1. OPERATING PROCEDUR6S~ 

The CSU Officer shall check in the Radio Room on a regu1ar basiS, at 
1ntervals of no more than thirty minutes, for complaint cards that have 
been referred to his unit. Upon receiving a complaint card from the 
Communications Center, the officer receiving it shall stamp the time 
received in the appropriate block on the rear of the card. He sha1l 
also initial the space "received by." The officer will then stamp the 
CSU number in the space provided at the top of the card. This will be a 
sequential number, beginning with the number 1 and continuing up indefinitely 
for the life of the project. 

The officet' will then contact the complainant by phone, If a specific 
time for the call back is listed on the front of the card, the officer 
will be guided by this information. After speaking with the complainant 
concern; n9 the natuY'e of the i nci dent, the CSU offi cer \~i11 take one of 
the below actions! IIlhichever is appropriate. The appropriate block 
under CSU Disposition will then be checked. 

Refer to Outside Agency 

In the case of a complaint which can best be serviced by other 
agencies, such as the Department of Social Set'vices or Family 
Court, the officer will so advise the complainant. ThiS 
disposition will be recorded on the rear of tho card in the 
space for "remarks." 

Phone Report 

If the incident requit'es a report, and the report can be 
taken by phone. the officer will do so. Examples of this 
type of incident would be: most thefts, auto theft reports. 
ct'iminal mischief, property damage, etc. The report will bear 
the case number listed on the front of the complaint card. 

Phone Adjustment 

If the complaint can be satisfactorily resolved over the 
phone without the submission of a report. the complaint will 
be considered adjusted. The nature of the adjustment will 
be recorded in the remarks section. 

Dispatch Required 
rf, after speaking to the complainant, the CSU officer 
decides that a unit should respond to the incident either 
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immediately or within the thirty minute delay limit, he 
will return the card to the Corrmunications Center f'Jr 
dispatch. 

Schedule Specialist Unit 

If the personal response of a unit seemS necessary, but 
the need is not immediate, the CSU officer may schedule 
an appointment~ith the Specialist Unit. This unit will 
be totally devoted to servicing complaints on a scheduled 
basis, and will operate during the hours of 0800-2000. 
This disposition will be marked on the card, and the date 
and time of the appointment noted. 

A schedule sheet will be made up by the CSU Unit in triplicate, 
one copy of whic~will be forwarded to the Communications 
Center and one given to the Specialist Unit. This sheet 
shall list: the complainant's name, address, phone number, 
nature of the complaint, case number and appointment time. 
At the completion of his tour, the Specialist Officer will 
sign the sheet and return it to the CSU Unit, where it will 
be re~ained and filed. If a scheduled appointmert is to be made 
for the same day, the CSU officer shall add this to the schedule 
sheet for that day. This information shall be relayed to the 
Specialist Unit via the Communications Center. 

Each card that is brought into the Complaint Service Unit 
will be time stamped \~hen received j when the call-back is 
made, and when it is cleared. In the event of unsuccessful 
calls, the officer will list the times of these calls in 
the remarks section. 

No card will be retained in the Complaint Service Unit 
past 2400 hours of the day in question. If attempts at 
contacting the complainant prove unsuccessful, a 
miscellane~s report will be SUbmitted, under the appropriate 
case number, detailing this. The Communications Supervisor 
will be advised of this inability to cont~ct a complainant. 
At his discretion, a unit will be sent to the location involved 
to check on the complainant. The CSU officer Horking the next 
scheduled shift shall again attempt to contact the COii:,,: 
p1ainant, and shall submit an added report to the original 
miscellaneous report detailing his actions. 

When a complaint is referred to the Basic Specialist Unit, the CSU 
of~icer wil" in addition to making an entry in the Specialist log, 
arrange the original complaint cards in the sequence of their scheduled 
appointment. These cards will be returned to the Communications Unit 
along with the log. The dispatcher shall then use the original complain~ 
card to record the arrival and clearance times, etc., of the Specialist 
Uni t. 
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In the eVent that the Specialist Unit cannot make a scheduled appointment, 
he shal1 notify both the dispatcher and the Complaint Service Unit. The 
CSU will be responsible for notifying the complainants of this, and for 
rewscheduling the appointment. 

CSU person \el should endeavor to so schedule thei r call-backs so that 
they are evenly busy throughout their shift. Nost of the call-backs 
that must be made can be delayed for a period of time without ill
effect. One obvious exception would be the taking of a stolen car 
report. This call should be made as 500n as possible so that information 
for a general broadcast can be obtained. 

2. MONITORIMG PROCEOURES~ 

Personnel from the Complaint Service Unit will, on a bi .. weekly basis, 
obtain a representative sample of the complaint cards for the preceding 
two weeks. They will examine these cards to determine. what volume of 
complaints are being handled through each of the alternative response 
modes. 

B. CRIME AMALYSIS UNIT 

The Crime Analysis Unit, in addition to its present duties, will also be 
responsible for monitoring various aspects of the project of Managing 
the Police Demand. This will involve a close cQordination ~etween the 
Crime Analysis and Complaint Service Units. 

A. Monitoring Activities 

The Crime Analysis Unit shall be responsible for \'unnin9 the 
Patrol Car Allocation Model and the Hypercube Quouing Nodal, 
for the Basic Patrol force on at 1east a quarterly basis. The 
Crime Analysis Unit. in conjunct'ion with the Complaint Service 
Unit, will examine the results. anci determine if adjustments 
are needed in either the staffing of patrol units, or the 
volume of complaints referred out by the Communications Unit. 
Based on this information, the proper recommendations will be 
made to the commanders involved as to necessary remedial 
action. 

B. Other Duties of the Crime Analysis Unit 

The Crime Analysis Unit shall be responsible for performing 
the other duties 1isted below: 

1. Napping of Crime Trend Areas. The Crime AnalysiS Unit 
shall maintain records and maps ot current cri~ -end areas 
as per present procedures. 

2. Investigative Packages. The Crime A;>I I:, ~ will 
continue to formulate investigative packa~-_ wh~ .. requested by 
investigative officers. and whenever a trend area becor.~s 
apparent which merits investigation. 
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3. Structured Patrol Areas. The Crime Analysis Unit will 
continue to make recommendations to the Patrol Commander as to 
the deployment of Structured Patrol Units. These recommendations 
will be based on current crime trend information. 

4. 10-77 Assignments. The Crime Analysis Unit will also 
continue to make recommendations to the Patrol Corrrnander on 
locations for 10-77 assignments for Basic Patrol Units. These 
recommendations will be based on a knowledge of current crime 
trends and pl'oblem areas. 

y. PATROL DIVISION 

The duties of the Patrol Division wil~ not be drastically different from 
those it presently carries out. The Patrol Division will continue to be 
split into Basic and Structured Patrol Forces, and will operate under 
the procedures developed through the Split-Force Project. 

A. BASIC PATROL FORCE 

1. 1077 Assignments 

Officers assigned to the Basic Patrol Force are primarily responsible 
for responding to calls for service. During those times that they are 
not involved with handling a complaint, B~sic Patrol Officers will 
assume a fixed post assignment, or 1077. 

The locations for these 1077's are selected by the Patrol Commander .. 
acting in conjunction with the Crime Analysis Unit. These locations Bre 
then placed on a master list. These are locations where a special event 
is occurring (such as a high school dance) or where a specific problem 
has been discovered to Exist (such as AB'S). The placing of a Patrol 
Unit at these locations is intended to alleviate the problem before it 
results in further complaints, If an officer feels that another location 
not already listed merits a 1077, he may assume a fixed post there after 
notifying his Supervisor. 

Officers should allow no more than twenty minutes to lapse between 
complaints and 1077's. Once having assumed the fixed post assignment, 
the officer should remain there no more than thirty minutes, unless 
specific circ~mstances dictate otherwise •. 

2. Sector Configurations 

Effective July 1, the number of Basic Patrol Units that must be staffed 
will be as follows: 

HOURS 

0000-0400 
0400-0800 
0800-1200 
1200-1600 
1600-2000 
2000-2400 

NUI~BER OF BASIC UNITS 

8 
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Basic Patrol Comnanders will continue to use push-pull scheduling to man 
these assignments. These Commanders will be provided with specific 
instructions on how to carry this out. A1l Patrol personnel will be 
provided with sector maps. 

Officers assigned to the Basic Patrol Force are not bound to their 
sectors. They will be, and should expect to be, dispatched to complaints 
outside of their sector. In addition, officers may assumed fixed post 
assignments outside their sector. It is the officer's responsibility to 
notify Communications of his movements, however, so that the dispatcher 
may monitor the location of available units. The dispatcher may order 
the unit to remain on his sector, ;n which case ~he officer must do so. 

3. Radio Procedures 

Officers will make every effort to place themsleves in service as soon 
as possible after leaving roll call. If an officer must remain at 
Central for some reason, however, he will not place himself in service 
until he is actua1ly available to answer complaints on the street. He 
will notify the Communications Unit of his busine5s at Central. The 
unit will be carried on a service card while at Central. 

B. STRUCTURED PATROL FORCE (SPF) 

The Structured Patrol Force is the proacti ve arm of the Patrol Di vi si on. 
Their main responsibility is to carry out preventive patrol in predetermined 
areas which have been selected because of their high potential fer 
criminal activity. Officers assigned to SPF \~ork a permanent structured 
patrol, and their hours of work will vary depending on the crime trend 
to be combatted. The method of operation to be used in each instance 
will also vary, and will be determined by the SPF Supervisior based on 
information supplied by Crime Analysis. 

1. STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

During the hours when SPF is not working, the on-duty Patrol Lieutenant 
will assign officers to the Structured Patrol assignments. These assignn~nts 
will be determined by the Crime Analysis Unit, which shall provide a 
list of priorities to the Patrol Division daily. The lists will designate 
assignments in terms of their priority. The Patrol Commander will make 
every effort possible to fill the top three priorities. If the Platoon 
Commander determines that he does not have the manpower to fill these 
top priorities, or he determines that the first or second priority 
requires more manpower (making it impossible to fill all three) he will 
submit a deviation report. 

Structured Units will not leave their assigned sectors without first 
receiving permission from either their Supervisor or the Radic Sergeant. 
Structured Units will not be used to respond to complaints except for 
those that have been listed in this order under the Communications 
section. Any other use of a Structured Unit will require the submission 
of a deviation report. 
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If a Structured Patrol Unit comes in contact with a person who is to be 
arrested, such as an arrest on a warrant, or comes across any other 
complaint, and the SPF Officer is not essential .to the complaint, he 
will turn the incident over to a Basic Patrol Unit. SPF Units will not 
handle any complaint that will take them away from their assignment, 
unless a Basic Patrol Unit is not available, or the SPF Officer has 
already taken action requiring him to be the handling unit. 

The Structured Patrol F.orce will not be responsible for conducting 
follow-up investigations. All follow-up investigations will be handled 
by the Detective Division. Only in two instances will SPF take on 
investigative responsibilities: 

1. During those hours when Detectives are not working; 
2. At the request of the Detective Division, when they 

are working but unable to respond. 

The decision to use SPF in the place of Detectives will be made by the 
Detective Commander or, in his absence, the on-duty Patrol Commander. 
In all such cases, the SPF Officers will closely coordinate their activities 
with those of the Detectives and will keep them notified of all progress 
on the case. 

The Structured Patrol Unit will also be responsible for staffing the 
Basic Specialist Unit. 

VI. RESPONSIBILITIES OF OTHER UNITS 

The alternative responses to calls for service thai; have been detailed 
in this order will result in some complaints b~irog referred directly to 
other units in the Bureau, for example: the Detective Division, Youth 
Aid, House Sergeant, etc. Once a complaint has been so referred to 
another unit, that unit will be responsible for handling the incident. 
It will not be referred back to Communications for dispatch to a Basic 
Patrol Unit. Any exception to this procedure must be justified by a 
deviation report. 

VII. USE OF DEVIATION REPORTS 

The use of deviation reports has been mentioned throughout this order. 
The purpose of these reports is not to single anyone person out for 
disciplinary action, but to help point· out deficiencies in the system so 
that they can be corrected where possible. The use of SPF Units to 
answer non-critical complaints and the use of Basic Patrol Units to 
answer complaints in the House Sergeant's Office are both examples of 
deviations that must be reported and justified. 

Anytime that a deviation occurs, the Supervisor or Cotmlclnder initiating 
the deviation will complete a deviation report and forward it to the 
Resource Management Division. The Resource Management Division will be 
responsible for reviewing all deviation reports that are submitted. 
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jr 

l 

ORDERED BY: 

/,b~1cJ /It?1ud 
HARRY;F: MANELSKI 
CHIEF OF POLICE 
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Departmental Policy for t-.lanaging Calls-For-Service 
Within the Communications Center 

Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department 
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PRIORITI~\T!ON OF CALLS FOR SERVICE 

I. PROGRA..'1 POLICY A...'lD SPECr:FICATION 

A. Ooerational Definitions and Objecti'les 

The prioritization of calls involves the screening,of calls for 

service by a zone dispatcher ~ho decides ~o send a car on the call 

immediacely, delay sending a car on the cali, or refer the call to 

the East Patrol Division for processing. 

Objective 

To make patrol non-committed time available in usable amounts to 

perfo~ Jirected Patrol programs. 

B. Boundary Conditions 

The prioritization of calls for se~lice will be ~plemenced with 

the 310, 320 and 330 Sectors of :he East Patrol Division :or selected 

calls for se~lice categories and specific situational criteria. 

C. Division of Functions 

Jisoatcners 

'linen dispatchers ::eceive ca,Us for service from area citizens, 

they will question the caller to determine the following: 

1. Type of incident 

2. Is ic in progress? 

3. Are the pet?etrators present in ::hp. area? 

4. Is there danger to human life? 

S. Is evidence in danger of being descroyed,? 
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A yes answer co any ques cion 2 through 5, will require an i:mned-

Late response to the call by a police officer. 

If a dis?atcher dete~nes) by using the abG~e criteria, t~at 

dispatchin~ a car can be delayed, he will delay dispatching the call. 

Some calls for se~ice are of' a type where a ?olice of:icer's 

presence at the scene will not add to the completeness of the investi-

gation. In other words, if the officer did respond, the only invesri-

gation activity would ~e the caking of an offense report. An e~ample 

of this would be a window smashing that occurred somet~e during the 

night and the victim wishes to report it the following ~o~ing. !n a 

case su<.:ll as ~:li5, well ~he presence of a police officer is not nec-

essary, the dispatcher will instruct the caller to call 842-6525, ex-

tention 466, where patrol division station personnel will process :he 

call. If the incident is a ~nor vehicular, the dispatcher will deter-

mine if it is convenient for the citizens involved to report to :he 

district station to make a vehicular report. Convenience to the c1t-

izen will be dete~ed by the appropriate time he ~ay be required to 

wait if he wishes for a car to respond to the accident scene. 

East Patrol Division Desk Personnel 

All calls received by the desk ?ersonnel that are referred fr~ 

the zone dispatcher will be handled in one of the ~NO following ways: 

1. The report will be taken over the cel~phone. 

2. The ~ictim(s) will ba requested to respoud to 
tha division station where desk ?crsonnel 'Hill 
t;aka the report. 
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Teleohone Reoo~: 

This involvea desk personnel filling out an offense report 

in the same ~er as if it ~ere being filled out at the scene 

axcep t that the • ... ords '''Phone-in'' will appear at the top of the 

report. Desk. personnel -,Jill c2 . .!.1 Ext. 341 to obtain a complaint 

number. All "Phone-in" report:s will be :,!!!viewed by the desk ser

geant who will for-.oIard the reports to Report Review via regular 

routing methods. 

Walk-in Reoort 

When it is convenient for a citizen to res~ond to the div

ision station to re?ort the incident, either because it may be 

some ::~e before an officer can respond to his location, or he 

lives nearby, station desk. personnel will fill out the report on 

ar=ival of the citizen. 

D. Administrative Functions 

Policy 

Under present deparcnent policy, all calls for service are dis

patched as soon as possible ·.;hen received at the Communications unit. 

No official priority is given to any call. As a result of this policy, 

a situation sometimes arises ~here several cars are out of service 

answering routine, non-urgent calls when an urgent call, such as hold

up in progress or an injury accident is received. At these times, an 

officer has to be dispatched from some distance away, delaying response 

to an incident which should receive as prompt a response as possible. 

Present policy also does not pracote a syst~ of delaying or re-routing 
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calls for service whicn could be processed in a manner oeher chuo 

dispatching a district car immediueely. 

To help insure sufficient cars are in se:vice eo hundle urgent 

calls for service and eo free usable amounts of eime to ?er:o~ Directed 

Patrol activieies, the East Patrol Division '~ll have the fl~~ibilit7 

of delaying non-urgent calls which do not require the immediate ?resence 

of a police officer and to refer such calls to the division station 

where reports will be :aken over the telephone or by the caller report~g 

to the station where desk personnel will fill OUt an offeuse report. 

PROCEDURAL r,V's"iKtJ.CT10N 

r. POLICY 

The depa/[.tment Ita.!. a.dcptz.d a. pol.J .. cy 06 pl!J..oJr1..t<..::.&tg c::.l.U 

OM Qe/w.<.ce. jn.,w poUcy «u.u. r-VJn.Lt i.Wpa.tdtw .to ha.ve a.U~'rJt

a.t).ve. me.t1tocU. 6M pl!.Clceo.&htg c::a.W 50/[. Q~'I.v~e. A d) ... rpa;tche.'1. can 

d.<..&patch a eM hrmecUa.:tuy, deb.y ~ non-Ultgen..t ca.U., It.eoe.'t a 

ca..U.V!. ..to con.ta.c:t Ea.6t l'a..t.'I.ol 'O~v.w~on. o.:t.:t.tian. d.eAk. pWOMU, by 

.tue;:lhone. who :.4JU..t pltoc.eo.& :the. call. 50/!. ~e,'tv.<.ce. OJ~ a.;.k. :the ~z.'t 

:to .'tepo.'I.:t to :the .&.ta.Uon ht pelWon. 

II. PROCEDURES 

V.u pdtch eItb 

FoUIL aUVOta.ti.VV!.O Me. a.va.Ua.ble. :to :the. COrmt~M UI"..li: 

d.<..&pa:tc.h.vr...s 50/[. pltoc.eowtg caU.I 60/[. ,W'l.v'<'ce. ~ .the. Ea..s:t 

Pa..t.'f.C.t Vi. v.w.<..cm.. 
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.tit e. 0 C eite. w.Ut b I!. d,W pa;tcAe.d 1..'1111Ie.r:i!At u.. rJ • r ~ ~ 0 me. .:a., OW 

a/tl? mGWte.a by :two o~Q1.ceM ruia&ome. o~ .tAl?m a/le. ma.nne.d 

by one 06~c.eIl., .the caM w.U:h olte 06&lcell. tu.U.t be d.W

pa.tc.hed .to Iton-Wtgen.t .tiJpe ca.tU. 

AU.. ca.t.U 6olt. 0 e..'lv.i.c.e. wM.c.h. .!. hou1.d .'le.c.'2.i.ve .i.l!!7tecU.a..te 

JteoPOMe. by a. PQUc.e. o6~c.e/f. luUi. be ciMpa:t.d1.e.d :u. o$OOIt ~ 

.the. edt i.A Jtec.uved. r ~ a.tttJ 06 .the ~oUotUbtg C.OItcU.ti:JM 

d. Oa.rtgett.to human U6 e OJ!. plt.Ope->r...ty 

b. ?e.ir.pe.t.'r.a..t0Jt (~l CLt.th1? hC.eite Olt. .i.tt .the dMa. 

c.. Ev.i.deitc.e. mety be deA.t'loyd. .i.6 .'I.e.~ponA~ .w 
dei.CLyed 

d. The htc..i.den.t .i.o 06 ,juch d ma.gn.i.tucie .dta:t. J..t 
ohoul.d Itec.uve J..7'1TletU..a,t" a.tt~OIt. E.'(L:1Jl1pi.,: 
ko~e, ltobbell.Y 

e. MIJ c..UtC!.U7l6.ta.Jtc.e.6 o.tit ell. than ;tho ~ e .tW.t ,el 
above ~ c.a.uAe .the cLWpa:t.d1.eJt. .to bweve 
an .i.rraned.i.a.t, lteA po M e. .iA It ec.e.6h CL'l.y • Examp.t 2.: 
vi..&J.Jn 0 e.a.-'1. wh.l.ch rrKg h:t be dang eIl.OuA .to IUm 
Cit. o.thVt.O 

t. OUa.ved R~poMe 

Some c..Ut.c.um6.tanc.~, W{vUe lle.quM.-Utg .the ,OII'.eAe.rtc.e 06 

a. po.u.c.e. c 6 6J..c.eIl., do n.o.t ltec.e.64aM.e.y .'le.quL'te hU. h e..\v.i.ce 

.bnmedJ.a.te.tq. r It othl?lr. tUO Jtd.l, , a. d~!I ht .tit e. Jte.6 po no e v 6 

CLrt o66.i.cvr. :aJ .the .6c.eite ~ Itot de.c.ltea.&1!. .the qu.ai..U::J 06 

poUc.e .6eAvJ..c.e .to .the. ~eit. Ca.U.J ItO.t .'lequL'ting ./.m

med.i.a:t.e ileA po 1106 e «J.Ue. be de1.aJJed u.n.t.U. add.U:J.ottal. CCL'tA c:Jte 
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.!..ta.nc.\!A .tha.:t de;t~'r.l'n.i.it\!A .tn 1.mmg,cU::..t:e. .... e.&poru.e. c.a.n be. 

d.ei.a.ye.d. un.tU. a.d.d.l...t1..onai.. c.a.M ~'t.e. .6t ~Vlvi.c.Z.. M a.d.

cU.:ti.o tute. c.aJW C1Ir. e. ct va.Ua1l.i.e., . .the. d~'ie.d ca.U (~l ;uUt be. 

3. Re.Oe.Jt. C:tU.e.Jt. .to the. E~.t ?C1"tt'r.o! 1/.i.v.wiolt btl Phone 

Some. ca.£..U, ~0Jt. 4e/tv.i.c.1!. only Jt.e.qu.i..'t.e. a. po.uc.e. oQQ.i.c'Vt.' 4 

plteA¢nc.e. to .t.a.ke. Ii. Jt.e.poJt..t. lit ca.e.u 06 ~ :type., .the.. rJ..W

pa.tc.ltVt4 w.Ut hw.t't.LLCt .the. c.a.UZlr. :to caU 842 -65Z5, g,x.tut~ 

Man 466, whe.Jt.e. .the. .'tg,poJt..t :.u.Ut be. .t..tken ow:t .the. pholte. by 

deAR. peIWOltttl!.t. EcW.t ?a.:tMt O.i.v.w.i.olt deAk. pWOMU w.Ut. 

6-<-U out o66tZ.1l4e. .'t.e,'JoJt.:t4. Thg, ooUa~g ~ oM .5e.Jt.v.lce. 

llepoJt.t..\ wi.U be. Itg,Oe.Med .to .the. Ect4:t 4.ta:.tLan :to ell. .ta.hw 

by pholle. when .the. c:!.lApa.:tc.lte.Jt eeUeveA .the. .i.nc.1.de.n;t oW 
.the. c;U;tVLi.a. Ut.:ted bdow: 

LC1Ir.ceny {4hop~oti'ttgl 

VeU.'Wc.tton 06 pltOpe./Lttj 

La"'4 

Attempt to toc.a.te. 0JJ.t0 

Stot~ au.to 

LoU OI!. ",.to.ten ~e.n4e. .tag'" 

I nde.c.ent c:u:.t ('" U4 pe.c.t ha4 le.6.t .the. ~ ewe. 
and .the/t.e. .<A 110 .6tj UItIJ .to .the. v1..WJn I 

FIU1U.d oJt. a.ttempt,z.d. &,taLUi 

Supptemp.M .to ctn o,'tJ.g.bta.! Jt.epoJt..t 

No n~a.ggJta.va.:te.d. ct4.6a.uU: 

Su./tgl.aJty (Ita 6 OltCe. et~'t!J I 
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rhe above .'tepo~ ~ onJ..:,j be It.eotZ..'tIted to Ecwt 

a., SLWpec.~ ha.ve .eaSt ~he 4ce.ne .:tYld .tfte,L.'t tI..'hil.'te
a.bo~ CUte wtilncwn 

b, No ph/fo.i.CJJi. ev.i.de.nc.e plt.e..\ e.n.t 

e. No need 0011:. an .6tvu.tl.act.Uon .:..t tIte .6c.e.ne 

d. Theile (Lie ItO c,(..'teU11l&.t.lnc.eJ l""lt.~ ert.t othel!. 
.tha.n th04e -U..!..ted above w'.u.dt ~I? the d,W
pa..tc.heJt. to beUeve U ;I/ould be a.ppltOplt.1.a.te 
OOIt. a. poUc.ema.n .to .'te~pond. 

4. ~k the VJ.W...." .to Re):)o.'t.t .t.n. Pe..'Won to .the Vi..v.wi..cn S.tl.tLon 

Thelte (L'te a ~ma.U. nwnbelt. ob ·i,'t~.t.lne2...\ ",iteM. the 

c.LU.::e.n eM .ie.4pond to the cU,~.t't.~~ ~.t:.t{.Jn tJ mak.e tIte 

It.epolt..t. TIt.<.4 method 00 4e1t.vi..c.e ..Iitculd be ~ugge~tz.d tJ :the 

c.a.UeIl a...\ .:r. co nven.le.nc.e tha.t w.Ul d~.'nuta..te ;"w wa.UUtg 

ooJr. a. poUc.e ooOi..c.eIt. .ta CUt.uve a.t:. the 4ee.ne a.t a la.tell 

.tUne. Tlvtee i..n.4.t.:tnc.e..I .t.n. wiudt .the caUeIt. .!> hou.l.d go to 

the 4~on .:vte: 

a., Ve.fW!uhVr. a.ccM:!e.n.t .6t wh1..c.h .the veAi.ci.e.o (L'te 
clM.veabie and .thelt.e Me no .6tj~ 

b. f{U and .'t.Wt ve.iti.c.u.talw 00 a. pa;r..ied CaJt wF1e1t.e 
.the CaJt 1..4 clM.vea.biep wh.vc.e .the exact .tUne 00 
o cc.Ultlte.n.c. e 1A not Mown Olt. 0 C.CLlMed molt.e .titan 
.ten m.Uu.t.te.o plt.e.VJ.oUI • .lJj and itO phY4.J..c.ai. evUenc.e 
1A plt.ue.n.t exc.ept .the daJrage .to .tite veMc.le. 

c., tt IUi.U be .the po.uc.rj 0 ~ ~ depCUt.tme.n.t .tha.t 
dulr.Utg peak hou,~ ,,~ btaQ ~c. (7 -9 and 01-61 and 
dwWtg 60ul we.a.thvt, {.lee,. JncW and Je.velt.e .>taM 
~.t.0Jtm4 w,ult h,i.{Jh w.UtcW!, tlni~.6 the ve.k<.ci.u 
aM. not d,uvea.bf.e, a..U. o~ .tIie a.bove a..c.dd~ 
,UUt be d.Ur.ec:ted to the YleaJt~ poU.:.e !,ac.)..U.:f:y 
wheM. a.p pM p;t,La.te. . 'tepolV.A IJJU.l. c e tah.e.n b y de.4 k. 
PI!/I.&/))tM.1. 
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Ea.&.t ?a..t'toi v'<'v,w'<'OIt O~~k ?e./!AOMei. 

S.ta.tf.OIt ci~k ,.,VWOMe! :u.Ut. be. !te.~pOI1A.<.b.e., OM ha.ltci.i.btg ~ 

~0It ~elt.v'<'c.e. :~:!6eJt,'te.cf. btJ CO/7117lLL.l'Uc.a.t-(.OnA UIU.t d..WpCLtc.'te-'W I Olti.!,! 

c.a.tU .thctt ma.tJ .'tequ..Ur.e. a. M.pOJc.t euUe. be. ·'te.6IVt1teci, O~k p~'tOOMe.e. 

mu. be. .'t~pOI1A.u,te. ~Olt o.u,Ultg out'tepalLtl ave.'t .tIte ~u,phone. {)It 

ltequl2A-tUtg .the. ca..UVt .to Itl2Apoltci .to ,the. cUv,w,w1t ..\.ta.u:.:m t;c Q.U.t 

out .the .'te.poJt.t I Whe.n.the c.1..U .w Itec.uveci :t.t .tfte. EaJ.t ?a.t'tot V.<.v

LUoIt, .U.a.t<'.OIt ci~ k pe..'Wonne.t ,U.U1, 6'<"u'-ht .the. lte.poJt.t a.n.d ob.tU.n. 

comp.eo.&t:t /twnb vw b tJ c.a.e.u.n.g ex.t In..t<'.a It 3 oJ 1 • R ipOW C It .the. 0 at

tC«lbtg c.aU~ ~M ~elt.v.<.c.e :u.U.e. be. .t:z.ke.n otJ C:.:w~ ~.t:z..t.<.OIt dUlk ,.,e..'t-

..\ onne! when ·'te.6e.'tMd otJ .the. cU...\pcttc.hVt...\: 

/.a.Jt.c.e.ny 

V eU, 't1.LC.t<'..:m a 6 pltO P~IJ 

LOoM 

Att,zmp.t ~o to c.a.te. a.u.to 

S.toten a.u.i:a 

Lo..\.t 0It ..\.to.e.e.n Uc.e.I'W e. .tag..\ 

rltde.c.e.n.t ad 

F Mud 0It a.tt empte.ci fIr.a.u.d. 

Suppi.eme.n.c to a.n. oJt.i.g.Lru1t M.pOJt.t 

No 11. -as gll.I1.vctte.cf. a.Q4 cu.t.U: 

Sultgl.aJty (no oo.~...c.e tn.tJtyJ 

r 6 pwonne..e. .taJU.ng .the. ,'tepoiti; d.I.l,C.OVelt. .tha.t a.n.tJ ll,\ .(}te 6o.e.~ 

~g c)..~.tanc:.~ a.ppty to .the .<.n~de.n:t, .tJtP!j :tK.U. ca.U ~n~ 

cU...\ pa.tc.h eIt. a.nd ha.ve. a. c.aJr. ..\ e.nt .to .the. ca.Ue-\ ,..\ la CJJ.t).o n. 
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a.. Su.4pe.~:t.t ~c.Vte. 

b. Phy~J..ca1. e.v).denc.e. plteAe.n.t 

:1:.0 .the deAl? .0 e.Jtge.rut.t who wUt a:ppltOve. :the. lte.poJt:t. rutd 50l twaitd the. 

lte.poJt:t. :tfvta u.g h ,te.gu.t:ut. cr.ann ~ :1:.0 'Re.po.'t.:1:. R2. vi.ew • V uMng ;oe.a.k 

pell).1] cW , de;, k pe.1t.6 a nne.£. w.i.U Ite.q u.eAt. :tha.:t the. ca.Ue/I. It ru. po nd :1:.0 the. 

J!I.t.a;ti.on :1;0 f:!..U ou.:t. a. lte.poJt:1:.. Should. c.omp,U:t.nc.e. wUh .th)..Q ,te.qu.(1A:1:. 

be. .wc.a nv e.n,.(.en;t • ~ alt .the. ca.U.Vt.. deA h. P e,IIA a nne.£. GULU. r e.c.oltd .the. 

name. a 6 .the. c.a.Uvr., lli pho tte. nwnb e,'f. rutd a.ddIr.u J!I 0 tt .the. C::i..l &tc.1z. 

La 9 (4 e.e. A.t.tac.hme.n.t ~ I), rutd e.xptG:. ~tt :t.ha.t he. (.tit e. c.a.Ue/l.l ;u.i,U. Ite-, 
":.Uve. a. ,'!,e.:i;U/tlt c.ail. ~.,; a. .oholt.t pw.od 0& .t£me. 601t. :talUng tite. 

t 
lte.paJt:t.. 

The. 6oUotU&tg .ope.c,i.Qi.c. ~;U.tvUa. t.UiU duvr.m.Ute. .the. :O:1.y -i,n 

wh.i.ch a. c.ctU. ~ .to be. han.cite.d: 

Mol~ottl O:i;hP.lr. Sex. O?6~e. 

Ve1.t.w - '.!J..c.t,Un .u. a.n ildu.U and .&tc,i.dent OCc.u,'Cit.ed 
.tong.!/!. .than one. H.ou./t ctg" 

r nde.c.e.n.t ,.I.c,..t 

Wa.e.k-bt - Phon.e-.&. - J!lu.hpec.t h.a.o te.6-t 4Ce.n.~. - ItO 
.w] u/Uj :to v.i.c.tim 

~OIt-A9g/t.~~a.:t.ed A4Aa.u.lt 

Watk.--i,n - Phol'tP"-Ut - v.i.c;t&.~ ~.ta.:t.e.4 he. tuiU. no:1:. 
---- - ,. It.eqtU,'t~ me,d,i.ca.t a.b~.u. .. "..lrLc.e. rutd 

1 • SUApe.c..t lA n,.z...': known .t.o .the. vi.WJn I'JIt. 
t.. The. o66w.4e. oc.c.uM.ed lsmge,t :t.ha.n one hoUJr. a.g" 
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~;U'l.li 

Wa1.k-ht "" Phone.-ht ~ no oo/tc.e ULt't.Y/OI!. phtj6J.C.a1. evlde.nc.e 
I'/t~e.ru: 

La/tc. V'ttl oit Attvnp.t 

~_ .. 40 ev.i.de.nc.e. J.6 Plt~en.t a.nd no dangvr. 06 bwtg 
d2A.tlW tje.d 

9e1a.1J - - p.<.c.!?-up ht6o .. .,ma.t.Lol1. a.va..Ua.bi..e. 

WaL~-in. - Phol1.e-~n - no ,oi~~-up ht6o~n 

N.Jj;a : Re.c.ove/!.e.d 

Re.c.ove./ted PitO~~y 

Veta.u ----.... 

FItt1.J..Ld 

Wa..Zk.-in. - 1. Ph~~c.al ev~de.nc.e. ca.n. be o/tOug h.t .to 
6tatiOl1. oa.cltLty 

2. No phtj6J.c.:U ev.l.de.nc.e. 

No~e. 

~ - oit'!.!!6vr. to .the c.Lty PJtOoe.c.u.t:.Oit'6 oOOJ.c.e.. 
tltooJtm .the. ca.Ue/t. .tha.t he. ma..tJ get:. a. waJtJt.Ctni. 
a.t .the. :,.ulj ,OItOo e.CJJi:.a It '4 0 6 6-Lc.e.. 

TItI166-?c. U:a.n.dl.e.l 

~ .. whe.ne.velt no .&rrne.c:U.a.te. hc:.:a/td e.x.W.t6 Olt a. 
Jte.que4i. M made in. a.dva.n.c.e. 
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TltaH.£c. (~peecUng c.aJt.1 

p~ .unme.cUa.:ta .tJvt.ea.t. A eM .!.hou,U be. <.e.n..t ~ 
¢oon a.o po-!>.!>.i.bia :u.Lth .the 00 o.£ce,'t. .'t.e.'11('.i.M:ng '<:;1 ..s Vtv.i.ce 
:to be. a.vail.able :i oit. mMe u.Jtg e.n:t c.a.U.a. 

TJta.6C1.c. AccJ..den-t - AcUden:t P.'t.oPe.l!.ty Va,ma.g e.. 

~ ~ .l6 ca.,I'(.6 Me. not dJU..ve.a.ble. and Me. not .<.mpe~g 
.the. o.tow 06 .t'!.a.oo.i.c. 

Wal.k-ht - C£!.It.& Me. dlr).ve.a.b.£.e w:h. m&tdlL damag e. 

J(LV(!.n..il.U. .• Tn60~ol1. Ott 

Can ove.l!. mMY Mea..!>. The. ~pa..tc.he,'(. w.U.!. ha.V'l. t.o 
e va.lu.a.te. the i.mme.cUa:te. c.!tU. CJrJ.tvrJ.a. and make .th e 
de.cM.i.o n • 

Wa..th.-.tn - whwevex. pa./I.~ Me. ha.v.£ng pltobl~1)1)., w.U:h 
.dte);r. cu:n cML:iil.en.. The!} will be. ·'l.e.oe!Vtad 
to .the. Vou.th un,Lt 0/1. Ju.vvU.l.a J(,I.}.,.t).ce Cwt2l'l.. 
No need OOIL :the pof.J..t.e to .'l.eJpond a.t ge.:t 
htvolved. 

Ab a.ndo ned Ca.I!. 

~ - ali c.a..W ca.tt be. d.e.la.yed 1..6 .6mtecUa.:ta lLeApon6e. 
r:.M..t~ do~ not a:pply. I6 c,a.,'t. ./...!, ~hown :to 
kttve O'l.e.n abandoned and ./...!, not lt2.polt.te.d. ~tolV'l, 
comp£a.W ./...!, k.ept a.t cUo pa.tc.heJr. f ~ 06 6).ce u.n.tU. 
p1.c.ked. up by c)..ty cl..vUl..a.n e.mpf.o yee. lk'hO .u. lI.e -
6polUi-bf.e 6011. c.hec.lUng abandoned c.a.II.6. He. p1..c..Ju. 

A. Decision ~akin5 

up .the compta..i.n.:t.3 da.l..f.:J and. II.~ pltev).o(,l.}., 
d.a.y I ~ comp.e.a..Lrtt4 w.U:h d../...!, po~.LtLa n, .Q u.c.h a.o: 
towed, owttex. rto.t).~d. to It.e.move a.u.to, e.tc.. 

The decision to implement this program ~ require a cl\ang,e in 

present deparement policy, 
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!he East Patrol Division comcander will assign desk ?ersonnel 

to handle phone-in and walk-in reports, !he Communications Unit desk 

sergeants ;rill decide when their respeC',ti'le personnel are not :neeting 

the designated implementation acti'lities of the ?rog:ram and llotify :e

spective ~~periors, 

Communications Unit dispatchers will decide how to process calls 

for service referred, Their decisiolls 'Nill be based on both the require

ments as specified in the procedural instruction that outl~es the 

?rioritization of Calls Program and the C~mmunications Unit ~nual. 

:..!any calls for service decisions • .. here prioritizacion is involved ;rill 

have to b'e made at the dispaccher' s discretion. These decisions ;rill in

volve "g1.-.~Y areas" '.I'here a prioricy choice has to be ma.de on the basis 

of the caller's voice, background noises, gut feeling, etc. In circ~

stances where the priority decision could have gone either way and the 

decision made was later determined not the best, complaints :nay occas

ionally be received, No punitive action will be taken against any dis

patcher who :nakes a wrong decision as long ~s it is wichin deparc:nenc 

policy. 

In instances where ehe Cowmunications Unit sergeants belie'le che 

dispatcher made a wrong decision, he will inform ehe Communications Unit 

commander of the facts which characterized the ~ecision, by memorandum. 

The Communic.acions lJnie c,oumander .. 'ill crieictul! the situatian to deee.r

mine if modifications need ~o be made co prevent a similar error from 

occurring agai:1. 

Desk personnel ae the East Pat~Ql D1visiQTh station will make 

decisions concerning the disposition of calls for service referred by 
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East Zone dispatchers. They 'Nill decide on the approp~iate ~lassi

fication of the report by questioning the caller. !hey will also as~ 

sist the caller in decisions ~egarding the type of police service that 

is appropriate (i,e •• advise the caller to come to the station to make 

the report or to make ~~e report over the phone). 

B. Management Styles 

An authorative management style 'Nill be required by the Operations 

Bureau commander to insure appropriate program ~lementation. The 

program as described in the procedural instruction, has guidelines that 

must be followed by both the Communications Unit dispatchers and East 

station desk personnel. ~nagement of these personnel and their activ

ities will follow the existing chain of command. 

C. Delegation of ~~thoriS( 

The Operations Bureau commander has the final authority regarding 

When the Prioritization of Calls for Service Program is to be imple

ment~d. The Directed Patrol Task Force will guide the initial bplemen

tation and have authority to suggest any modi£icacions as necessary. 

Commanders of both the Communications Unit and the EaSt Patrol 

Division will hl!ve the authority and responsibility to insure that pro

gram implementa.tion activities are being accompUshed. The East Par:rol 

Division c~lder will have the authority eo utilize r:he personnel and 

uncommieted patrol r:ime to perform Directed Patrol programs. 

The authority to oversee division desk personnel and dispacch 

personnel invQlv~d 1u tha prioritization activities ~ill be held by the 
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watch commanders at the East Patrol Division and Communications Unit 

sergeants, :respec~ively, Desk sergeants at the East station will in

sure that reports taken by desk personnel are completed and in accor

dance with department guidelines, 

Dispatchers will have authority to decide what type of police re

sponse i:; to be given on each call I;or ser/ice by using the procedural 

guidelines outli::l.ed for this progr'c;"l1. 

East Patrol Division desk person~el have the authority to suggest 

to callers the type of handling they feel is most appropriate (i.e., 

come to the station to report or report the incident via the telephone). 

Desk personnel also have the authority to assign a cr~e classi:ication 

to offense reports. 

D. Communication 

Communication requirements necessary for the Prior~tization of Calls 

for Ser/ice Program are limited to referring of some calls for ser/ice 

to the East Patrol Division for alternative processing and infor.ning cit

izens of changes in department policy relative to the handling of theit 

requests for police ser/ice. !he present Communications Unit ~nual 

explains how to use the telephone for such referrals, cQurtesy, etc., 

and should be followed in the prioritization program when making reporting 

suggestions to the citizen and when taking the info~tion fo~ che 

Celephoue report. 

Both Communications dispatchers and desk personnel will occasionally 

be required to relay a certain amount of information about the program 

C-1S 
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to the citizen. This '~ll be done to assure the citizen that a police-

man does not need to respond to the scene to handle the caller's sit-

uation in the most effective and efficient manner. Police officers, 

while attending community meeti~gs, answering calls for service or any 

other time the opportunity arises, will inform community member~ and 

local bUsinessmen about the Prioritization of Calls for Service Pro-

gram. They will emphasize the reasons a police officer may not respond 

to the scene of certain calls ~hen specific criteria are present. An 

attempt will also be made by police officers to assist citizens in un-

derstandiug that an officer's response to a citizen non-urgent call was 

delayed because there are not enough cars in service to handle calls 

which ar~not urgent and that as Soon as ~ore cars become available, one 

will b~ sent. In addition to face-to-face e~lanations of the program, 

community newspaper articles which are included in the Directed Patrol 

programs will carry information about the prioritization program which 

-Jill help the citizen when reporting crime. 

E. Ooerational Relationshi~s 

The prioritization program is a necessity to manage time in a way 

that will control some of the workload of field police officers so they 

will be able to per£or.n Directed Patrol programs, Implementation of 

Directed Patrol progrAm! will require that all or part of the prioriti-

zation program will have to be op~rational. However, the prioritization 

program should ~ot be ~ple=ented until programs are ready for imple-

mentation so ehere will be Directed Patrol activities for officers to 

participate in eo use the time which is ~ade available, !be task :orce 

will be responsible for ¢oordinacing ehe implementation of chis program 

with Directed Patrol activities. 
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APPENDIX D 

Departmental Policy for Managing Calls-For-Serv~ce 
Within the Communications Center 

Springfield, Missouri, Police Department 
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SPRINGFIELD POliCE DlEPAR1MtENT 
SOP NUMB/:R I 

78-4 
DATE / DATE EFFECTIVE I 

January 30, 1978/ February 1, 1978 
CANCELS I PAGE 

LofL 
SUBJECT 

TELCOM TRIAL PERIOD (REVISION APR. 28, 1978) 

I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

Telcorn is designed by the Springfield Police Department's Crime Analysis 
Section as a way to increase police productivity. It is felt that a 
significant portion of the complaints recorded by patrol officers on 
duty do not necessarily require the actual physical presence of an officer. 
If these types of calls can be identified and channeled into another 
system, patrol officers on duty will be available to devote additional 
time and effort to complaints concerning more serious crimes. It is 
anticipated that this will make available more time for patrol officers 
to respond to other calls for service, since these officers will not be 
"out of service" while working on the routine, less serious complaints. 
It is felt that the Telcom system will result in better service to the 
citizens because the Telcom operators will be able to receive the com
plain~more quickly than a patrol officer can respond in person. 

II. POLICY 

It will be the policy of the department to investigate certain routine, 
less serious calls for service by telephone on Honday through Saturday 
from 3:00 p.m. until 11:00 p.m., utilizing a Telcom unit for a trial 
period of May and June 1978. 

III. PROCEDURES 

Section 1. Types of Complaints to be Handled 

In order for the system to work as planned, it is necessary to identify 
the kinds of complaints that can be handled effiCiently by telephone, 
without causing a degradation in the level of service available to 
citizens. Appendix 1 lists the offense/complaint categories chosen 
for processing by Telcom. 

Section 2. Communications Center Procedures 

This section describes the procedures to be used within the Communica
tions Center for screening calls for and processing complaints by Telcom. 

2.1 Receiving Calls 

Calls eligible for Telcom are received on the Police Department's 
telephone number and answered by a PBX operator assigned t~ that 

SlAlNHOARD 
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TELCOM TRIAL PERIOD (REVISION APRIL 28, 1978) 

position. It is the task of these PBX operators to determine if 
they should be handled by telephone or if a police officer should 
be dispatched. 

The first consideration in this process is the type of offense 
being reported. If the offense is not among those identified as 
Teleorn categories (see Appendix 1), the call is dispatched for a 
patrol offieer1s response. If the complaint does involve an offense 
in one of the 'relcom categories, the call is turned ovel' to an 
operator unless one or more of the following conditions exist: 

2.1.1 The offense is in progress. 

2.1.2 An offender is on the scene, or probability exists that 
an immediate apprehension can be made if a field unit is dis
patched. 

2.1.3 The offense to be reported is an integral part of; or 
is in combination with, other offenses which are not report
able via Telcom. 

2.1.4 The PBX operator believes that the facts, as related by 
the caller, warrant the dispatch of a field unit. 

2.2 Recording Complnints 

2.2.1 w~ere a patrol car needs to be dispatched, the PBX 
operator will process and forward the simplex card in the 
normal roanner. 

2.2.2 If the PBX operator determines a complaint should be 
processed by Telcom, the call is transferred to a Telcom 
operator at extension 201 or 203, whichever is not busy. If 
the lines are not free or a Telcom operator is not available, 
the PBX operator determines how long the ealler will be avail
able at that telephone number so that the Teleom operator ean 
call back, then terminates the call and delivers the "can 
back" name and phone number to a Teleorn operato'r. 

STANDARD OIPE~AliNG f~OCiEfDURtES 
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2.2.3 PBX operators should process the incoming calls quickly 
and courteously. They will not screen the calls beyond deter
mining if a patrol car should be dispatched immediately 
(Section 2.1) tlor inform any complainant on any call for 
service that "we will have a car right there." 

2.2.4 The Telcom operator will screen the call to determine 
if a field unit should be dispatched or if the complaint can 
be taken by telephone. (If the complainant indicates a pre
ference for having a policeman on the scene, a patrol officer 
is dispatched and the call is not processed by Telcom.) The 
Telcom operator will further determine if the call requires a 
written report or ~an be handled by officer (HEO), based on 
departmental policy. If a written report is required, he shall 
complete a simplex card and investigate the complaint by asking 
the question~ required to complete the report. Once this is 
done, and the complainant has had the opportunity to add any 
other infonnation which he feels is relevant, the Telcom 
operator closes the call by informing the complainant of the 
action, if any, that will be taken on the complaint. 

2.2.5 The Telcom operators shall record their contacts with 
the public via the telephone on the log (Appendix 2) and submit 
the completed log to Crime Analysi~, at the end of their tour 
of duty. 

Section 3. Implementation 

Telcom began operation on February 1, 1978, without any installation 
costs other than staff planning time. 

3.1 Staffing ReqUirements 

A staffing requirement of one officer per shift is calculated in 
addition to the assigned desk officer. 

3.1.1 The Telcom operators will work at phone extensions 
201 and 203. 
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3.1.2 The Telcom operators will rotate from one extension to 
the othe~ to allow each the opportunity to record his com
plaints, which must be done from extension 203. 

3.2 Selection of Personnel 

Teleom utilizes experienced police officers trom the Patrol DiVision, 
consisting of a one-month assignment. This system takes advantage 
of the patrol officers' familiarity with the use of departmental 
reports and the method for conducting a complaint ,investigation 
interview, and ensures citizen satisfaction that complaints are being 
handled by police officers. Officers assigned shall be those With 
sufficient experience and discretion to identify those cases not 
requiring the presence of a police officer on the scene and who 
have the ability to quickly and efficiently and courteously complete 
reports by telephone. 

3.3 Installation of the Telcam System 

In preparation for the implementation of Telcorn, the department's 
Crime Analysis Section prepared this Standard Operating Procedure 
and current revision, describing the operation of Telcorn. This 
SOP, distributed to the department, outlines the types of cases to 
be handled, and the screening criteria! as well as procedures to be 
used by both PBX operators and Telcom operators. PBX and other 
personnel involved have been instructed in> the purpose of Telcom and 
the procedures to be used i/1 handling calls before the system 
actually begun. 

Gordon Loveland, Chief of Police 
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Appendix 1 

Offense/Complaint Categories Eligible for felcom 

1. Grand Larceny, of these four types: 

a. Auto parts or accessories 
b. Grand larceny from a vehicle 
c. Theft of a bicycle 
d. Auto theft 

2. All pettit thefts, except; 

a. Shoplifting 
b. Pursesnatching 

3. Telephone Violations 

Incidents of harassing or annoying phone calls directed at the co~laintant. 
(Does not include bomb threats or threats to do bodily harm.' 

4. Property damage 

All types except resulting from an auto accident or those which involve 
extensive damaga to private property. (Damage to government owned property 
will ~equire the dispatch of an officer.) 

5. Tampering with a vehicle 

All cases, unless the incident is in progress or suspects are in tl,e vicinity. 

6. Lost property 

All cases, unless some unusual circumstances dictate the need to dispatch an 
officer. 

7. Vqndalism 

All vandalism, exceFt those involving extensive or widespread damage to 
property. or cases in which the incident is still in progress or suspects 
are in the vicinity. 

8. Traffic complaints 

Includes drag racing, speeding, et cetera, unless the incid~nt requires the 
immediate attention of a field unit. 
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1. INTRODUCTImJ 

1.1 Purpose. 

The purpose of this report is to document the development, implementation, and 
effectiveness of' the Telcom complaint processing system, as well as its increased 
productivity of the ~pringfield POlice Department during the trial period. 

1.2 Description of Telcom 

The Telcom program, initiated by the Springfield Police Department for a three
month trial period on February I, 1976, is a system for call screening and for 
receiving and recording complaints via telephone in order to eliminate the need to 
dispatch a patrol officer on routine cases. Operating for five hours during the 
busiest shift, Teleom utilizes sworn police officers to record citizen complaints. 
The system depends on their experience and discretion to identify those cases not 
requiring the presence of a police officer on the scene. 

The overall goal of Telcom was to increase the productivity of field uniformed 
officers. Specific objectives were to: 

• Reduce the case load of uniformed officers in the field by relieving 
them of the burden of responding in person to routine complaints; and 

• Make avail~ble additional time for patrol officers to concentrate their 
efforts on pro-active patrol te~hniques in the prevention of crime and 
apprehension of serious offenders. 

Under the Telcorn program, calls for certain kinds of nan-emergency complaints 
received by regular PBX operators are'3wftched to a Telcorn operator on duty. The 
PBX operator determines if a call should be switched or dispatched immediately, 
depending on two types of factors--the type of case and the presence of special 
circumstances which rnay require the dispatch of a patrol officer. Upon determining 
that the call should have Telcorn processing, the PBX operator either transfers the 
call to a Telcom operator or determines how lang the ca1J.er will be available at 
that telephone number and deliver'S a Ilcall back" card to a Telcorn operator, depending 
on the work load. 

The following section summarizes the program's results and benefits. 

2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

After two months of trial period operation, February and March 1978, the Telcorn 
program seems to have fulfilled its purpose of reducing the overall case load of the 
field patrol staff during the h~urs of 5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 

Total logged calls for service for the calendar year 1977 reflected a l2.0~ 
increase aver 1976. January 1978 showed an increase of 3.0% aver January 1977. 
The total lagged calls for February and March 1978 (9,777), however, was a 2.4~ 
decrease over the same period of 1977 (10,014). By Telcarn handling 9.5% of the 
CFS, the field patrol workload was reduced an estimated 14.6% (254) at the same.time 
(See Table 1). Citizen cooperation with the system has been goad and no negative 
feedback has been received. 

It is also ~ignificant that the Telcom operators handled 56.1% (2,585) of the 
total pUblic requests (4,608) during the period. This includes all walk-in and 

- 1 -
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SPRINGFIELD MISSOURI POLICE DEPARTt1ENT 
GORDON LOVELAND, CHIEF OF POLICE 

PATROL WORKLOAD ANALYSIS 

UTELCOMU 

TABLE 1 

Total departmental calls for service from the radio log for the period of 
Febraury and March: 

1978 = 9,777 
1977 = 10,014 

Total departmental ca11s for service from the radio log for the period of 
February and March, Mondays through Fridays from 5:00 PM to 11:00 PM, and 
minus the general items: 

1978 = 2,2371 1977 = 2,291 

1- TEL COM 214 (09.5%). --------

2. FIELD PATROL 1.489 (66.6%) 1,743 (76.1%)2 

3. FIELD TRAFFIC 534 {23.9%} 548 {23.9%}3 

2,237 (100.0%) 2,291 (i00.0%)1 

The Telcorn program handled 9.5% of the radio log CFS 
whi~~ reduced the field patrol case load by 254 calls (14.6%), 
although the total departmental CFS load dropped only 2.4%. 

1The 2,237 CFS in 1978 represented 22.88% of the total 9,777 departmental 
CFS. The 2.291 for 1977 repres,ents 22.88% of 10,014. 

2The actual figures for 1978 were 9.5% for Telcom and 66.6% for Field Patrol. 
The 76.1% used for 1977 was derived by adding the two percentages together 
to arrive at an estimated 1.743 field patrol CFS. 

3The actual figure of 23.9% for 1978 was used to compute the 1977 'figures. 

- 2 -
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telephone inquiries from citizens as well as calls for service. 173 persons were 
referred to other proper agencies to meet their needs, and 2,198 persons were give~l 
directions and other spec~fic information in response to routine inquiries. Another 
262 calls for service wer~ screened by Teleom operators before dispatching to field 
units with no significant loss of response time. 

The CFS activity of the department and Telcom during the two-month period is 
detailed on Tables 2 and 3. 

3. ANALYSIS 

The impact of Telcom on the department is personnel utilization can be projected 
by the fact that the Telcorn operators processed .829 logged calls per hour of the 
258 hours of operation. If Telcom had been staffed during February and Mareh 1978 
with two operators for 16 hours per day, six days per week, it would have required 
the assignment of 4.2 officers to the unit, and would have covered 816 hours of 
service. Based on the same rate of processing, the unit would have handled 677 
logged calls or 7.2% of the department's total case load. The 4.2 officers would 
have represented only 3.4~ of the department's patrol manpower. 

Furthermore, the work load of 677 cases projected to have been processed by the 
Telcarn system would have required 225.6 man-hours more if handled by in-person patrol 
officer response, based on an average time per case of 30 minutes for in-person 
response and 10 minutes using Telcom. Th~refore, Telcorn could have made this time 
available for pa~rol officers to utilize in additional concentration on pro-active 
patrol techniques: prevention of crime nnd ppprehension of serious offenders. 

T~is represents over $8,000 of City funds that can be utilized more productively 
under (he Telcom program for the period of one year. 

- 3 -
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TABLE 2 

SPRI NGF I ELD M I SSOUR I POll CE DEPARTMENT 
GORDON LOVELAND, CHIEF OF POLICE 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION 

"TELCOM" 

PERIOD COVERED: February 1, 1978 through February 28, 1978 

20 Days of Telcorn operation (20 6-hour shifts) 

120 Hours of Telcorn operation 

3 Operators per shift 

360 man-hours of Telcorn operation 

TABLE 1. HOW CALLS FOR SERVICE WERE HANDLED 

A. CFS handled by Telcom Oper'ators (Total;: 1,177) 

1. Items by Radio Log;: 108 
2. Referred to Fie~d Units;: 121 
3. Referred to Other Agenci es;: 81 
4. Handled by Telephone ;: 867 

(09.2%) 
(10.3%) 
(06.9%) 
(73.6%) 

B. All CFS handled by Operations (Total;: 1,887) 

1. By Telcom only;: 
2. By Field Patrol only = 
3. By Field Traffic only = 

1,056 
*575 
*256 

(56.0%) 
(30.5%) 
(13.5%) 

*Of these 831 field CFS, 12~ (14.6%) were screened first by Te1com 

TABLE 2. GALLS FOR SERVICE, RADIO LOG ONLY 

A. Field Patrol only = 
B. Field Traffic only = 
C. Telcom only;: 

~Tota1 = 9~9) 

575 
256 
108 

(61.2%) 
(27.3%) 
(11.5%) 

TABLE 3. CALLS FOR SERVICE BY SHIFTS/HOURS/MAN-HOURS OF TELCOM OPERATION 
(Total Activity = 1,177i 

Per Shift Per Hour 

A. Items by Radio Log = 5.4 0.9 
B. Referred to Field Units = 6.1 1.0 
C. Referred to Other Agencies = 4.1 0.7 
D. Handled by Telephone = 43.4 7.2 
E. TELCOM ACTIVITY TOTALS = 58.9 9.8 
F. Workload per officer 

with three (3) operators = 19.6 3.3 
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SPR INGF I ELD M I SSOUR I POll CE DEPARn.lENT 
GORDON LOVELAND GHIEF OF POLICE 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION 

"TELCOM" 

PERIOD COVERED: ~~rch 1, 1978 through March 31, 1978 

TABLE 3 

23 Days of Telcorn operation (23 6-hour shifts) 

138 Hours of Telcorn operation 

3 Operators per shift 

414 man-hours of Telcom operation 

TABLE 1. HOW CALLS FOR SERVICE WERE HANDLED 

A. CFS handled by Teleorn Operators (Total = 1,670) 

1. Items ,by Radio Log = 
2. Referred to Field Units = 
3. Referred, to Other Agencies = 
4. Handled by Telephone = 

106 
141 
92 

1,331 

( 6.30/.) 
( 8. l l%) 
( 5.50/.) 
(79.7'f,) 

B. All CFS handled by Operations (Total = 2,721) 

1. By Teleorn only: 
2. By Field Patrol only = 
3. By Field Traffic only = 

1,529 
*914 
*278 

(56.2<,(,) 
(33.6%) 
(10.2%) 

*Of these 1,192 field CFS, 141 (11.8~) were screened first by releorn 

TABLE 2. CALLS FOR SERVICE, RADIO L~~ ONLY 

A. Field Patrol only = 
B. Field Traffic only = 
C. Teleom only = 

(Total = 1,298) 

91f1 (70.4%) 
278 (21.4%) 
106 (8.2%) 

TABLE 3. CALLS FOR SERVICE BY SHIFTS/HOURS/MAN-HOURS OF TELCOM OPERATION 
(Total Activity = 1,670) 

Per Shift Per Hour 

A. Items by Radio Log = 4.6 0.8 
B. Referred to Field Units = 6.1 1.0 
C. Referred to Other Agencies = A.O 0.7 
D. Handled by Telephone = 57.9 9.6 
E. TELC0M ACTIVITY TOTALS = 72.6 12.1 

F. Workload per officer 
with three (3) operators = 24.2 4,0 
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